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A few simple yet profound questions have so often been posed to me in recent years. Why 
did Jesus die? What does it mean to say that God required or demanded the death of a human being 
to appease or satisfy Him? These questions were slightly refined by my daughter aged 15 when she 
prepared for her confirmation class in the small church we attend in Norway. ‘Is the death of Jesus 
on the Cross a human sacrifice required by God to satisfy His holiness and justice?’ She demanded 
a yes or no answer with explanations. 
I was raised as a Baptist and taught that the Bible is the only source of all I must believe to 
be a Christian and live as God desires. One key dogma inculcated into me from an early age was 
that God loved me but hated my sin. I was taught that God sent Jesus to die on the Cross because 
all human beings (including me) were sinners. Sin was explained as being guilty of offending God 
by not keeping His laws. Thus, I concluded that it was my fault Jesus had to die and receive the 
punishment for sin that was due to me. The clear implication for me was that I was to blame for 
the suffering and death of Jesus.  
When I questioned this explanation and conclusion, the response to my enquiry was that God 
is a just God and someone had to pay the penalty for sin – God demanded retribution and 
satisfaction. Thus, He insisted on the death of someone capable of paying the price, and the only 
fitting offering was His Son, Jesus. Jesus paid the price for my sin with His horrendous sacrificial 
death on the Cross. If I accepted this death for me and asked for forgiveness, then I could escape 
the punishment of being sent to hell and I would go to heaven. The essence of the gospel message 
became ‘turn or burn’ and this was substantiated by numerous Bible verses.  
Flood (2012, p. 53) defined substitutionary atonement (also known as vicarious atonement) 
as the belief that Jesus died ‘for us’ and in our place. Penal Substitution Atonement (PSA) shares 
themes present in other theories of the atonement; however, the PSA theory is a distinctively 
Protestant understanding of the atonement that answers the question of why Jesus had to die. It 
began with the Reformers such as Calvin and Luther.1 A belief in PSA is often regarded as an 
authentication and non-negotiable property of the evangelical faith and is incorporated as an article 
of faith by many evangelical organizations today. PSA contends Jesus Christ by His own sacrificial 
 
 
1 Packer argued that Luther, Calvin, Zwingli, Melanchthon and their reforming contemporaries were the pioneers of 




choice was punished in the place of sinners (i.e. the substitution) and consequently satisfied the 
demands of justice so that God could forgive sin.  
The substitutionary nature of Jesus Crucifixion is understood in the sense of a 
substitutionary punishment due to sinful humans. The teaching I received and held dearly as my 
foundation was a synthesis of the judicial, PSA or Satisfaction theory of Atonement or by its older, 
name – the Forensic theory (that means ‘according to the law’). There is much debate about the 
specific content of a satisfaction, judicial or penal theory of atonement. Suffice to say here that 
unlike Anselm’s Satisfaction theory that said God is satisfied with a debt of justice being paid by 
Jesus, the Penal model believes that God is satisfied with punishing Jesus in the place of mankind 
– thus a Substitution model. 
As I grew into adulthood I began to read and study theology. I was then better equipped to 
explore the teaching of my youth. Yet, this core teaching concerning the reason for the death of 
Jesus remains ingrained in all my thinking and has proven to be so difficult to assess. It had 
achieved canonical status for me. Questioning it has led to feelings of compromise and even guilt 
and many colleagues and peers doubting my sincerity to follow the claimed ‘biblical teaching’. 
However, I am now perhaps a little wiser and more convinced of the value of doubt in strengthening 
faith as well as having a modest but better understanding of how doctrine is birthed and propagated.  
As a young man I was raised as a white person in South Africa, a country that was once ruled 
by an apartheid focused white government until 1994. I witnessed how Atonement theology and 
the symbol of a Cross has sometimes been used as a symbol of subjugation and was used as a 
means of persecution and exploitation by the powerful. However, I have also witnessed and 
experienced how Atonement theology can enlighten a person to the experiences of suffering and 
motivated a compassionate response to injustice and the needs of the poor, neglected, oppressed 
and distressed.  
It has become evident to me that many understandings of the crucifixion and any Atonement 
doctrine are often directly linked to soteriology and is habitually understood or misunderstood in 
light of the encounter with current contemporary issues. There exist lenses through which we read 
scripture and formulate doctrine, and this will become clearer later on in this study. The Cross and 
what it represents both ideologically and theologically, has become multifaceted. It has become a 
fashion symbol for the trendy; a means of identity as it stands in a church or worn around one’s 
neck; it has been a symbol of hate and racism as it burns on a lawn or been used as a call to unity 
and an anti-sematic or anti-Muslim logo in the crusades. For some, it has become a symbol of 
gender oppression and abuse. For others, it is a symbol of the love and forgiveness of God for all 
humanity. The crucifixion and its theological understanding have become the symbol of authority 
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– the power to reveal unconditional love and grace through saving and redeeming or sometimes a 
justification to dominate, oppress and abuse. 
The questions posed to me by 21C non-Christians and my daughter, have raised in me some 
scepticism and has led me to reconsider my strong leaning to the PSA model and more importantly, 
contemplate the question of why there is more than one Atonement model. Is there a hermeneutical 
and systematic justification for alternative understandings of Atonement theology? Stated slightly 
differently and more basically, I am asking how did I arrive at my theological positions? Then, 
more broadly I am asking about the nature, process and factors that influence and lead to a statement 
of doctrinal belief.  
Macquarrie (1966, p. 4) spoke of several formative factors when doing theology that are not 
all equally important in the process. These factors include amongst others tradition, culture, reason, 
experience, and Scripture. In my case, it begins with asking if the theology of my PSA model 
understanding of the crucifixion is justifiable as well as coherent and comprehensible to my 
contemporary non-Christian audience. Rather than revealing a loving God, can it be used to justify 
violence and abuse and possibly refer to a wrathful and unjust God? Then, I asked how my theology 
was formed and proceeded to seek insight into the process for the birth and dissemination of 
doctrine. This led to asking why does the Church not have one universally acknowledged 
Atonement theology and why might there never be consensus concerning the crucifixion? Why 
does the history of dogma in the Church reveal multiple Atonement models concerning the 
powerful symbol of the Cross? 
I have been of the evangelical persuasion all my life and thus I have believed that Christianity 
is at all times characterized by a concern for mission.  However, my own anecdotal experiences 
and studies in focusing on conversionism, that is one of the four key aspects of Evangelicalism 
identified by Bebbington (1989, p. 4), has led me to question my reasoning, methodology, 
effectiveness and doctrines.2 I worked as a Chaplain in a boarding school in the United Kingdom 
with students from over thirty different nationalities. This experience made it clear to me that 
effective mission requires a sympathy to the contemporary culture populated by those Christianity 
is attempting to reach.  This, combined with the questions I posed earlier, has led me to recognize 
a growing conflict between preserving an unchanging PSA gospel, being faithful to Scripture (well 
my understanding of the Bible), and the presentation of that message in both vernacular and 
 
 
2 FOSHAUGEN, E.K. 1997. Worship and Spirituality as a Praxis-orientated Apologetic in a Postmodern world - an 
Incarnational Engaged approach. (Unpublished doctoral thesis). Free State University, Bloemfontein, South Africa. 
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thought-forms that are accessible to what I will call the target audience – those who are not in 
fellowship with God - those we call non-Christians.   
Johnson (1996, p. 70) writes that the prodigious Princeton theologian BB Warfield once 
remarked that Christians must assert their Christian views in expressions of contemporary thought 
because every era ‘has a language of its own and can speak no other’. This is a truism that I will 
contend applies in particular to Atonement dogma. I am a practical theologian by training and 
primarily concerned with the relationship that understands systematic theology and practical 
theology as accountabilities in the Church’s collective ‘performance of the scriptures’ and in the 
advancement of the church’s ‘social imaginary’ (Thompson, 2013, p. 17). A practical theologian 
is committed to the practical application of theological conceptions, not to merely contemplate or 
comprehend theological doctrines but to move beyond that and apply those doctrines in everyday 
Christian life so that one can contribute to the world’s developing and becoming what God desires 
it to be. Thus, this essay is focused on contending that the PSA theory can and even needs to be 






This introduction will purposefully be lengthier than a customary introduction as it will 
hopefully lay the foundation for the essay. Firstly, it will offer clarification on the original term 
‘polymorphic theology’. Then this section will contend and reveal the magnitude of the ongoing 
need to review the significance, understanding, proclamation and practice of the Christian faith via 
a focus on the doctrine of the Atonement and in particular PSA. To ask if a doctrine can and should 
be reviewed, it is imperative to comprehend the methodology undergirding theological assertions 
so that one can proceed with justifiable objectives.  
Thus, to tackle any concerns about the doctrine of the Atonement one must consider what 
theology is, its purpose, and in particular articulate insights into aspects of the methodology of 
theology. That will be the objective of the first half of the essay in sections 3 – 4, to reveal the 
polymorphic character of theology. Then, for the remainder of the essay, selected elements of the 
PSA version of the doctrine of Atonement will serve as a pertinent and contextually relevant form 
of case study. Restated unpretentiously and straightforwardly, I wish to consider how theology is 
birthed via its polymorphic nature, so that I can assert that doctrine, and PSA in particular, can and 
should continuously be appraised and critiqued.  
2.1 The task and challenge of Atonement  
The foundation of much of contemporary evangelical Atonement Christian teaching is the 
assertion that God loves humanity and has through the crucifixion of Jesus made it possible for a 
relationship to develop between God and humanity. However, any study of historical theology 
concerning the crucifixion of Christ, its rationale and what it accomplished, reveals an abundant 
and controversial subject. Since the birth of the early Church in Jerusalem, many individuals and 
communities attempted to provide a systematic Atonement theory of what the crucifixion was all 
about and how the crucifixion reveals the love of God for humanity.  
Early on in my thinking, I discovered that there is no historical mandatory orthodox 
pronouncement on the theology of Atonement as there has been on the dogma of the Trinity or the 
dogma of Christ’s dual nature. However, at different times in history, certain Atonement models 
have indeed achieved the status of canonical in the teaching of many theologians, denominations, 
and Christian evangelicals (in particular the judicial and satisfaction model). 
Throughout the history of the Church God’ love for humanity is generally presented as 
inherently associated with the sacrifice of Christ (Jn. 3.16; Rom. 5.8; 8.39). In 1 Jn 4.9-10, we read 
‘This is how God showed His love among us: He sent His one and only Son into the world that we 
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might live through him. This is love: not that we loved God, but that He loved us and sent His Son 
as an atoning sacrifice for our sins.’ Thus, for many like me, the metaphor of sacrifice and love is 
revealed in the life and action of Jesus and specifically the crucifixion. The core of most of the 
arguments relating to the meaning and significance of the crucifixion lies in the belief that biblical 
literature claims that Jesus is the self-revelation of God (Jn 1.1, 18; 10.30; 14. 9-11; Phil. 2.6f., 
Heb. 1.2f.,). The claim is that Jesus, through His life and death reveals the love of God for human 
beings. Within this understanding of the office of Jesus, are the various claims of the sacrificial 
nature of His ministry: a covenantal sacrifice (Mk. 14.22, 24; Heb. 9.16ff; 8.6-10; 10.29;13.20; 1 
Pet. 1.2), atoning sacrifice (Rom3.22-25; 1 Jn 2.2; 4.10), sin-offering (Rom 8.3) sacrifice of 
thanksgiving (Eph 5.2) and a sacrificial lamb (1 Cor 5.7).   
The crucifixion of Jesus Christ is seen by many Christians as central to God’s plan of 
salvation. Through His Atonement, Jesus Christ fulfilled His Father’s purposes and fully revealed 
the love of God. For most evangelical Christians, the primary motive and meaning of the Cross are 
God’s reunifying, God’s reconciliation and re-communing with humanity. However, is this through 
an embracing or the satisfaction of a God of vengeful wrath?  
Atonement theology often develops from a specific understanding of the role of sacrifice as 
revealed in scripture. Even a cursory study of the sacrificial systems in different religion reveals 
gods who would eventually send rain only after a still-beating heart was ripped out of a virgin are 
far closer, in motivation, to a God who must be satisfied than the God of love Jesus proclaimed. 
Thus, for Christianity in particular, the age-old question arises of the understanding the crucifixion 
as an act of God’s love flowing from the fullness of His grace or alternatively, from His wrath to 
sin and the demand for justice that arises. Is it perhaps from both? The great kenosis hymn of 
Philippians 2, has the imagery of how Christ’s sacrificial life and revelation of God’ love 
commenced in the incarnation, is continuous through His life, and culminated at Golgotha with His 
death on a Cross.  
It seems obvious that any theory on the crucifixion needs to explain why and how it reveals 
a loving God. In doing so it needs to counter the concept that had He so pleased, He could instead 
have forgiven people’s sins without Jesus dying. Is the traditional evangelical view of penal 
substitution the only biblical explanation of Christ’s death or one of many? If the motive of the 
crucifixion is love, then one needs to consider how PSA can be reconciled with the violence that 
was witnessed at the crucifixion and ask questions concerning a theology of the crucifixion. If the 
cross is a personal act of violence perpetrated by God towards humankind but borne by His Son, 
then it makes a mockery of Jesus teaching to love your enemies and to refuse to repay evil with 
evil. Without going into detail, it is the need for justice that is the primary criticism of penal 
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substitution. It appears fundamentally unjust for an innocent individual to suffer on behalf of 
somebody who is guilty. PSA sets the Father against the Son. Stibbe (2014, p. 34) argues that if 
Christ placates God’s wrath, ‘then Jesus ends up saving us from the Father as much as from sin’. 
It can also be argued that Jesus Christ did not genuinely suffer the penalty for sin. Christ patently 
did not suffer if the supreme expression of God’s wrath is perpetual cognizant suffering. If 
punishment is eternal death, then God should not have raised Jesus from the dead. Schreiner (2006, 
p. 80) said that ‘God’s anger is not capricious or whimsical or arbitrary,’ but it ‘flows from his 
holiness…from his goodness, his matchless character’. Many Christians and non-Christians find it 
difficult to envision how such anger fits into Jesus’ portrayal of God. How does one perceive God 
as righteous in His wrath and punishment of sin? How is God’ wrath placated whilst His adored 
Son is bloodied and abused, in utter travail for days? 
In the book ‘Raising Abel’ Alison (1996) argued that Jesus subverted all violent language 
and imagery about God. The God of Jesus’ teaching does not use violence but seeks to convert 
everyone to love. The suggestion is that even Christians need their thinking transformed. Most 
Christians believe that in Jesus, God became a full participant in humanity. However, as will be 
shown later, many leading theologians have like me, expressed concern regarding the satisfaction 
and substitution models of Atonement (in particular the substitution models proposed of Calvin 
and Luther and articulated by many evangelicals in the 21C). This relates to both the coherence of 
the theory and the serious challenge to understanding the love of God as revealed by the model of 
the crucifixion. It is this that led me to undertake a critique of my received wisdom on Crucifixion 
theology and critically consider the possibility that ultimately, there is no single orthodox 
Atonement theology and a review of PSA.  
2.2 The research question and polymorphism clarified 
There is a critical working hypothesis that will undergird this essay. If it is not disputed 
efficaciously then it discloses how indispensable the doctrine of the Atonement is. It is the 
conviction that ultimately underscoring all theology is the claim that the definitive subject matter 
of any Christian theology is the revelation of God in the life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. 
Furthermore, how one understands the Atonement in a practical sense will to some extent disclose 
how one understands the nature of God. Thus, a critical question arises of whether there exists only 
one knowable, orthodox, and true dogma of Atonement.  
I contend that PSA has lost much of its capability that it might have had to communicate the 
message of Jesus in a contextual and relevant manner. For this essay contextual means 
predominantly all secularised society such as that of the West - at the present time.  In particular, 
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there are the issues of coherency with the claims of the crucifixion revealing a loving God and the 
multiple questions raised concerning the possible implications of the PSA dogma. Thus, there is a 
valid rationale for this essay to pose the question concerning the extent one can offer a critical 
review of Penal Substitution Atonement and suggest a path forward. The challenge is to consider 
the possible roles that hermeneutical and contextual systematic justification plays in formulating 
and concluding any Christian dogma and in particular an Atonement dogma. Thus, the essays 
research question (RQ): ‘To what extent does a polymorphic understanding of Atonement offer a 
critical review of Penal Substitution Atonement?’  
A brief non-technical explanation of the term polymorphic will provide some insight into 
what the essay will attempt to contend. The term ‘poly’ means many. To morph means to change 
or transform. In mathematics, a morphism is a ‘structure-preserving map from one mathematical 
structure to another one of the same type’.3 Alternatively, a morphism is an arrow between two 
objects.4 Biology has also developed the concept where polymorphism involves one of two or more 
variants of a single particular DNA sequence. For example, there is more than one conceivable trait 
in terms of a lion’s skin colouring; it can be light brown, white or dark brown. Alternatively, a 
butterfly transforms via holometabolism or metamorphosis from an egg, caterpillar, pupa to an 
adult butterfly.   
Thus, when I say that something is ‘morphous’, I am indicating that it has the ability to 
change. If it changes it has ‘morphed’, and if it is capable of and makes more than one change it is 
‘polymorphic’ yet always maintain ‘the arrow’ or the connection between the two or more concepts 
or objects involved in the transformation.  In my theological application of the term polymorphic 
is a concept that is indicative of the ability of a biblical text, message or teaching to be displayed 
in more than one form – it can and does morph. Thus, my concept of ‘polymorphic theology’ 
evolves. 
Systematic theology attempts to create a coherent theological theory running through the 
various doctrines within the Christian tradition – from hamartiology, eschatology to pneumatology 
and Christology. A likely problem underlying this endeavour is that in fashioning a systematic 
theology, certain elements may be coerced into a presupposed composition, or completely ignored, 
to maintain harmony and the coherence of the complete system. Belief is often intellectual assent 
to propositional truth claims and the Bible is then read to find supportive texts.  
 
 
3 https://www.definitions.net/definition/morphism viewed on 12 December 2020. 
4 https://ncatlab.org/nlab/show/morphism viewed on 12 December 2020. 
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Constructive theology derives its name from the awareness that all theological articulations 
are constructions and is in one sense attempting to avoid some of the problems associated with 
systematic theology. I would define constructive theology as premised on the recognition that 
systematic theology is a construct that has the mark of the theologian on it. This will become clear 
as it is elucidated in sections 3 and 4. The work of Wyman (2017) provides a great deal of insight 
into the motivations of a constructive theologian. Wyman writes about the numerous differences 
in a systematic versus a constructive theology. I think that Wyman essentially is asserting that 
Systematic theology seeks to systematically portray a crucial and even fixed reality, while a 
Constructive theology does not claim to be comprehensive.  Thus, Wyman’s work implies that 
constructive theology has a more modest epistemological attitude to theological claims. 
Furthermore, it can be contended, that if all knowledge is in one sense constructed, then one can 
and must access other sources of knowledge.  
As I understand Wyman, he believes that by attending to the tangible needs of a society one 
develops a Constructive theology, a methodology that has a more interdisciplinarity approach to 
theology and results in a more relevant and practical engagement or activism. This would include 
many of the burning issues of the day - from unjust economic systems, child labour, climate change, 
the plight of refugees, patriarchy, to name but a few. Constructive theologies speak to a generation 
who mandate that for the Christian faith to be socio-culturally relevant (contextual) it must be 
multiplicative of justice, fairness, equity etc.  
Polymorphic theology is not a synonym for, or to be confused directly with constructive or 
contextual theology that considers both the historical practice and experience (the documentation 
of divine revelation in the scriptures and the tradition of the Christian institutions and people) and 
the experience of the present - what is termed the ‘context’ in which Christians and institutions 
develop their doctrines and ministry. Contextualization is the process that attempts to connect 
the Gospel in word and deed that offers sagacity to people within their local cultural context and 
relates to their worldviews. Polymorphic theology incorporates this understanding but argues that 
theology has the kernel of truth derived from Christian Scripture and then has numerous drivers – 
from hermeneutics, tradition and historical theology to critical aspects of accommodation, bridge 
building and relevance to culture - that will affect what it morphs into whilst always endeavouring 
to maintain faithfulness to Scripture.  
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In previous research I have maintained that the starting point in meeting the world today is 
in a praxis-orientated apologetic.5 This is a willingness to offer one’s life in adoration and action 
(with the emphasis on action) reflects true worship and spirituality.  The Christian is to live under 
the ethos of the cross, willing to suffer with and for others.  What it means to be a Christian is 
inseparable from what it means to be the Church of God.  The Church has a word to speak to the 
world because it embodies an alternative way of ordering human life made possible by Jesus Christ.  
Kenneson (1995) sees beliefs and convictions as habits of acting. Thus, his model of 
plausibility and persuasion is one in which the facts or truth one cites are available only because 
certain convictions have been acted out.  He writes: ‘The paradigm I am advocating frankly admits 
that all truth claims require for their widespread acceptance the testimony of trusted and thereby 
authorized witnesses (p. 163).’  The belief that Christianity is relevant and has a truth to convey is 
one thing, a reason to be heard is another. Christians are to be grounded in the Word, ready to give 
a reason for their hope (1 Peter 3:15).  But, as has been experienced by the Church over the centuries 
‘no one cares how much you know until they know how much you care.’ 
My understanding of polymorphic theology is premised on my stance and convictions as an 
evangelical, scriptural and practical theologian. I recognise that there are many versions of the 
Christian faith and disagreements in theology and believe that holding to the concept that theology 
is polymorphic incorporates the common threads that hold together evangelical theology. These 
include but are not limited to the incarnation where God, the creator of all, became a human being 
in the backwater of the Roman Empire, that God’s nature is grace, mercy and love and therefore 
reaches out to save and empower those who are suffering, and that the story of God is revealed in 
the Bible.  
Polymorphic theology is thus concerned with the way that Christians reflect their faith via 
the meaning of the stories of God it is today. It reflects the process and the practical application of 
the core beliefs, teachings and practices. A polymorphic theology is a theology that has reflected 
on the teaching and ideas that are embedded in the sacred stories and the questions and needs of 
the present. It is premised on the confidence that God’s story is recorded firstly in the Christian 
Scriptures but with the recognition that this revealed story does not interpret itself by itself. Thus, 
 
 
5 FOSHAUGEN, E. K. 1999. No one cares what or how much you know, until they know how much you care - the 
message, method and goal in evangelism. The SA Baptist Journal of Theology, vol 6.   
FOSHAUGEN, E.K. 1998. Worship and spirituality as a praxis-orientated apologetic in a postmodern word - an 





earlier interpretations might not satisfactorily, correctly, or even appropriately relate to later readers 
of the Scriptures. In one sense, Christian evangelical theology always begins with the incarnated 
compassion orientated Jesus who came to live and die for the integrity of others, yet theology must 
also simultaneously commence with the actuality of the present existential human experiences - if 
it is to speak wisely and be relevant to the world. 
It was the Noble prize-winning theoretical physicist Richard Feynman who is attributed as 
commenting that he would rather have questions that cannot be answered than answers that cannot 
be questioned.6 That is in one sense the substance of a polymorphic approach to theology. 
Polymorphic theology recognises that the story of God is revealed in sacred Christian Scriptures 
but for example, the life and teaching of Jesus came in at least four different versions (Matthew, 
Mark, Luke and John). Thus, theology is a blend of the recorded divine revelation of the words of 
God and ongoing human experience and imagination. Theology is therefore birthed and constructed 
out of the honest and best efforts of us human beings to interpret the Christian Scriptures; to 
understand the ineffable reality and experience of Divinity in the world; as well as an engagement 
in the world that begins with the needs of the world and its people. Therefore, I contend that 
theology is polymorphic, and this then incorporates the reality that it is always to be a biblical, 
systematic, contextual and constructive theology. 
Perhaps then, there is not only one Atonement determination that reflects the biblical 
understanding of the identity, work and significance of Jesus Christ? If that is true then we should 
not be locked into an interpretation of the atonement that is entirely historically situated and at risk 
of neglecting morphous drivers or influencers as it impacts our understanding of the nature of the 
triune God. However, I am aware some might claim I need to be wary of a possible contradiction 
in presenting arguments that claim doctrine can morph and yet arguing there are essential timeless 
truths. How can a balance be struck to avoid the accusation of falling to dogmatic essentialism? It 
is perhaps essential that this be explained here before continuing.  
Whilst I have no substantial issues in using the terms dogma and doctrine synonymously, 
there is some validity in understanding that there are various ugiainousē (sound) didaskalia 
(precepts or doctrines), certain axioms, basic teachings or doctrines that most evangelicals will 
agree to. These I will call ugiainousē didaskalia or ‘sound basic teachings’ as they are generally 
settled points of departure in the understanding of the Bible’s teaching that relate to Atonement. 
 
 
6 https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Talk:Richard_Feynman viewed on 28 January 2021.  
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An example of this would be the belief that it is God’s desire to be reconciled and in fellowship 
with all His creation and thus He has an unconditional loving salvific will for all humanity.  
Secondly, salvation is a necessity for fellowship and the key to understanding the person and 
work of Jesus. My short minimalistic definition of salvation is defined at the basic uncomplicated 
level as ‘one of a sincere heart seeking and accepting forgiveness and consequently being liberated 
and in fellowship - a loving union, with God’. This salvation is made possible by God through the 
person and work of Jesus Christ who as the Word (Logos) is the unique revelation of the nature 
(love, grace and mercy etc) and the will of God. It is Jesus Christ, who as the Atoner, enlightens 
humanity to the truth of the Kingdom of God.  
Thus, the mission of the Church is to share the Good news of salvation with all people. This 
is the ugiainousē didaskalia, the sound central basic belief of Christianity and what this essay will 
call the sound basic teaching of Atonement and summed up with this ugiainousē didaskalia 
statement: Jesus has done and is doing something for humanity – for us. It is these basic 
teachings that morph out into various expressions and dogmas and why I will maintain that there 
is a hermeneutical and systematic justification to review the PSA model of understanding the 
Crucifixion.  
I will maintain my Baptist beliefs in core or central didaskalia such as that Christ’s death was 
‘for humanity’ and ‘because of humanity’s sin’ in a real and practical manner without being 
prescriptive in an exclusive methodological explanation of soteriology. Therefore, this essay is 
premised on the suggestion that there is a degree of consensus to be found that relate to certain 
teachings and the central tenets of the faith as taught in Scripture and held historically and 
traditionally by the Church throughout its history.  
Then, there are also systematic doctrines or dogmas of secondary importance, and 
evangelicals hold various views on them (eschatology, pneumatology etc). Some theologians 
embrace the prerogative that all doctrine is a deconstruction of Scripture and a reconstruction of 
perceived biblical intention into a contemporary idiom. Notwithstanding this possibility, I wish to 
contend that the concept of the polymorphic nature of theology in a theological sense still prevails.  
This is because if one holds to operating as a scriptural theologian – then one commences with the 
incarnation event and the Bible as the primary source to reveal and explain it, and then attempts to 
both construct and formulate a systematic doctrine whilst understanding how theology morphs. 
Due to the plethora of images, metaphors, genres etc found in Scriptures, as well as numerous 
issues such as matters concerning the interpretation and application of the Biblical text, (that are 
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discussed in sections 3-5), it is inevitable we might end with ‘difference’ yet underlying it is a 
harmony or commonality. 
One such example of the morphing of theology yet maintaining a commonality is found in 
the work of Jeremias (2002, p. 79) who noted that the images and metaphors of the Atonement may 
be dissimilar however underlying them is a similar purpose. They illuminate and validate the ‘for 
us’ of Atonement’s purpose. Thus, we can have different perspectives or theology (dependant on 
metaphors chosen as we will see later in the essay) but the core truth of ¨for us’ remains.  
Thus, in this essay, I intend to use this morphing concept as a theological term to mean the 
ability (and necessity) of the sound basic teaching/understanding of Atonement may be modified 
to take on more than one form that is thus both scriptural yet contemporaneously relevant. It is 
faithful to the roots of the message – the person and work of Jesus and the scriptural declaration 
that Jesus has accomplished and is accomplishing something for humanity – for us. Today, there is 
substantial Evangelical confidence and reliance on the PSA doctrine in explaining the methodology 
of the Crucifixion and it forms the foundation of many gospel presentations such as the Alpha 
course and EE3.7 In the Lausanne Covenant at Section 3 and 6, one sees a level of endorsement of 
PSA.8 In chapters 6 and 8, the Westminster Confession of Faith also sanctions PSA.9 However, 
PSA has been exposed to intense critical tension and questioning and I hope to show that there is a 
hermeneutical and systematic justification to review it.   
2.3 The praxis problem of Penal Substitution Atonement 
A theology of the crucifixion can be called an Atonement theology, and in this dissertation, 
Atonement theology, theory or doctrine will also be understood as a univocal but alternative 
expression for a theology of the Cross. Christians would agree that God is in one way revealed and 
mediated through the teaching (doctrine) and actions (praxis) of Christians. Gerkin (1986, p. 12) 
argued for a practical theology that will continuously have to be aware and open to the changes 
that take place in the ways persons experience their challenges, difficulties and needs of living. 
This means doctrine should be sensitive and open to considering the flows of change in ways of 
understanding and interpreting human needs. Theological convictions motivate theology in praxis 
 
 
7 The Alpha course is an evangelistic program which seeks to present the basics of the Christian faith through a series 
of talks and discussions. EE - Evangelism Explosion is a ministry that educates people how to communicate their 
Christian faith and how to lead people from unbelief to belief.   
8 The Lausanne Covenant: Section 3 and 6, viewed on 23 December 2020, 
https://www.lausanne.org/content/covenant/lausanne-covenant#cov 




and if we are facing issues in Christian praxis then perhaps we need to reconsider our convictions 
or doctrines. Theologians attempt to delineate the narrative, images and metaphors in Scripture that 
portray the reality of the Atonement. The results of the process are conjectures or models 
corresponding to those images or metaphors to clarify and advance specific teaching on how the 
death of Jesus Christ and His resurrection might offer salvation.  
In many written works, models are juxtaposed against each other seeking their ‘biblical’ 
weakness or strengths. For example,  John Stott (1986) in The Cross of Christ  promotes a Penal 
model whilst Denny Weaver (2011) in The Nonviolent Atonement argues for a narrative Christus 
Victor model.  
Alternatively, attempts are made to portray them as coexisting together, with the explanatory 
power of the doctrine residing in that very coexistence (Green, 2006, pp. 157-185). Furthermore, 
some Atonement models such as PSA claim scriptural priority as a doctrine to explain the person 
and work of Christ and the meaning of the crucifixion. Since the birth of Christianity, the Cross of 
Christ has become the central symbol of Christian theology and experience. However, the reality 
is that the crucifixion, its symbolism and theology, has become the source of both positive and 
negative experiences and here the PSA stands out.  
Since the early 19th century there was a growing rejection of a doctrine based on Penal 
Substitution violence. Holmes (2008, pp. 273-274) comments that the changing European 
perceptions of criminal justice had moved away from the public imposition of violence towards a 
more rehabilitative stance. Perhaps this explains why many contemporary individuals struggle to 
accept a story of the Crucifixion which situates its understanding of penalty in an older cultural 
tradition. People today are schooled by psychological, sociological and cultural shifts to regard the 
earlier tradition as heartless, cruel and even barbaric.  
Marit Trelstad (2006) edited a compelling and insightful work with a powerful paronomasia 
in its title. Cross Examinations underscores how so many prominent theologians are surveying and 
assessing the critical issues relating to the interpretation of the crucifixion in our contemporary 
world. In this ground-breaking collection, questions are posed such as if traditional Atonement 
theology valorise violence or suffering. Theologians are asking if the ransom, substitution or debt 
satisfaction models of Atonement are appropriate for contemporary worldviews. Others, with a 
more pastoral approach, ask if some specific Atonement models encourage Christians (especially 
women) to acquiesce in pointless suffering. Many raise the question of how, any particular Cross 
or Atonement theology, meets the immense anguish, suffering and injustice seen in the world today.  
A cursory study of history reveals how images and theologies of the Cross have been used to 
show suffering, humility and love but have also been used to oppress individuals and people groups. 
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This can be seen when considering feminist theologians contention that the crucifixion has been 
interpreted to enforce victims passivity and oppression (gender being one example) through to the 
use of the meaning of the crucifixion to encourage and ratify racism, imperialism, repression and 
violence. The crucifixion and the symbol of it – the Cross – have had diverse meanings and 
messages in various contexts. Evidentially, so much of Christian theology is reflected in one’s 
understanding of the crucifixion – from soteriology, the doctrine of original sin, the doctrine of 
God and God’s nature through to eschatology and Christology. Thus, it is imperative to show and 
understand how all interpretations of the crucifixion are in some way connected to the 
interpretation, historical thinking as well as religious, personal, and contemporary social contexts. 
This will be both verified and clarified in sections 3 and 4. However, now it is worthwhile to briefly 
consider symbols and morphing. 
The seminal work of Paul Tillich (2001) helps to enlighten our understanding of symbols. 
He argued that religious symbols arise from the collective unconsciousness in the groups where 
they appear. He deems them as ‘living beings’ that can both grow and die. Growth takes place 
when the circumstances or situation is appropriate for them and they die when the situation 
changes. Tillich contends that the meaning and the symbol dies when it no longer can produce 
retort in the group where they originally found manifestation and expression (pp. 49-50). This can 
be applied to the symbol of the Cross today and implies that the interpretation of the crucifixion 
can shift or change, depending on the context and thus it is so vital to consider the context of any 
Atonement theology – both in its original historical setting in the sources of scripture, through the 
history of the classical writings as well as its contemporary setting. I will contend that insight into 
the broad variable of context is a significant key hermeneutical principle in articulating any 
systematic theology and explicitly the polymorphic nature of Atonement theology. 
2.4 Practical variables in formulating and morphing doctrine 
A recent study by Johnson (2015) argued that one needs to move beyond the narrower 
discussions of the last century and a half when considering an Atonement theology. He stressed the 
trinitarian grounding of all Atonement accounts, as well as eliciting our attention to the importance 
of attending to the role that the various attributes of God play in all of our theologizing about 
Atonement. Furthermore, Johnson contends that we must heed the various other doctrines (God, 
Christology, soteriology, anthropology, etc.) that Atonement theology depends on, or affects. This 
directed me to think about the issue of variables in theology. Variables are influencers, features, or 
factors that are liable to vary or even change and that ultimately will affect and determine the 
content of any doctrine. 
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What specific significant and practical variables I should select for this essay is debatable 
and due to the epigrammatic nature of this essay, I am forced to limit myself to those I contend are 
the most weighty concerning my research question. They are directly intertwined and will all be 
considered in more depth further on in the essay. 
i. Context 
The first variable of ‘context’ is broadly defined and within its connotation, I will include 
further notions – hermeneutics, and the application of the interpretation in culture or ‘doing’ 
theology in culture. They are more interlinked than is often acknowledged and demarcating them 
is artificial but necessary for writing purposes. Here consideration will be given to some of the 
delineations and understandings we should consider and heed when correlating our interpretations 
concerning the nature of theology, the scope of theology, the sources of theology as well as the 
issue of doing theology in a particular framework or culture. All of these areas of interrogation are 
intertwined in the variable of context.  
Linked to this are the circumstances and broad milieu that form the setting for an event, 
concept, belief, theory or statement. Every Atonement model has a setting and a cast of participants 
- God, humanity, demons, or angels, etc. Thus, one considers the historical culture, the role the 
characters play and what emphasis a theory places on the players. In a framework, one considers 
questions such as is the Atonement model focused mostly on God, humans, or Satan?  This is oft 
determined or linked to the particular attributes of God, human or Satan highlighted.  
The aims of this essay will restrict exploration of this important topic however, it will become 
clear that the PSA model is linked to one or a couple of key attributes of God, understanding of 
sacrifice and interpretations of Scripture. Here we see the need to consider past, present and future 
context and look for coherence and logical consistency within all sources of doctrine as well as 
applicability and relevance in a particular contemporary culture or context. Some attributes might 
be neglected or ignored in favour of others. I will propose that we acknowledge the manipulative 
and fallible nature of the horizons of interpretation, the peril and fallacy of dogmatic essentialism 
or universal absolutism and the urgent need to faithfully construct and fully contextualise all 
theology if the Church is to have a contemporary voice.  
ii. Language 
Secondly, we have the issue of language. In the last few decades, the philosophy of language 
has increased in importance in the field of epistemology. This essay will only have the scope to 
consider a few aspects and needs to avoid the issues of analytical and continental philosophy around 
the matter of language. However, I acknowledge the wise words of Heidegger (1993, p. 217) who 
said that ‘language is the house of Being’ and thus we can say that in its home, humans reside. The 
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very core of what we are as human beings, our ontology, is enclosed in our language and our 
comprehension of language. Language as spoken or written is the primary method of human 
communication as members of a social group and how participants in different cultures, express 
themselves. It consists of the use of words in a structured and conventional way for a specific 
purpose – often to communicate a message via that language. Language is also a fundamental issue 
in hermeneutics and to fully explore it is beyond the scope of this essay.  
Nevertheless, this variable is directly linked to the first two variables in that one needs to 
consider the context of the language used in all the sources for doctrine and the rejuvenation and 
dissemination of doctrine. I will ponder St. Paul’s use of metaphors, his understanding and use of 
the concept of sacrifice and how he understood the purpose of Jesus life and death in his epistles. 
This will be juxtaposed with Jesus teaching concerning His understanding of His mission reflected 
in the four gospels. Thus, the focus will be on Paul’s use of metaphor, a comparison between any 
possible inconsistencies as well as proposing feasible resolutions. Metaphor is understood as 
something viewed as representative or symbolic of something else.  It is a figure of speech often 
used for rhetorical effect as it directly or indirectly refers to one thing by mentioning another. Its 
purpose is to attempt to furnish clarity or recognize hidden similarities between beliefs, concepts 
etc. On the other hand, the Gospels are best described as historical-theological documents where 
one can perhaps garner an insight as to what Jesus believed and taught through His deeds and 
words. 
 
iii. Understanding of the concepts of sacrifice and sin 
Thirdly, certain Atonement models have at their core the concept of sin and sacrifice. 
However, this too is a broad and complex variable if one recognises different dimensions of sin. In 
Scripture, one reads of social, political, personal or cosmic sin and perspectives on the fundamental 
nature of sin, or its effects. Sin can be sickness, rebellion, or bondage and involve guilt, or shame 
or even death. In Atonement models, one finds many claims.  Christ paid a penalty and did away 
with our guilt.  Christ died to liberate the oppressed from unjust political systems. Christ died to 
ransom and free us from Satan. He died to bring healing to the degrading effects of sin and ensure 
we escape hell and go to heaven. Christ died to unmask the powers of evil and vanquish the power 
of death? This variable of ’sacrifice’ in an Atonement model is chosen for this essay as it is 
contestable if God required sacrifice in terms of the PSA model and thus saving humans from the 
penalty of sin.  
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It is my understanding that Atonement has an objective and at its essence, it is the capacity 
for us to live a life in fellowship with God. I suggest that most Christians would be willing to agree 
with this to some degree. However, there is much dispute as to the mechanism to achieve this.  
Wright (2016) wrote an insightful book where he argued that the crucifixion does not cease 
with the Cross but resumes through the resurrection and ascension of Jesus. His premise appears 
to be that Jesus’s message is about the kingdom of heaven coming to earth. Regrettably, this 
message is often redacted to an individualistic and almost platonic model of salvation ‘saving 
individuals from their sins so they can go to heaven’. Clearly, the concept of sacrifice and 
forgiveness linked to it, has an intention.  Is it only propitiation or expiation of sin? Is it the means 
for union with God and a renewed life of right standing with God (righteousness)? Is it about being 
saved from the effects of sin and a guarantee to avoid hell and going to heaven? Or is it about 
entering into the Kingdom of God through some form of relationship reconciliation and renewal 
that has connotations for our life now? Does the understanding of sacrifice in the Atonement model 
have more than one aspect operational as it relates to the above questions? The answers to these 
questions determine the content of an Atonement model. 
2.5 Objectives and purpose 
This thesis is in one sense primarily directed at my peers who like me grew up with PSA 
being depicted as non-negotiable dogma in the teachings of Christianity. However, it is hoped that 
it will augment and offer a more balanced insight into understanding how any doctrine is birthed 
and transmitted through the history of the Church. There is almost an ahistorical and atheological 
attitude towards hermeneutics, culture, heritage and tradition in some Evangelical theology. It is 
anecdotal evidence, but after five decades of being in the evangelical tradition, I have found that 
the Protestant formal principle of sola Scripture has become distorted as it is reflected in many 
evangelicals’ theology. Doctrine, proclamation and ministry are birthed and proceeds principally 
if not exclusively from Scripture. This then necessitated new doctrines such as divine inspiration, 
inerrancy with word-for-word revelation direct from God for all doctrines and life application.   
This is sometimes referred to as biblicism and those who follow an almost entirely literal 
approach simply ignore the reality of what I call ‘interpretative liberalism’ (different views on 
doctrine from this Biblicist approach) by simply arguing through a selection of texts that ‘they are 
wrong and my/our view is biblically correct’. There are both trained theologians and laymen armed 
with their Bible translated into their language. They have offered little or no credibility to the past 
wisdom and work of the Holy Spirit nor the abundant and fruitful bequest of the history of the Bible 
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and all their received theology. The Bible’s and theology’s historical, cultural and theological 
heritage is ignored.  
I would go as far as saying that failure to acknowledge, consider, receive, preserve and 
carefully transmit the Christian heritage and tradition to the next generation of believers can have 
serious consequences. It is an omission of a duty that can and often will lead to unintentional but 
very existential subjective, warped, ineffective and even dangerous doctrines that do not honour 
God, serve His creation or allow for the fulfilment of the Church’s mission. Doctrines are born that 
are not of any relevance to the world which Christians are called to serve. Hence, my objective is 
to hopefully add clarity and comprehension into pragmatic systematic and constructive theology. 
It is my intent and my prayer that this essay will contribute towards stimulating thinking regarding 
a ‘continued reformation’ and a change of approach that upholds the relevance, importance and 
authority of scripture whilst not being uninformed of how theology is birthed and done -and why 
it must be so.  
Atonement theories are formulated using the Bible and thoughtful Christian scholars are 
behind a diversity of formulations. Strengths and weakness of views are debated yet no one 
argument prevails. This was so well unveiled in Eddy and Beilby (2006) consideration of distinctive 
views on Atonement. Consequently, this essay will attempt a different tact. I argue that we can 
acknowledge the challenges relating to variables such as hermeneutics, methodology in 
systematic theology, and doing theology from a cultural perspective – and thus recognise the 
polymorphic nature of Atonement theology. This then provides a reasonable argument to review 
Atonement theory, and specifically PSA as my case study, as one of many biblical perspectives 
founded in the plenitude of God’s being itself.  
My suggested proposition is that there is considerable value and significance found in the 
consideration of the many variables of an Atonement theology to explain why there is and always 
will be a plurality of Atonement models. The Christian faith has a message that is entirely 
embedded in the person and work of Jesus and this includes the crucifixion and the resurrection. 
This narrative needs to be newly and faithfully proclaimed and applied in each new epoch of history 
whilst preserving its hopefully agreed essentials concerning what Jesus taught and achieved for 
humanity. This essay thus reflects research and discernment on the matter of whether there is 
hermeneutical and systematic reasoning for a polymorphic understanding of Atonement theology. 
If successful, then one can contend that one should reassess a conviction for the PSA model and 
then propose the genesis of a contemporary Atonement model.  
This is done by selecting and discussing how certain variables impact the contemporary 
understanding and application of theology and an Atonement theology. What is the character, 
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function and understanding of variables such as context and sacrifice? How one understands the 
crucifixion and the Cross has many inferences. It reveals how we do theology and how we 
understand ourselves and others, God and Jesus. It affects our belief and praxis. We need to 
carefully contemplate how a particular model of the crucifixion facilitates the sharing of the gospel. 
Does it have implications for gender rights, civil rights, immigration, women’s rights, the 
retributive justice so many desire, and the justification of the use of violence? These are but a few 
extrapolations one might contemplate. In terms of evangelism and sharing the meaning of a 
crucifixion that took place almost 2000 years ago, it is imperative that one can offer an insight that 
is faithful to the biblical literature yet is conveyed in imagery and metaphor that is comprehensible 
and contemporary. 
This essay has no ambition to claim that a biblical, universal, and singular Atonement model 
is available to Christians. Rather, my ambition is to contribute to both theological theory and 
practice in three aspects. Firstly, to comprehend how dogmas are birthed and consider the validity 
and coherence of any doctrine and their respective foundations in the biblical narrative. 
Furthermore, to highlight the ongoing work of the Holy Spirit in each epoch of history and how to 
successfully convey the crucial belief that Jesus came to reveal the love of God for His creation. 
Then, finally, that the message that Jesus did something for humanity, for us, can be articulated in 
a manner that is faithful to Scripture and also in a contemporary relevant manner. Hopefully, this 
work will add some value in the unsettling debate on Atonement theology and perhaps begin to 
provide a foundation and an impetus for contextual and relevant preaching and practice concerning 
the understanding of the mission, teaching, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ.   
That is the heart cry of this practical theologian. As will be seen in this essay, theology is 
historically situated (has a context) and there is thus perhaps a need to seek model(s) of Atonement 
theories that might depict timeless aspects of the biblical images of salvation. McGrath (2013, p. 
9) states it persuasively when he writes: 
 
Christian theology can be regarded as an attempt to make sense of the foundational 
resources of faith in the light of what each day and age regards as first-rate methods [. . .] . 
Christian theology regards itself as universal, in that it is concerned with the application of 
God’s saving action toward every period in history. Yet it is also characterized by its 
particularity as an experience of God’s saving work in particular cultures and is shaped by 
the insights and limitations of persons who were themselves seeking to live the gospel 
within a particular context. The universality of Christianity is thus complemented with –  





One of the concerns that have arisen regarding PSA is that it accents a guilt-based articulation 
that is in today’s cultural context is a significant impediment to evangelism. Mann (2005, p. 4) said 
that most non-Christians no longer live with any awareness of sin and guilt that Christians talk 
about then when presenting the gospel. Thus, I think we must reconsider how one should present 
the person and work of Jesus Christ. Holmes (2007, p. 113) lays this out in very succinct and 
poignant words:  
 
If the only gospel we’ve got solves a problem that nobody feels, then it is no wonder our 
churches are shrinking.  There is a lot of work in first explaining to people that they really 
ought to be feeling guilty, before then solving the problem for them. 
 
Is a specific elicitation of Atonement (such as PSA) entirely historically situated and at risk 
of neglecting cultural developments? Is it possible to hold to the reality of salvation as affirmed in 
the sources of Christian faith without appealing to a specific determination of methodology within 
the task of positing Atonement theology? Why does the Church not have one universally 
acknowledged Atonement theology and why might there never be consensus concerning the 
crucifixion? This essay will hopefully provide some solid framework for sound reasoning to these 
questions and to the possibility that there is no one biblical position on Atonement and we are 
dealing with levels of ambiguity and mystery that we need to recognize and accept.  
There will not be an evaluation of all Atonement models in any depth as that has been done 
ad nauseum without resolving the matter. Rather, this essay suggests that there is a hermeneutical 
and systematic justification to review the Penal Substitution Atonement model of understanding 
the Crucifixion via a polymorphic understanding of theology and Atonement theology in particular. 
If this is achieved then perhaps, we can develop the means of sharing the central message of 
Atonement in a contemporary idiom that in principle and spirit is faithful to the person and work 
of Jesus, the scriptural claim that Jesus has done and is doing something for humanity – for us. 
Secularism means less a cognitive rejection of religion and more a society that prioritizes the 
sovereign individual and not believing in God is seen as a valid viable option. Christianity becomes 
one option among many. Thus, I can expand the RQ into part of my objectives with this reflective 
thought. Can a polymorphic understanding of Atonement theology support Christians in 
articulating an apologetic that makes Christianity the better option in a secular society? This essay 
contends for an unequivocally yes as the answer. 
2.6 Methodology 
The nature of this research is a conceptual, philosophical analysis and construction from a 
literary investigation. The design of this research can be divided into first exploring and 
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understanding a few selected concepts that relate to the research problem. These include key 
concepts such as context, sacrifice, language, culture, hermeneutics, and what systematic and 
historical theology is. The literary works of various theologians will be briefly considered to ponder 
the socio-historical development of theology. Historical theology is of immense value as theology 
should and, in my view, can only be done in community. Thus, the works of the Danish theologian 
Gregersen (1988, 2008) will be my primary source to understand how the study of theology is 
dynamic, the search for truth is ongoing, and must be relevant in every new context, 
My Baptist tradition demands all Christian theology must first and foremost be grounded in 
the biblical text. Thus, there will likely be some use of hermeneutical principles, textual analysis 
and exegesis. There will also be a limited degree of examination of the biblical narrative and 
discourse, exploring the biblical meaning of the Atonement. This includes consideration of the 
accurate rendering of the biblical text as well as possible textual variations and discourse analysis 
to assist in determining the biblical authors' coherence and flow of thought. In some cases, some 
attention will be given to the possible alternative theological meaning and message of the major 
theological themes of selected biblical texts.  
The problem with studying God is that God is not an empirical object. Thus, one might have 
to accept Pannenberg (1976) whose general argument in his work Theology and the Philosophy of 
Science is that belief in God in terms of a theory of science should be understood in the category 
of hypothesis. To an extent, one could argue theology takes the veracity of this belief as its point 
of departure, but this might ignore or neglect the concept of revelation. These are difficult and 
controversial issues that in themselves deserve further research and consideration in another essay.  
The focus will be on primary literature exploratory research to gain an understanding of 
underlying reasons, opinions, and motivations relating to the significance of considering the chosen 
variables of an Atonement theology. The project will provide insights into the nature and problems 
of doing systematic theology and develop ideas or hypotheses such as the polymorphic 
understanding of theology and doctrine for an understanding of the crucifixion event as a revelation 
of a loving God that Jesus declared. Through critical reading and reflection, the character, function 
and understanding of variables will be deliberated and then applied as a critique to PSA and 
conclude with a reasoned appeal for consensus on a road forward. 
2.7 Delimitation 
It might be useful to begin with a few technical and semantic definitions. The word ‘doctrine’ 
is often used interchangeably with the word ‘theology.’ This is acceptable despite there being an 
arguable disparity between the two terms. So here follows a few of my own formal definitions 
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pertaining to this essay. Theology is the more general term used and refers to the study of the God 
of the Bible. Doctrine denotes the explicit teachings about God that originate from a study of 
theology. Here one can have technical terms such as soteriology (the doctrine of salvation) or 
pneumatology (the doctrine of the Holy Ghost) etc. Dogma is more of an established set of beliefs 
that is recognised and accepted by a Christian or a denomination without being questioned. Biblical 
theology is the study of the Bible literature and pursues to uncover what the biblical writers thought, 
described, and communicated in the context of their own times. Historical theology scrutinizes the 
development and progression of Christian thought and beliefs through the centuries ever since 
biblical times. Systematic theology attempts to discover, articulate and apply the biblical outlook 
in a current doctrinal or philosophical system. Practical theology focuses on the pastoral application 
of biblical truths in modern life. Both dogma and doctrine are teachings of the church, but dogmas 
are often perceived as more fundamental to the existence of the faith. They are often considered 
infallible and understood to be divine in nature. I see systematic theology as giving birth to 
doctrines that can be termed dogmas and thus have no issues with using the term systematic 
theology or dogmatics interchangeably. 
This thesis is restricted in that it is limited in both scope and length and thus will not provide 
a detailed analysis of all the variables nor the various theories of Atonement that attempt to offer a 
theology of the crucifixion. Nor can it consider the cultural setting of all the theories in any 
noteworthy detail. Furthermore, it will not be able to provide significant insight into the historical 
and anthropological underpinnings of the practice of sacrifice in various cultures and religions or 
a detailed exploration of the concept of original sin or trinitarian formulas – all perhaps crucial and 
beneficial topics that might influence my findings and conclusions. The answer to one question 
often raises further questions and not all of them can be addressed in the manner they deserve by a 
dissertation of this nature.  
Here is one example. If one focuses on the crucifixion, then do we perhaps neglect the life 
and teaching of Jesus as an example for us to follow? Many significant theological questions 
deserve an in-depth response that sadly this paper will not do justice. Furthermore, essay length 
requirements will result in many critical concepts, ideas and counter-arguments not being fully 
explored or in some cases be not considered at all – despite more than deserving a hearing on the 
subject of this thesis. More importantly, I acknowledge that my theological roots and experiences, 
such as PSA, has both shaped and expressed my opinion or evaluation of a biblical text for many 
years. However, my anecdotal ministry experiences and theological reflection do now recognize 
the possibility of alternatives Atonement theories and thus the possibility that the penal theory is 
not entirely efficacious in its claim that the crucifixion reveals the love of God for humanity. 
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I will endeavour to take a reflexive distance from my life world to be aware of any implicit 
internalized normativities and understand the writing and voice of the various sources of theology 
and the various aspects of interpretation as precisely and truthfully as possible. Thus, through 
analysis, by breaking down and studying the parts and writing a critical paper, I need to apply 
critical reading and critical writing to my research. None of this can be done from an entirely 
neutral perspective however it can be attempted via acknowledging bias. Is there such a thing as a 
neutral question? I plainly have an invested interest in the answer to my RQ, however, my 
awareness of this state of affairs will hopefully assist the project. Thus, questions will be asked that 
hopefully do not assume bias towards an explicit or implicit answer – a serious flaw that I suspect 
I, like many others, have when defending one’s received doctrine as ‘the biblical answer’.  
I think theology might be the archetypal subject when it comes to finding examples of dogma 
where positions are assumed before questions are asked. So often we know what we wish to find 
before we ask the questions and view the sources. This can be linked to the variable of context that 
shapes the objectivity of questions asked for in questions of authenticity of doctrinal inquiry 
because it defines the parameters of the assessment, and consequently the questioners 
understanding of these boundaries. After many hours in theological discussion with peers, I have 
recognized that what one person might understand as a neutral question, another may heuristically 
comprehend it as subjective and biased. Thus, I must accept my own contextual position in my 
reflection and interpretation to demarcate the neutrality of my questions.  
There is an abundance of scholarly work on all the topics this essay will cover. However, 
certain theologians played a more influential role in both painfully questioning and sometimes 
guiding my thinking. They are Wright (1999, 2016), Pannenberg (1968, 1970, 1976), Craft (1969, 
1979, 1989), Gregersen (1988, 2008), Finlan (2004, 2005, 2007, 2020), and McGrath (1987, 1992, 
1998, 2005, 2011, 2013). On infrequent occasions I shall employ Hebrew, Greek or Latin, however, 
my abilities in all three are sufficiently deficient for me to depend entirely on those with linguistic 
specialities, whilst recognising that they too might have discrepancies and/or disagree. The 
Calvin/Luther PSA models are chosen as the ‘case study’ as they have held weighty influence in 
recent church history and are perhaps the dominant contemporary view of the crucifixion in many 
Western Christian denominations today. PSA is certainly more influential than other atoning 
theologies such as Christus Victor, governmental, moral influence, and scapegoating. 
There is a final delimitation that needs to be raised. Perhaps overly polemical, I would 
contend that PSA doctrine is the primary explanation as to why the Church in many truly secular 
societies are not experiencing growth, and in many cases – facing a serious decline in membership.  
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2.8 The plan of the essay 
It is my conviction that Christianity requires the recognition and acceptance of a more broad 
and profound understanding of the methodology behind all Christian doctrinal claims. All 
Christians are in one sense called to be theologians as they think about the Christian stories and 
teachings that guide them in their own existential circumstances and lives. A follower of Christ is 
called to share the life and teachings of Jesus, to proclaim and enact the Christian teachings found 
in Scripture - to bring the message and love of God to the specific needs of the age they live in. 
The doctrine of the Atonement is considered as a relevant ‘case study’ and will serve as the primary 
area of consideration and application for this particular study.  
To do this, a substantial part of the essay from here on until section five will consider the oft 
unacknowledged methodology or process of how doctrine is birthed throughout the history of the 
Church. This will then allow for a hermeneutical and systematic justification to review the Penal 
Substitution Atonement model of understanding the Crucifixion in the second half of the essay. 
The profound issue of the hermeneutical process and the methodology of Systematic theology 
underlying the Atonement models often receives less attention than the actual Atonement models 
claims that they reflect biblical material. This essay will therefore be less concerned in evaluating 
how Atonement theories align to the Bible (whilst acknowledging that this is important) and will 
predominantly focus on what I feel is the ‘bigger’ issue of the hermeneutical and systematic 
justification for the polymorphic nature and thus possible coexistence of various Atonement 
doctrine or models in history. This dissertation will optimistically commence the process to remedy 
this. bigger 
The first issue is to attempt to validate the hypothesis that dogma is often, if not always, 
polymorphic in character. Then one can consider the research question; ‘To what extent does a 
polymorphic understanding of Atonement offer a critical review of Penal Substitution Atonement’? 
Thus, sections 3 to 5 will thus offer succinct but necessary and sufficient evidence to uphold the 
hypothesis that much of theological formulation is polymorphic in nature. 
Section 3 will begin to unpack a basic insight into hermeneutics to argue that all present-day 
Christian dogma can only propose a conceivable but not necessary development of Biblical 
intentions. Section 4 will offer some discernment into doing theology in context to reveal the claim 
that for the Christian message to be contemporary and applicable then some degree of 
metamorphosing of theology is mandatory. As keys to understanding Atonement lie in the concepts 
of sin and sacrifice, section 5 will consider these concepts in light of insights derived from section 
3 and 4. Once again the focused intention is to contend that there are movements and 
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transformations in the understanding and application of concepts and that there are alternative and 
complimentary interpretations.  
Section 5 will apply some of the deliberations highlighted in the previous sections before 
moving on to section 6 where there will be a brief direct critique of PSA via the application of 
significant conclusions and inferences from sections 3 – 5. These relate to hermeneutics, doing 
Systematic Theology, cultural relevance and application, as well as the variance in soteriology 
concerning understandings of sacrifice, sin, salvation.  Here the question posed will consider the 
extent that a polymorphic understanding of Atonement offers a critical review of PSA and in light 
of the conclusions of identified problems facing PSA. Section seven will summarise and integrate 
the findings by succinctly proposing a way forward based on the extrapolations made in this essay.  
The implicit research focus behind the research question is thus the hermeneutical 
justification of doctrine, the process of historical theology, the contextualization of doctrine and 
the rationale of systematic theology in seeking how a contemporary articulation of the work of 
Jesus Christ, and in particular the crucifixion, should reflect the love of God that Jesus proclaimed 
in a contemporary idiom.  
The conclusion of this essay will uphold that the belief in the facticity and events of the 
Incarnation and Crucifixion does not make inevitable the acceptance of any particular formulation 
of Atonement. This is because I would assert that none of the most prominent Atonement teachings 
(those of Gregory the Great, Anselm, Luther, and Calvin etc) are necessary doctrines, but I am 
inclined to believe that the Incarnation is. My incarnational understanding does not entail any 
notion of Christ as a ritual sacrificial victim, as making a payment to God, or as taking on 
humanity’s death sentence. Furthermore, I have another premise in that I do not define a Christian 
as one who holds a specific belief system. Paul said we are made righteous by faith – not in belief 
in a systematic doctrinal system, or because we have a biblical belief system for all questions, or 
uphold classical theological ethics.  
With this being said, it is the propitious moment time to move on and consider the research 
question in light of the potential ways forward. At this moment in history, there exists no 
universally acknowledged orthodox Atonement theology – only rival models. However, whilst 
there are serious challenges to all of them, the PSA model that has become almost orthodox for 
many, faces the most serious challenge. Thus, there are options in going forward. It is feasible that 
one day there might arise a consensus for a single orthodox dogma, or the models will persist to 
contend for priority, or there will arise accord that Atonement theology is perhaps more 
polymorphic in character than appreciated and needs to always be constructive and contextualized 
in its expression. It is this option that this essay will cogitate on.  
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3 THE CONTEXT: VARIABLES AND ISSUES IN DOGMATICS 
To declare that a polymorphic understanding of Atonement both offers and allows for a 
critical review of Penal Substitution Atonement one needs to submit a hermeneutical and 
systematic justification to review the PSA model of understanding the Crucifixion. This section of 
the essay will thus endeavour to lay the foundations for an understanding of the complexity 
concerning the process for interpreting the Bible and formulating any contemporary and pertinent 
dogma.  
If successful, then one does not need to resort to the limited and even superfluous process of 
only proof-texting from the Bible to defend one’s dogma to substantiate it. Proof-texting is citing 
a biblical verse or passage in defence of a belief or doctrine. However, it can often use limited or 
isolated, out-of-context excerpts from the Bible to confirm a proposition. Some would call it 
eisegesis - introducing one's own assumptions, agendas, or biases. It can provide one’s own 
interpretation that may be entirely different from what the writer intended. 
Theology is a widely used term that encompasses a broad range of subjects. Walk into any 
university that has a humanities or theology department and you find scholars and departments 
specialising in Old or New Testament studies, missiology, practical theology, church history etc. 
In a narrower sense, it can be defined as concerning itself with the doctrinal character of the 
Christian faith. It is here one finds the term systematic theology.  In this essay, the term theology 
will include the concept of systematic theology and in this section, I hope to succinctly lay a 
foundation for the context of an Atonement theology.  
Systematic theologians often have substantial discrepancies in methodology when 
formulating an orderly, rational, and coherent account of the doctrines of the Christian faith, yet 
there is often a basis of mutual interest or agreement that can be identified. This common ground 
is critical to identify as it becomes part of the reasoning to contend that Atonement theology is 
polymorphic in nature. Thus, diverse theologians such as Pannenberg (1970, 1976), Gregersen 
(1988, 2008), Ericksen (2013) and McGrath (1987, 1992, 1998, 2005, 2011, 2013) will be 
considered.  
The learned Baptist theologian Erickson (2013, p.23) described theology as ‘that discipline 
which strives to give a coherent statement of the doctrines of the Christian faith, based primarily 
on the Scriptures, placed in the context of a culture in general, worded in a contemporary idiom 
and related to issues of life’. He argued that theology needs to be biblical and thus be based 
primarily on canonical Scripture as it utilises biblical research methods and tools (to aid 
interpretation). Theology is systematic as it relates various sections of text to coalesce varied 
teachings into a coherent whole. Whilst I agree with Erickson’s sentiment, we still have to face the 
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broader issues concerning the interpretation of the Bible. Secondly, coherency is an important 
aspect of any systematic atonement theology, but coherency alone does not guarantee truth.  
Erickson recognised most of this and noted that there is always a need to make theology 
contemporary by utilising language and concepts that make sense in the present context whilst 
avoiding ‘the peril of archaizing’ or the ‘peril of modernising’ Jesus (pp. 23-24). The message of 
the Bible needs to address the questions and challenges encountered today and, in that sense, 
theology ultimately does not only relate to belief or doctrine but also to living. Thus, a doctrine 
such as Atonement theology should continuously reflect the practical dimension in its formulations. 
These critical insights have particular relevance as will be explored in this essay.  
Systematic theology must always be biblical theology contemporised (p. 26). If that is true, 
then systematic theology without historical theology is toothless in that it has not considered the 
rich tapestry of the struggle to articulate a biblical theology. Historical theology describes the 
people, culture, conditions and challenges faced in expressing the Christian faith and doctrine 
throughout the history of the church. There are obvious reasons for theologians to consider this rich 
and sometimes flawed attempt at reflecting and articulating a biblical theology. It will result in a 
contemporary expression of doctrine that is aware of its presuppositions and thus more self-critical 
of our own bias as we interpret the Bible and formulate doctrine. Studying historical theology 
reveals the varying interpretations all claiming to be biblical theology (pp. 27-28). 
There are further issues such as philosophy and epistemology that need to be considered 
briefly when formulating doctrine. Erickson (pp. 34-35) highlights a dilemma that is not often 
considered. The object (in our case God) cannot be investigated without a decision about the 
method of knowing being decided. However, the method of knowing will partly depend on the 
nature of the object to be known (God). If one has not proved the existence of God how does one, 
then regard Scripture as a valid revelation of God without circular reasoning?  
Erickson’s offers the solution of not attempting to prove and begin with the validity of God 
as the object of knowledge or Scripture as the means of knowledge but assume both as part of the 
‘basic thesis’ and then advance any knowledge that emerges from this ‘basic thesis’ and evaluate 
the evidence and coherence for its truth (using the Bible as the primary source but also secondary 
sources and historical theology). We will find this perspective is in principle concurring with what 
will be argued for by Gregersen (1988, 2008) further on in this essay. However, further clarification 
and comment is required.  
The approach to theology followed in this essay is one of critical realism and a historical 
theological perspective, that is Christocentric and serves the polymorphic hypothesis well. This is 
different to foundationalism as a theological approach that argues that some truths are self-evident, 
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and thus do not need further justification for belief. Foundationalism sees all knowledge and 
justified belief resting ultimately on a foundation of non-inferential knowledge. This concept of 
foundational beliefs has been recently modified by eradicating the universal nature of knowledge 
and conceding the tentative nature of knowledge (consider postmodern epistemology). The result 
is realism within the creeds of a system, that can be self-critical and adjust. Epistemology and 
reality have no universal foundation and thus belief systems are justified in holding to their own 
foundational beliefs that are held tentatively and reworked as necessary to then explain the reality.  
I see critical realism as navigating the tension between naïve realism (the claim that it is 
feasible to know the world objectively, and that anyone who disagrees with this view is ignorant, 
unreasonable, or prejudiced) and a more postmodern anti-realism (that will deny any universal 
knowledge of reality and that all knowledge is thus subjective ‘beauty in the eye of the beholder’). 
Critical realism differentiates between the 'real' world and the 'observable' world. The 'real' cannot 
be observed and exists independent from human perceptions, theories, and constructions. This is 
best understood in Kant’s approach as related to the question of the existence of the temporal-
spatial world. Kant argued the way the world seems is not a guarantee or even an accurate 
reflection of how it really is. He said our minds create a picture of the world based on what we 
perceive through our senses. 
This is important if one is to recognise that theology is not some cold theoretical formulation 
but an existential understanding of God’s self-revelation. Every systematic theologian is searching 
for a truthful dogma however, the subsequent theology articulated is affected by the researcher’s 
theology and faith (their situatedness). This implies that it is essential to do historical theology and 
delve into the historical development of Christian doctrines (the secondary sources) and recognize 
the influences which were instrumental in both doctrine’s expression and implementation. As a 
critical tool, historical theology ‘allows us to see’ the relative importance of certain doctrines at 
different points in history, the situations of their formulation, subsequent mistakes, and the 
possibility of correcting those mistakes in contemporary reformulations (McGrath, 2013, pp. 9-14).  
McGrath portrayed historical theology as facilitating systematic theology in the ‘critical 
reappropriation’ of earlier theology for contemporary usage (p. 14). He provides an example of 
how doctrinal formulations about the impassibility of God fell out of favour as via historical 
evaluation we came to comprehend that the notions behind the articulation of impassibility as an 
attribute of God is not sourced in Scripture but arose from the Greek setting of viewpoints that were 
prevalent in early church history.  
Any substantial study of historical theology discloses how a distinct articulation of a doctrine 
can quickly pass from being the presumed truthful comprehension of the day to being denied 
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outright at a later date (black people are inferior to whites was a true statement for many in South 
Africa). Thus, it seems to be wise to have historical theology seek out any continuous central 
characteristics of Christian theology that can be traced from the beginning of the church to the 
present when one is doing systematic theology and Atonement theology in particular. I contend 
that one such central characteristic in Attornment theology is the ugiainousē didaskalia, the sound 
central basic belief of Christianity summated up with this assertion: Jesus has done and is doing 
something for humanity – for us. It is this central basic teaching that historically morphed out 
into various Atonement dogmas and why I will claim that there is a hermeneutical and systematic 
justification to reassess the PSA model of comprehending the Crucifixion. Pannenberg (1970, p. 
15) comments on the importance of history as the horizon for theology: 
 
History is the most comprehensive horizon of Christian theology. All theological questions 
and answers have meaning only within the framework of the history which God has with 
humanity, and through humanity with the whole creation – the history moving forward 
toward a future still hidden from the world by already revealed in Jesus Christ. 
 
McGrath (2013, pp, 8-9) offers a similar perspective to Pannenberg and showed the immense 
importance and value of historical theology as it has a ‘pedagogic and a critical role’ Historical 
theology enlightens the contemporary thinker as to what was understood and believed in former 
times and often provides insight into the influencers that make some form of contemporary renewal 
or a reassertion of the doctrine and beliefs necessary. He contended that the salvation experience 
that Jesus Christ reveals (I would add ‘throughout history’) requires that the gospel be newly 
interpreted and applied in each new context where it is announced in order to maintain Jesus’ place 
in Christian theology (1998, pp. 318-329). This led him to assert something that I whole heartedly 
agree with when he says that a division between the person and work of Christ is not very beneficial 
as ’the person of Christ becomes known through his work.’ (2011, pp. 282-283). Pannenberg (1968, 
p. 47) made this clear when he argued that there can be no ‘’separation between Christology and 
Soteriology’. This is an essential directive influencing and guiding my thinking when considering 
Atonement theology throughout the history of the Church. 
Yes, Christian theology is deemed universally pertinent and applicable as it is the stupendous 
narrative of the love of God and His saving actions towards His creation in every epoch of history. 
However, theology is thought, applied and accompanied via a particular historical context and not 
necessarily contradicted by this context. Christian theology is always exemplified by its 
particularity and peculiarity as an encounter of God’s love and saving work in specific 
context/cultures. Thus, it is influenced by the perceptions and constraints of persons who were 
themselves attempting to live the full Christian faith within a particular situation or context.  
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The universality of Christian theology is thus complemented with – rather than contradicted 
by – its particular presentation and application. From this rather inadequate preamble to this section 
one can conclude that systematic theology is never entirely bias-free, is done in a historical context 
and dependent on multiple sources. It is the task of a theologian to consider all the sources, the 
historical interpretations, and his/her partiality to interpret, restate and apply the doctrine in a 
contemporary context. This will be somewhat emphasized in the next few sections. If one can 
understand that the location and formulation of a doctrine in different histories and contexts; and 
the variables that influence doctrine; then it is feasible to identify potential errors or bias and rectify, 
reformulate or renew doctrine and Atonement doctrine in particular, in a contemporary context. 
This is the polymorphic nature of Atonement theology and why we need to consider a few of the 
issues pertaining to the science of interpretation - hermeneutics. 
3.1 Hermeneutics 
I consider hermeneutics as the theory and method of interpretation of a text 
where interpretation involves an understanding and explanation that can be justified by an appeal 
to reason and common sense. An interpretation brings something ‘hidden’ to presence, thus 
revealing what, how and why it is as it is. It portrays both a body of historically disparate 
methodologies for interpreting concepts, texts, and even objects, and a theory of understanding 
them. This section will attempt to argue that if one accepts and understands the complexity as well 
recognises hermeneutics varying methodologies, then there is more validation to acknowledge the 
polymorphic nature of much of theology.  
In systematic theology, there is the need to establish and understand the meaning of the 
biblical text. Thus, in one sense the rationale of hermeneutics is to bridge the gap between our 
minds and the minds of the biblical writers through the contrast of Scripture with Scripture and a 
comprehensive knowledge of the original languages, ancient customs and history. Whilst there is 
disagreement on the general principles of biblical interpretation, the central purpose of 
hermeneutics, and the exegetical techniques employed in interpretation, has always been to uncover 
the values and truths of the Bible.  
This essay is premised on the acknowledgement that the Bible has a sacrosanct status for 
Christians as a repository of knowledge via divine revelation. However, I also accept that there is 
no one universally accepted hermeneutical principle for its interpretation. Approaches to 
interpretation vary on a continuum from a literal interpretation to a more spiritual interpretation. In 
the record of biblical interpretation, many types of hermeneutic approaches have developed. These 
include the allegorical (hidden secondary level), anagogical (mystical), moral (ethical lessons for 
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life) and literal (plain meaning) approaches. Added to this are the more recent academic and 
philosophical trends that lead to the historical-critical and structural interpretation.  
Schleiermacher (1977, p. 196) adopted as a principle the notion ‘just as the whole is 
understood from the parts, so the parts can be understood from the whole. This principle is of such 
consequence for hermeneutics and so incontestable that one cannot even begin to interpret without 
using it.’ This is sometimes referred to as the hermeneutical circle that one's interpretation and 
comprehension of the text as a whole is determined by allusion to the individual parts and one's 
understanding of every individual part by reference to the whole. This implies that neither the 
whole text nor any specific portion can be grasped without reference to one another, and 
consequently, it is a circle. The circular character of interpretation does not make it unfeasible to 
interpret a text, but it does caution and highlight that the meaning of a text must first be found 
within its cultural, historical, and literary context.  
For the purposes of this essay, hermeneutics is limited to a concern with the process of 
understanding. It is conceded that interpretation and comprehension may be directed by analytical 
principles or a rule-governed science, but it should not be reduced to them. To understand why a 
hermeneutical and systematic justification to review the PSA model of understanding the 
Crucifixion one needs to comprehend that hermeneutics is, in addition, the name for the 
philosophical discipline concerned with analysing the sources and conditions for understanding. 
Furthermore, one needs to recognise that seldom, if ever, should the Bible be understood as the 
only source for claims of doctrinal veracity.  
The objective of the essay is to argue that theology is polymorphic in nature, and that this 
premise can thus serve to contend that the Penal Substitution Atonement model of understanding 
the Crucifixion should be reviewed. To accomplish this it, is essential to offer hypothesis and clarity 
on the foundation of authentic Christian truth claims and therefore briefly consider how one arrives 
at a doctrine and how it should be evaluated or contested. One also needs to ask what are the 
appropriate sources for doing theology? 
3.1.1 Sources of dogmatic truth claims 
Gregersen (1988, p. 303) plainly states that ‘Christian interpretations of God as revealed in 
Christ’ is the ultimate subject matter of theology’. This is Jesus Christs’ life, teaching, death and 
resurrection. If Christian teachings have a propositional nature concerning the truth about God and 
His creation then the doctrine of a systematic theology that reflects and makes propositional claims, 




Logical consistency is demanded if one wishes to contend validity for a propositional 
statement and conclusions on doctrine. That is a basic principle of any epistemology. However, 
propositional logic does not really care about the content of the statements. Thus, one needs to 
consider a particular theory for truth claims. Of the many possibilities, the two that are most 
employed are firstly a coherence theory of truth that states that the truth of any (true) proposition 
consists in its coherence with some specified set of propositions. The truth conditions of 
propositions consist of other propositions.  
Secondly, there is the correspondence theory, that in disparity with the coherence theory, 
states that the truth provisions of propositions are not (in general) propositions, but instead fact-
based objective features of the world. However, it is impossible to equate beliefs with reality 
because the experience of reality is always mediated and negotiated by beliefs. The correspondence 
theory is no more than a definition for truth and is of little value as a yardstick of truth. Thus, the 
coherence model is the important one for theology when considering the universality of the 
Christian tradition’s truth assertions.  
Here one has a modicum of a paradox in that Christianity makes the claim of knowing the 
nature of reality (correspondence theory of truth) as it proclaims that Christian interpretations are 
in accordance with the revelation of God. However, Gregersen (p. 304) points out that the 
propositional nature and composition of Christian interpretations involve an awareness of a 
possible difference between ‘the semantics of Christian interpretations and their referent’. It is here 
where Systematic theology will either justify or reject truth claims as God is beyond the 
understanding of theology as a science (empirically verifiable or falsifiable) and is thus 
substantiated or falsified in respect of the consequences and implications for the world and man. 
Thus, I believe that for Atonement theology in particular, the model’s theology must be 
coherent with the broadest possible range of other relevant propositions generally held to be true 
in our Christian tradition but also in our present context. Gregersen (p. 304) offers guidelines in 
stating that coherence is birthed and justified through assimilation to the common patterns of 
thought (historical-critical research) as well as recognizing different levels of propositions (such as 
seeing creation as myth or a historical account). Furthermore, I note how a theology must show 
how significantly the Christian interpretation of reality can provide both a wide-ranging perspective 
and expectation on life as well as a cohesive and amalgamating point of view on the diversities of 
life. This is done whilst having a unity of agreement concerning the divine intent for and within the 
world. Gregersen warns that seeking ‘knock-out’ arguments is not reasonable however I think that 
by applying the criterion of consistency and coherence, the result will be a useful and rewarding 
learning process moving us in the right direction. 
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On an anecdotal note, I have found many Christian in Norway follow the argument for the 
Lutheran position of ‘sola scriptura’ and thus doctrine being exclusively deducible from the Bible. 
This often leads to dogmatic essentialism and in particular when applied to the penal model of 
Atonement. This type of hermeneutics neglects the semantic issues in Bible translations that 
Beckmann (2020) pointed out and is referred to later on in section 3.1.2. It neglects the influence 
of classical writers on any contemporary doctrine. It disregards the subjective nature of the 
individual and the linguistic historical and cultural situatedness of the one who reads and interprets 
the Bible. Gregersen (p. 305) correctly points out that all contemporary Christian dogma can only 
propose a possible but not necessary development of Biblical intentions.  
As suggested earlier, all conclusions for any doctrine arise from the different sources. The 
legitimacy of any contemporary interpretations and dogma rests on more than pure exegesis as the 
interpretation hinge on the capacity to state analogies between the biblical interpretation and the 
reconstructive proposals and recognise the limitations of doing theology previously discussed. 
However, despite what I say here Gregersen offered a sound warning. Any theological renewal and 
understanding needs to be compared to the classical traditions and rival proposals to not become 
mere ‘questions of fashion and taste’. 
The function of theology and an Atonement doctrine in particular, is not limited to upholding 
the beliefs and identity of the Church as part of an historical continuous tradition. Atonement 
theology needs to contribute to the further development of the Church in its contemporary context. 
As was discussed earlier in this section, an important aspect of theology is to be able to define its 
claims as meaningful propositions in relation to the culture’s propositions. Gregersen (p. 305) says 
it so well:  
 
There exists no conflict between the tasks of theology in relation to the Church and in 
relation to culture in general. Theology does not only introduce the culture into the Church 
but also presents the Church to the culture.  
 
For me herein lies the inspiration and heart of my project in this essay. How are we to both 
understand a theology of the life, teaching, death and resurrection of Jesus in an Atonement model 
and then present it to our contemporary context? One of the challenges in answering this is the 
commonly used hermeneutic method of proof-texting and declaring the Bible as the only source 
for Theology and true knowledge of God. This issue deserves some consideration. 
3.1.2 The Bible and interpretation 
In the pulpit, at a group Bible study or in a private reading the Bible is viewed as God 
speaking to us. The books included in the Bible are called canonical - and this simply means the 
rule or measuring stick. The Bible has become our primary source for our knowledge about God - 
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our doctrine. There are now many issues to begin to consider as we consider the most important 
question of hermeneutics – what are the general principles for sound and valid biblical 
interpretation?  Despite many efforts, there is no singular agreed uniform principle. Rather, 
throughout history, we find different types of hermeneutics, from the literal moral, allegorical, to 
anagogical principles. We have seen new ideas in the historical-critical, existential, and structural 
interpretation approach.  
Our interpretation of this canon, our resulting theology, are influenced predominantly by our 
worldview. It defines the principal set of assumptions which we then bring to our interpretation 
and comprehension of the text of God’s revelation. Any questioning or challenges to these 
presuppositions are often seen as threatening the very foundations of our world. Thus, we often 
oppose such challenges with deep-rooted passion, for such questions jeopardize our knowledge and 
understanding of scriptures our doctrines and our reality. This is because it is the assumptions, 
principles, values and obligations encompassed in a worldview that gives order and meaning in 
life. Thus, any change in understanding of the subject matter in a received doctrine is viewed with 
a great deal of suspicion and often rebuffed as ‘unbiblical’ Unbiblical often means nothing more 
than ‘this view does not fit with my view’.  
What is frequently neglected is the willingness to understand the process that occurred when 
a ‘view’ becomes ‘my view’ or the’ biblical view’. A systematic theologian knows there is a range 
of interpretations of the Bible; extending from receiving every word as a literal history dictated by 
God, to God-inspired myth and stories that communicate significant ethical, moral and spiritual 
lessons, or to it is an entirely anthropological conception that chronicles human thoughts or 
encounters with deity. Theologians also know there is no universal agreement on the specific books 
that should make up the cannon and we have a different number of books in some denominations. 
To give one example we know that the great reformer Luther regarded the books of Hebrews, 
James, Jude and Revelation as disputed books and placed them at the very end of his newly 
translated canon, I suspect because these books seemingly went against certain Protestant doctrines 
such as sola scriptura and sola fide. This is a superb example of how worldview or in this case 
doctrinal perspective held influenced both thinking and decisions.  
Additionally, we do not have the original books and that there is much debate about the 
redaction of the content of many books. There are multiple ancient sources that force compilers of 
a Bible to make educated choices. Then there is the inevitable controversy that relates to all the 
linguistic issues in the translation of ancient languages into contemporary vernacular as well as the 
possible theological bias of a translator (this is explored a little later in this essay). Some Christians 
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are astonished to hear that the chronological order of the books of the Bible are divided for sake of 
expediency and logical historical development - there is no preordained sacred order. 
In his book ‘Anthropology for Christian Witness’ Kraft argues that there is no one single 
Christian worldview (1969, p. 67). Thus, it is understandable that cultural differences will shape 
different versions of Christian worldviews and beliefs concerning doctrine yet there are some 
fundamental similarities. There is no easy way to resolve the many questions that arise when 
considering the interrelation of the Bible to formulate a systematic doctrine. We can agree that our 
understanding of God is derived from revelation, but we need to acknowledge that our reading of 
the Bible is further influenced by our particular context and culture. Our doctrine is also a result of 
our reading the Bible that is elucidated and explained through our culture and experiences. So 
clearly, we need a more careful study of the Bible which allows us to transcend the biases of our 
limited worldviews. That will take us some way to a less blemished understanding of what the bible 
does teach- However, we must do this in community and draw together the vast experiences of 
Christians throughout history and from different cultures and denominations and consider this in 
light of our primary source. 
There is one particular issue that one needs to consider when considering theology and is 
likely to be a contentious issue when considering Atonement theology. This relates to the concepts 
of inerrancy and fallibility of the Bible. Here again, there is no scope to do this topic the justice it 
deserves as much has been said concerning the definitions of these concepts. I will suggest what I 
in a sense apophatically think the Bible is not and then proffer a basic way forward.  
Some theologians are literal-inerrant and adamant that the Bible is the complete and inerrant 
depository of God's revelation. They claim all scripture is God-given, without error or fault in all 
its teaching, in what it states about God's acts in creation, about the events of world history, and its 
literary origins under God. However, they ignore translational errors, the conclusive evidence of 
text inserted and/or changed by scribes and copyists – done on occasion from their own theological 
bias or interpretation. Furthermore, there are debates over the number of books and passages that 
are reproduced in some Bible versions but not in other versions. One well documented example 
concerns Mark 9:44 - 46 that appear to contain latter additions to the original manuscripts. 
There are also questionable inclusions (Song of Solomon) and exclusions (Apocrypha) in 
today’s canon. Then we have many passages that if taken literally would present a serious challenge 
to our view of God as a loving Father. There is also clear evidence of redaction or altering in the 
Bible and dating and authorship of many books has never been agreed upon by scholars. There are 
genealogical, numerical, factual and chronological inconsistencies or discrepancies. Finally, (and 
this is not a full list of challenges) there are issues relating to violence and the treatment of women 
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and slaves. In my opinion, the Bible itself shows that a literal-inerrant interpretation is not 
defensible and should not be the foundation of an Atonement theology. 
I suggest the honest and authentic approach to the Bible needs to accept it with the issues we 
noted in the last paragraph and remember we are not reading a systematic theology but rather we 
are reading a book that features many different genres from prophecy, prose, satire, anachronisms, 
narrative, poetry, myth, proverbs, history, apocalyptic imagery, satire, etc. In the Bible, we have a 
record of God and His relationship with His creation. We learn about the character of God and how 
humans have responded to Him. The way to define the Bible as inspired is to argue that the human 
writers (and editors) of the Bible were directed or influenced by God with the result that their 
writings may be designated in some sense the word of God that needs translation and interpretation 
in a local vernacular. 
Nida and Taber (1969) explored the two significant approaches in the translation of original 
manuscripts (that also reflect on interpretation). There is dynamic equivalence, translating the 
meanings of phrases or whole sentences with faithfulness, understanding, and readability as the 
objective). Then one has formal equivalence (keeping to a word for word translation that maintains 
the meanings of words and phrases in a more literal way and thus maintaining literal fidelity).  Nida 
later dissociated himself from the concept of dynamic equivalence and favoured using the phrase 
‘functional equivalence’ that suggested that function can be thought of as a property of the text. 
Equivalence examines what is the intention and function of the source text in the source culture 
and the function of the translation in the recipient culture. 
Each approach has advantages. Formal equivalence will allow those acquainted with the 
source language to consider how meaning recorded in the source text was used allowing for perhaps 
more subtle interpretation of the text. However, this only applies to a select few who have masted 
languages that are no longer considered living languages. Thus, it will be difficult to comprehend 
a literal translation without amending and/or reordering words when the source language varies 
from the recipient’s language. When the source language contains words for an idea that has no 
obvious corresponding equivalent in another language then I think a more dynamic translation must 
be used, In both approaches, one will be challenged with the problem of the lens one uses. As 
shown earlier in this essay, there is always a possibility that translators can and do interfere in the 
translating endeavour as they feed their own understanding, ideology, theology and beliefs into the 
processing of a text.   
The use of different approaches will result in distinct degrees of literalness between the 
source text and the translated end text. Walk into any bookshop selling bibles and one will find 
various Bible translations using one of these two approaches but also note that they all have 
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different text. This implications of this are obvious. There is no complete agreement, but this should 
not distract from the general reliability as there is substantial accord. However, if doctrine hinges 
on a specific translation then obvious problems arise. This translation hermeneutical issue is also 
an issue when formulating or renewing and sharing doctrine in a context. When a person wishes to 
share the doctrine of Atonement in a cultural context they need to carefully consider if they are 
seeking dynamic equivalence or formal equivalence and seek to avoid their own bias. 
How does this correlate to an Atonement theology? My position is that Jesus Christ is the 
Word of God, the full and final revelation of God and that the writings we have in the Bible are an 
inspired and inspirational narrative of humanities pursuit for purpose, meaning and moral guidance 
in life. It provides reasonable and practical guidance and offers what I would like to term a map of 
reality. However, the map is not the territory! Reality exists outside our mind and we thus construct 
models of this 'territory' based on what we receive through our culture, experiences and reasoning.  
This map metaphor explains the differences between belief and reality and is useful when 
applied to systematic theology. A doctrine should be seen as a map but not the final definitive 
definition and explanation of who God is, what He wants etc. This applies even if we determine 
that the Bible is the only source for doctrine which I have and will argue is not the case. Those who 
believe it is the only source still have to consider the numerous issues raised regarding their 
interpretation. These issues I have highlighted and are further explored in more detail in section 4. 
The concept of inerrancy is a misleading notion. We do not worship the Bible – we worship, have 
relationship and fellowship with the God revealed in the Bible and Jesus who alone is the Word of 
God. This now leads to a very brief consideration of the genre and nature of language as it concerns 
the interpretation process and formulation of doctrine from Scripture. 
3.1.3 Language 
One of our primary ways of knowing is via language, to the extent that our understanding of 
the world is given and unveiled via language. Yet, it is obvious that we do not all participate in 
identical worlds as we have a multiplicity of languages and cultures that historically give birth to 
our understanding of the world. Furthermore, the problem is that the world view one has, 
determines what kind of world comes to be viewed and this is strengthened by language as a 
medium to knowledge. In section 4 we will develop this notion that there are distinct world views 
of communities and individuals and if one does not participate in the identical world view, the 
worlds that do come to view are very different. Consequently, there needs to be recognition and 
understanding of the multitude of worlds in every historical epoch and geographical space and the 
fluidity of interpretations and the role language has. Different languages divide the world up in 
different ways and there are several concerns that need to be considered. Word-for-word 
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translations often don’t make sense and dissimilar choices of words can cause subtle discrepancies 
in meaning.  
Added to this is that context can change the meaning of a word and some words are 
untranslatable or meaning can be lost in translation. For the purpose of this paper, we shall only 
focus on the concept of metaphors and idioms as some expressions or sayings have a meaning other 
than the direct word meaning.  It is with this awareness one can consider a few of Pauline metaphors 
that relate to the Atonement doctrine. 
The oldest sources of Atonement doctrines are found in the letters of the apostle Paul. There 
is considerable evidence that the biblical narrative authorizes an expansive range of images and 
models for comprehending and articulating the Atonement. In the Bible, we find that Paul uses 
numerous metaphors and models to illuminate the connotations of the death of Christ.  
Finlan (2005, pp. 39-62; 2007, pp. 25-35) has undertaken in-depth research into the issue of 
Pauline metaphors and showed how Paul combines metaphors from the cultic, social, economic, 
and political realms and is therefore difficult to read. Finlan attempts to examine the logic of each 
metaphor individually, and then see how Paul blends them. He also delves into the more difficult 
task of understanding the individuals' words and concepts birthed from them (I have put in brackets 
his explanation of the meaning of the words) such as apolytrōsis (refers to the ransoming of 
captives, the purchasing of slaves, and the manumitting of slaves (buying their freedom, payment); 
the Hebrew word kapporet (mercy seat in English, is the top-piece of the ark of the covenant) and 
its Greek translation hilastērion (the place where an expiation or cleansing, a ritual sprinkling, 
occurs; hilasmos (a sacrificial animal); the Greek pharmakos ritual (scapegoat, where human 
scapegoats are selected; consecrated; have a disease, sin, or curse transferred onto them; and are 
expelled).   
It is not an easy argument for the layperson to follow but Finlan has provided a sound insight 
into the way Paul was thinking as well as the problems with the translations of sources that form 
the Bible we have today as highlighted earlier. Paul blends and conflates his diverse metaphors, 
picturing Christ as ‘the antitype, the fulfilment, of everything that people believed about 
purification rituals, redemption purchase, and sin-banishment, with the end result, for believers, 
not only of acquittal in the divine court but the receipt of Godly character, becoming righteousness’ 
(2005, p. 43).  
Finlan (p. 46) goes on to say that Paul uses social metaphors to describe the advantageous 
outcomes of Christ’s death for those who believe: ‘justification (a judicial metaphor), reconciliation 
(diplomatic), and adoption (familial, relational)’. Paul commonly uses the martyr template and 
cultic and economic metaphors for the ‘saving transaction’, and then he uses ‘social metaphors for 
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the resulting new status of believers’. Then Jesus sacrificial or scapegoat death serves to generate 
‘status-changing results for humans: acquittal, reconciliation, re-identification as children of God’. 
For Paul redemption can operate in both divides of the saving formula: ‘the act of redeeming is a 
metaphor for the saving death, but the reception of liberation is one of the beneficial after-effects’. 
Thus, believers are afforded a different status: ‘innocent (when they had been guilty), reconciled 
(where they had been estranged), adopted as heirs (who formerly were mere servants), freed or 
redeemed (when they had been captives)’. Finlan’s point is that it was not the stress that Jesus laid 
on honesty, humility and trust in the generosity of God that became the heart of the new Gospel 
but the cluster of Atonement ideas grown in the seedbeds of Paul’s metaphors (and the book of 
Hebrew).  
If one follows the logic of Finlan then one can understand the conclusion that Paul was using 
a creative mixture of metaphors in relation to ancient cultic practices that are no longer observed 
today. These ancient cultic practices and social institutions of Paul’s time believed that God or gods 
could be appeased or conciliated by the display of obeisance or offering. Thus, Paul used metaphors 
in his preaching and letters that would make immediate sense to his listeners. This affords the logic 
behind his metaphors.  
Finlan (2007, p, 28-33) argues that Western Christians are trained to think in terms of PSA 
and thus tend to impose this concept on all New Testament soteriological passages without 
understanding Paul’s use of metaphors and his preaching objectives. There appears to be no one 
definitive clear doctrine of Atonement in the Bible, only a diversity of images and metaphors that 
affect each other and to some extent contradict each other. This incongruity is seen in the debate 
of whether God was induced, pacified, satisfied, or paid by a sacrifice and the implications this has 
on His nature. Finlan ardently contended that one should not put too much literal emphasis on 
Pauline metaphors but rather see them as teaching tools. I agree but would add that whilst the 
judicial imagery of PSA that has the individual sinner standing accused of breaking the law is used 
by Paul it is neither primary nor sufficient on its own to cover the richness of Atonement theology. 
The variety of metaphoric biblical language of Atonement is essentially bringing matters of 
collective human experience and applying them to illustrate both the theology and the gift that is 
found in the Crucifixion. 
The key point in this brief focused expose on language is to accentuate the need for a 
sensitivity to the role of language in communication and its original particular context and purpose. 
When it comes to interpretation of a text (language) that is in itself an interpretation then we must 
be wary of claiming truths, as whatever is claimed is possibly only one more interpretation. What 
we have in sacred texts are narrative and oft metaphorical that linger on through history and are 
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always in need of interpretation. This is true of the Atonement story and texts where we have the 
urgent responsibility to morph or translate one story into the language of another world. We are 
well counselled by Derrida (1981, pp. 98-118) who explained and then declared that the gift of 
language is also the poison of language. In theology, truth claims are true within a certain approach 
or paradigm that provides the light shined on the text of interpretation and understanding and thus 
truth is often not presented but re-presented within that light. This will become clearer in the next 
section where the three horizons in hermeneutics are suggested.   
3.1.4 The three horizons in Christian hermeneutics 
To explore the science of hermeneutics in a small section of an essay is always going to be 
inadequate. However, there is some distinct value in considering the concept of the ‘three horizons’ 
approach to apprehend the hermeneutical matters relating to an understanding of any Christian 
doctrine at three well-defined stages. Firstly, as it is stated at present; secondly, at its original point 
of formulation in the text; and finally, as understood through history. Today it is well recognized 
in academia that any textual interpretation is always a discourse concerning the text, its 
understanding throughout history and the reader. This will help clarify why Atonement theories are 
polymorphic as we recognize the ‘historically affected consciousness’ and how the ‘horizons’ of 
the text and interpreter are and have been affected by the interpretative traditions (Gadamer, 2006, 
pp. 291-306). This model was further developed by Jauss (1982, pp. 3-45) and it is this delineation 
of horizons that we now explore. 
All readers of a text begin with the horizon of what Rush (1997, p. 319) calls ‘faith 
experience’ on the part of the reader(s). Because one belongs to a faith community one has 
embraced a preliminary dogma, creedal or belief system that exists as one’s ‘preunderstanding’ 
(Schleiermacher, 1977, p. 59).  In plain language, this means that when anyone studies any 
particular dogma such as Atonement in the Bible, they bring to it a prior understanding already 
held concerning the Atonement.  
Most Christians belong to a Church denomination that has a statement of beliefs or confession 
that individual members have to believe or adhere to. The content of this statement of beliefs is the 
pre-understanding of the doctrine brought to the text. Furthermore, one's understanding of other 
doctrines also has a substantial impact on one’s reading of the sources of doctrine such as the Bible. 
The acknowledgement and comprehension of this reality is vital if one is attempting to understand 
the subjectivity that prevails in our valiant attempt to be objective. I recall how my lecturers at my 
Baptist seminary pressed the importance of attempting the historical reconstruction of what Rush 
(p. 321) called ‘the original horizon of production and reception’ of the doctrine. We use our 
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exegetical proficiencies to attempt to understand the primary context of the origination of the 
doctrine.  
Scripture abounds in various genre, symbols, images and metaphors and Jesus often taught 
in parables and as we noted earlier in the essay this can all be confusing (and in particular Pauline 
metaphors concerning the crucifixion). Schmiechen (2005) explored ten Atonement theories 
claiming biblical truths based on the use of various metaphors and images found in the Bible. Finlan 
(2005, pp. 39-60) undertake an in-depth study of the use of cultic imagery by Paul in the Bible. 
They both show how various doctrinal positions are developed using these different genres. 
Humanity is sanctified, glorified, justified, adopted, redeemed, ransomed, healed, sanctified, 
recreated etc.  
We had lessons in the history of Systematic theology and Church history so that we could 
move onto the next step that concerned the historical development and treatment context of any 
doctrine by the Church, or ‘any context beyond the original horizon of a doctrine’s production 
when a Christian community has attempted to apply the doctrinal formulation to a new context’ 
(Rush, 1997, p. 322). These aspects of doing good theology will be further considered later when 
discussing Gregersen (1988, 2008) in section 3.2 and 4.2. There we will see the value of doing 
what Rush is claiming. When we consider historical understandings of doctrine, we can ask the 
why and how questions. Why was the doctrine adapted and how? Christians in different historical 
contexts considered preceding doctrinal interpretations and constructions and thus could find ways 
to utilize past doctrinal formulations to articulate contemporary relevant formulations for their 
current Christian needs and praxis.  
It is this ongoing dialogue that is so essential to accept as part of the reality we face when 
attempting to discern and apply Biblical teaching. We need to recognize that there has always been 
sequential formulations and applications of doctrine. This unceasing process proceeds throughout 
history until the horizon of the present-day interpreter is reached. As with the second-level reading, 
the judgments derived from a reading of Scripture concerning the common subject matter of the 
doctrine are of paramount importance. The more conclusive and defined the judgments are, the less 
room for manoeuvring within the reception and subsequent reformulation of the doctrine (Rush, 
1997, p. 322). 
I am of the persuasion that the recognition and acceptance of these three horizons of 
interpretation, whilst not able to guarantee the emergence of one clear proposal or model of 
Atonement, would allow for the critical consideration and formulation of Atonement understanding 
that is faithful to the essence of the Gospel (as explored in more detail in section 7) but has morphed 
into a voice that is relevant and understood by present-day recipients.  
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It is my fervent conviction that if we do not recognize what I will call ‘a delineation of 
horizons’ when formulating our cherished foundational beliefs, we will become so trapped in 
dogmatic essentialism and never distinguish or even consider that what we believe is ‘Gods truth’, 
is possibly nothing more than subjective received doctrine from our own faith community. Thus, 
the final word is given to Rush (pp. 322-323) who believed that it is essential to allow the questions 
from the horizon of the doctrine at present and the questions from the horizon of the doctrine 
through history to interact with the reconstructed question of the past or original horizon, in order 
that understanding may come to a certain closure through a ‘differentiation of horizons’. Thus, it 
is essential to further consider the contemporaneous nature of theology in understanding the 
polymorphic nature of many doctrines. 
3.2 Dogmatics as contemporary theology: foundations for the variable of context 
Gregersen (2008) articulated a program for defining doctrinal studies as the descriptive and 
normative study of contemporary Christian thought. His clear premise is that dogmatics is 
contemporary theology in the two-fold sense (p. 290).10 This is important to comprehend. First, it 
is the understanding of historical development of theology and the studying of current versions of 
Christian doctrine, worldview development and character, and of ‘constructing coherent and self-
reflexive proposals for Christian teachings in contemporary contexts.’  Gregersen’s work reveals 
how in dogmatics, one studies major theologians to demonstrate how theological proposals of the 
past may continue to inform and stimulate contemporary theology in new contexts. However, the 
study of theology is dynamic, the search for truth is ongoing and must be relevant in a new context. 
I agree with Gregersen that the central purpose lies in evaluating and re-formulating 
contemporary expressions of what I would call timeless Christian faith. The theology expounded 
needs to be faithful to its origins and purpose, yet it must also consider the potentials of Christian 
semantics for future Christian communication practices. Gregersen (p. 290) says that ‘the 
regulative rules of Christian grammars, the fluid forms of Christian semantics, and the 
communicative potentials of Christian pragmatics thus make up the core subject-matter of 
contemporary theology’. A contemporary and relevant theology must be pursued in the interest of 
the society at large. A caveat is offered in acknowledging that whilst contemporary theologians 
propose the concept of adaptive theology it is always the communities of faith that decide when it 
 
 
10 This section is indebted to Niels Gregersen’s writings that I have had to read in Danish. I trust that I have been 
faithful to his reasoning and intentions whilst recognising my fallibility in Danish. 
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comes to the fate and fortunes of the theological proposals. The subject matter of Christian 
dogmatics is ultimately and basically the claims that Christians believe and trust to live their lives.  
This is why I see the value of Gregersen’s (2008, p. 127) consideration of the definition of 
the function of theology as a contemplation on the possibilities or opportunities for the future 
development of Christianity in the current cultural context. Clearly, dogmatics relates to the beliefs 
and practices of the institutionalized Church however, it also must ‘speak’ to those who are not 
Christians yet have pertinent questions. It is this realization that Gregersen speaks to that I will 
summarize and comment on (pp. 128-135).  
The cultural contexts of dogmatics become part of the dogmatic text as there are various 
experiences and texts that might operate as a source of dogmatic exposition of the Christian faith. 
However, the question then becomes what texts or experiences can become normative (of 
relevance). They need to contribute to a Christian understanding of creation, human beings and 
God. Gregersen proposes the need to differentiate between three classifications of theological 
sources.  
Firstly, there is the historical text of the Bible. This is the primary referential source in the 
Christian tradition. However, it is in itself not a systematic theology and does not make up a 
systematic harmony of doctrine or dogmatics. Within it is a ‘plurality of ways’ of articulating the 
beliefs of Christianity. Despite this obvious observation, the Bible is used as a test to ascertain the 
authenticity of Christian dogmatic claims and it functions as the guideline of assessment by which 
any assertions or developments of Christianity are to be gauged. Thus, Gregersen says that the 
Bible is generally considered as not in need of any a-priori justification in the subject matter of 
theology. It is the definitive standard but not the exclusive fount of doctrine.  
This point can be illustrated via the ground-breaking research of Morten Beckmann (2020) 
to disclose the reality that there can be numerous vested interests concealed in the organizations 
and practices of Bible societies and biblical translations and for that matter any exegesis.  His work 
was based on the translation of the Norwegian Bible in 2011. For the majority of Christians, the 
Bible is the authoritative ‘Word of God’ and often claimed as the only normative source for any 
doctrine or belief. What is not widely known or accepted is that the Bible they read as the 
unmediated Word, is a very human work of translation. The majority of readers (including myself) 
have to have faith in the translation since they are in no position to tell what has actually transpired 
in the translation of the source text(s). Beckmanns’ study exposes the true degree that translators 
can and do intervene in the transfer process, feeding their knowledge, ideology, theology and 
beliefs into their processing of a text.  
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There does not exist a neutral interpretation or translation. The question of whether theology 
or ideology was intentionally or instinctively applied in a translation is immaterial as the outcome 
is the same, regardless of the intentions (Beckmann concluded that there was a deliberate intention 
on behalf of some of the translators). The work of Beckmann highlights the context in which a 
translation is produced, how the contextual factors influenced the result. Recognising that even the 
Bible as read today is partly a cultural defined product is a crucial insight as the Bible translation 
one uses as a primary normative source will be an influential instrument in influencing theological 
discussion. Thus, without wishing to minimise the value of the Bible as a primary normative source 
for accrediting dogmatics, the Bible translation is in of itself always to a degree, a work of theology 
in the making. The important point is not that we must now distrust all translations but rather 
recognise we have to be humbler in our assertions – less dogmatic in our doctrine.  
Secondly, there are all the sources that can be called ‘the classics of theology’ (from the early 
Church up to today). These are writings that reflect what Gregersen (2008, p. 303) calls ‘the 
pluriform transformations of Christianity during its history’. Here one finds evidence of the 
transformation of Christianity partly dictated by different contexts and the ‘theological filtration of 
these contexts.’ These classics have influenced and inspired modern theology. Gregersen offers 
examples of this. However, it is important to recognize that given the plurality of the classics, 
theology is selective concerning tradition and there is a correlation between confessional context 
and the choice of relevant classics by theologians. This means that tradition or understanding as 
pertaining to or depending on the classics cannot be the ultimate criteria of any claims for 
dogmatics. On this point Gregersen astutely points out that theology has no choice but to be 
discriminatory concerning the rich classical tradition if it aims at an ‘internal systematic 
consistency’. 
Finally, the third resource for theology is contemporary experience and texts. Here one could 
think of the philosophy of religion contribution to theology and personal experiences from daily 
life. Philosophy of religion is valuable in its evaluations of the validity of existing religious 
interpretations and experiences – both past and present.  
The important conclusion in terms of sources is that the Bible is the norm but is not exclusive 
and that religious understanding within a cultural setting have relevance but has no claim to 
normativity. However, there remains the ongoing challenge and need to ensure that the Christian 
faith is both understood and articulated in its operating context – something the classical writings 
all attempted. The problem is that dogmatic assertions are secondhand interpretations of all the 
sources and thus dialectally become new Christian texts. They represent what Gregersen (p. 130) 
calls ‘a certain mode of Christian experience’. In effect, those called theologians are attempting to 
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interpret the sources and then develop its metaphors and symbols to be both relevant and 
understood today in its context. This reality leads to theologians taking the truth claim of Christian 
discourse and preaching and transforming it into what Gregersen calls a ‘truth claim’ (p. 131). This 
means that the definitive subject matter of theology is the ‘probable truth of the Christian language 
about God’ (p. 131).  
I see this strong assertion as the essence of the problem in claiming the truth of one’s dogma. 
In dogmatics, one accepts the premise that no full knowledge of God is possible without revelation 
– in texts as well as experiences such as praise, prayer, and preaching. Like most epistemological 
matters – there is the self-evident axiom. This point is where Gregersen provokes controversy as 
he suggests theology should abandon this axiom as whilst it can be neither verified nor falsified 
(the self-evidential nature of an axiom). If there is no ultimate foundation for theology and one 
should not demand from theology what one does not demand from humanity then theology has to 
take a more ‘mundane point of departure in the particular expression of a Christian faith in a given 
culture’ (p. 131).  
If one does not agree with Gregersen on this, and desires to work with a self-evident axiom 
of revelation (as a polymorphic theology does), then it is worthwhile remembering the issue of 
religious language being metaphorical in character and thus containing a plurality of semantic 
potentialities and references. It is nigh impossible to interpret and translate religious symbols and 
metaphors (never mind the original general language of revelation) into clearly understood 
propositions in a different context with any claims of certainty of meaning. Furthermore, some 
metaphors are root metaphors that cannot be replaced with a contemporary expression (such as 
Holy Spirit, Father, Son etc). We need to heed and acknowledge the situatedness of all human 
thought and expression. 
When we accept this reality then we can acknowledge that theology develops language from 
sources without any guarantee of definitive correctness or accuracy and often ends with what can 
be claimed to be dynamic equivalents. Gregersen calls this the ‘apophatic dimension in any attempt 
to express the essence of God’ (p. 132). 
The issue of language in dogmatic assertions results in a conclusion that to some extent any 
proposition about God is accompanied by a corresponding proposition about human beings and the 
world occupied. It is here that Gregersen claims that rational discourse can take place (p. 132). He 
has separated the ultimate subject matter of dogmatics (God as revealed in Christ and as such 
beyond the reach of theology) from the general accessible subject matter (Christian interpretations). 
This he does whilst acknowledging the presupposition of Gods revelation being the primary source.  
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Now doing theology and claiming authenticity requires a few criteria. Firstly, it needs ‘inner 
logical consistency’ and coherence. This is based on his argument that theology should abandon 
the axiom of revelation that can be neither justified nor falsified. He writes ‘Any Christian 
interpretation of God, world and human beings must be in coherence with the broadest possible 
range of other relevant propositions generally held to be true in our cultures’ (p. 133). The key for 
dogmatics is to take is a point of departure from the already developed Christian interpretations of 
life and then reconstruct these interpretations by taking partly overlapping, partly competitive 
outlooks into account. One should not expect a foolproof winning argument but that the criteria for 
coherence will result in a fruitful learning experience and process.  
We will likely always have a plurality of interpretations from the sources of doctrine, but we 
can be guided by the Bible in validating dogma – as long as we recognize the contingency of 
revelation. However, it is not only asking if the theological proposition can be deduced from 
scripture alone but rather whether there are structural similarities with the Bible and if the dogma 
is tenable in praxis. Gregersen has wisely argued that any new proposal in dogmatics must be able 
to integrate the strong points in other dogmatic proposals. This will help avoid dogmatics becoming 
merely a reflection of individual likes and dislikes. 
Whilst not determinative of the authenticity of a dogma one must also consider the reception 
by Christian faith communities. Theology is an ongoing process and needs to always reflect 
critically on its received wisdom and traditions and consider innovation and progress in 
understanding and application. Theology is a living process. It is the ongoing understanding of all 
the sources, their situatedness and their claims of universal truth. It is proclaimed in a context and 
the dogma is considered by both the members of the Christian community as well as those outside 
the Christian faith community.  
I suggest that the authentic relevant dogmatics needs to in a sense to appeal to both groups. 
The history of doctrine in the Church reveals that it is not realistic to demand theological consensus 
for dogma to be authenticated however the demands of the kerygma of love and unity implies it 
should always strive to seek consensus. Gregersen has offered a way forward on this as we 
understand both the plurality of dogma as well as the need for sound criteria to both understand the 
difference and continuously move forward with the Christian message. 
This leads to one asking is there any value in pursuing theological questions such as this 
essay will attempt. The answer is yes but only if one is fully aware of the challenges highlighted 
above and is humble and willing to accept the limitations of dogmatics. Even if dogma is built on 
the axiom of revelation – that the Revealer (God) and His revelation might be objective it is obvious 
that the reader of Scripture is not infallible and so Scripture awaits open, humble, honest and careful 
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study and this is best done in community. Church history and my own experience reveals that many 
Christians have confused the ahistorical with the historical. They often reflect their viewpoint as if 
it is revelation revealed by God.  
Fundamentalists (defined as those who reject all forms of critical scholarship), individuals 
and even many denominations (in their applaudable desire to promote orthodox doctrine) often 
have tradition or culturally determined doctrines that are presented as ‘the Gospel’.  This exclusivist 
presentation has hurt many (e.g. apartheid, inquisition, crusades, to highlight just a few major 
aspects but let’s not forget the incalculable masses of individuals or groups that have been abused 
or traumatised by a particular dogma).  
One might believe in the Biblical tradition that Christians serve an ahistorical omniscient 
Creator who has revealed Himself and His will through Scripture and the life, death and teaching 
of the incarnate Jesus Christ. Yet, whilst it remains contentious for many, it appears clear that the 
sources for theology include the Bible, Church tradition, reasoning as well as personal experiences. 
The foundationalism of the Bible for theology remains but without consideration of other sources, 
one is doing theology blindfolded and in denial of the reality that no one is neutral in approaching 
or interpreting the Bible. We can also debate the exact nature of the subject matter of theology. For 
these reasons, this essay might also be described as operating in the field of systematic theology 
but driven by a practical theologian’s heart.  
Don Browning (1991) believes that practical theology brings the general fruits of systematic 
theology back into contact with the action. In this essay, the action is both the crucifixion itself as 
well as the implications of the theology behind it. Practical theology studies the means by which 
the Church as the community of faith preserves and protects its identity.  In one sense it is a 
theology of practice and a dialogue between theology and praxis.  Practical theology concerns itself 
with the way in which the theology and doctrine work out in practice in the world and should raise 
questions about what it sees, addressing them back to theology.  Gerkin (1991, p. 13) pleads for all 
practical theological inquiry to be governed by theological concerns on the one hand and by 
practical considerations on the other.  Gerkin’s premise for effective pastoral work entails’…a 
dialogical relationship between the issues and problems involved in the particular human situation 
at hand and the core metaphorical values and meanings of the Christian story’ (p. 19).    
Working on the assumption that the subject matter of theology is the Christian message in 
the 21C one can then ask the fundamental question ‘what is the kerygma or essence of the Christian 
message’? Herein lies the dilemma as there is little consensus. Dogmatic essentialism has been a 
matter of dispute in the history of the Church. Gregersen (2008, pp. 124-125) wisely suggest that 
systematic theology (dogmatics) should take as its ‘point of departure’ an acknowledgement of the 
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plurality of statements as a source of amelioration for theological proposals. This is because 
theology has its own standards of evaluation or ‘self-referential system’ and ‘linguistic code’ in 
arguing for what belongs in Christian theology, but any Christian theology must view the world it 
exists in and ask how the present context or milieu can contribute to the future development of 
Christianity. The failure of much of theology arises when it only refers to a structure given once 
and for all time. Gregersen described this as the erroneous premise of dogmatic essentialism. 
The challenge of dogmatics begins with the original setting and teaching of the Church. In 
the matters pertinent to Atonement there is first of all the difficulty and controversy of the 
understanding of the Old Testament revelation, then the teaching of Jesus in the four Gospels and 
then the letters of Paul and others that make up the New Testament. Even if we wished to have a 
dogmatics essentialism for all time that is only birthed in Scripture – there remains the reality that 
in the Church there is a great deal of unresolved dispute on doctrine - as we will note later on in 
this paper.  
These disputes as well as new ones have persisted through the history of the Church to the 
21C. A quick example is the use of metaphor by Paul when exploring the Atonement. Different 
understandings of this lead to disputes in dogmatics as relating to Atonement. It seems evident that 
there is no agreement on an essential theology even when only sourced and deduced from scripture. 
However, whilst it seems reasonable to then argue that perhaps we must also consider 
contemporary context there exist the obvious challenge that different contexts will lead to different 
possible theological interactions. There appears to be less disagreement about the fact that 
Christianity’s message is a universal truth claim even if the specifics of the message is disputed. 
Grenz (2003, pp. 30-31) argued persuasively that the quest for a culture-free theology is both 
ill-founded and unwarranted.  Rather, culture must be viewed as a resource for theology. He wrote:  
 
A theology that is culturally relevant seeks to articulate Christian beliefs in a manner that 
is understandable to people within the wider society in which the church ministers.  
Consequently, the theologian draws from the cognitive tools – including language, symbols 
and thought-forms – by means of which people in the host society view and speak about 
their world, so as to engage in a kind of ‘translation’ task in which the categories of a 
society, including its philosophical conceptions, become the vehicles for the expression of 
the Christian belief-mosaic.  
 
In fact, it is perhaps more precise to concur with the world-famous Missiologist Lesslie 
Newbigin (1986) whose work is premised with the claim that the belief of an uncontaminated 
gospel, extracted untainted by any cultural additions or accretions is an illusion, and I would go 
further and say ‘a delusion’. I concur that the gospel is embodied in culturally conditioned forms 
from beginning to end, but as will be argued for in section 4, placation and overcoming distrust of 
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the project is avoided by the gospel of Jesus Christ calling into question all cultures, including the 
one in which it was originally expressed. I am not simply arguing for the modification of theology 
in the light of current thought. However, I am deeply concerned with the question concerning how 
cultural hypotheses about ‘truth’ may incarcerate rather than set free the message of Jesus. 
3.3 Summary 
When history, heritage, culture and the accompanying theology thereof becomes extraneous 
then I suspect it significantly diminishes the possibility of accurate and legitimate reading of 
Scripture. This is because the contemporary interpreters would then have relegated the art of 
introspective comprehension about God because the acknowledgement of the importance of the 
need and ability to act as able interpreters of historical faith is minimised or denied. Exegesis and 
formulation of doctrine are then disadvantaged and impoverished and more authority is habitually 
exclusively subjective Scripture interpretation guided by no other acceptable authority than the 
cultural, social, emotional or some other agenda of the individual, congregation or denomination.  
Thus, I have contended that we are in dire need to recognise the polymorphic nature of 
doctrine throughout the history of the church and why it is thus. Then we are more likely to be both 
faithful to Scripture’s intention and relevant when bring the essential truths from Scripture to our 
present-day context that is. Theology today must morph in the awareness that it must be post-
Protestant but remain pro-Reformational, because for it to be contextual and pertinent, it surely 
needs to be reflective, continuing, purposeful whilst being sensitive and listening to the guidance 
of the Holy Spirit. Whilst I would maintain that Scripture is foremost or primary in terms of our 
learning and understanding of God and the Christian faith, the Holy Spirit has worked with all the 
generations of believers in the historical Church ever since.  From this we learn how doctrine 
morphed and whilst admittedly it also led to forms of heresy or misguided applications – it remains 
a key principle and crucial guide for Christians today to consider when wishing to share the 
Christian message in a contextual and applicable manner. The interpretation of the Bible to 
formulate doctrine is never done in isolation or completely naturally without some bias. There are 
many factors influence the interpretation of the Scriptures and the formulation of dogma and thus 
much of theology is possibly polymorphic in nature. This extrapolation can become the premise 
that can thus serve as a means to assert that the Penal Substitution Atonement model of 
understanding the Crucifixion can be reviewed.  To further enhance this premise and argue further 
that it should continuously be reviewed and allowed to morph, one should briefly consider how 
theology is both accomplished and applied in culture. 
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4 THEOLOGY IN CONTEXT: CULTURE 
The impact of culture on theology and theology on culture is more significant than assumed 
by some and this section will clarify this.  At this point in the essay, an interpretative and methodical 
justification to understand the variety and divergence in the formulation of contemporary and 
contextual theology has been tentatively submitted. This section will enhance this principle of the 
polymorphic nature of much of theology by pondering culture in terms of context for both 
formulation and promulgating of doctrine to further consider the extent that a polymorphic 
understanding of Atonement might offer a critical review of Penal Substitution Atonement.   
The concept of ‘culture’ might be seen as contestable in definition but for the purpose of this 
essay it will be seen as ‘an aspect of reality’. It is more than just the social systems of a society and 
can express both local traditions and beliefs of daily life as well as the received wisdom over time. 
Culture is both outside theology as an external context and within theology as an internal resource 
and ‘point of departure for any interpretation of Christianity’ (Gregersen 1988, p. 294).  
A culture occurs within a structure that can be referred to as a worldview. A person makes 
sense and judges experiences that are on the surface or deep-rooted within the language and 
traditions of the surrounding society by utilising all the assumptions, values and beliefs they have 
– their worldview. A culture's worldview is then the common values, traditions and assumptions 
that then guide and inform the customs, norms, and institutions of any particular society. To 
understand the significance of culture as it relates to the context it is important to recognize how a 
worldview is acquired in order for another worldview to impact it.  A worldview consists of the 
shared framework of ideas held by a particular society concerning how they perceive the world.  
Everyday experiences are fitted into this framework in order to give a totality of meaning and 
comprehension for the individual.  Every culture has a system of order shared by all members of 
that society.   
Sire (1976, p. 17) describes a worldview as a set of presuppositions (or assumptions) which 
we hold (consciously or subconsciously) about the basic make-up of our world. Christians are 
desirous of sharing the ‘Good News’ of the Gospel and this is mediated and entangled with the 
model of Atonement generated via interpretation from the sources of theology and then 
disseminated in different contexts. Thus, it is essential to fully understand the interwoven issues of 
theology, world views and culture.  
Kraft (1989, p. 20) described a worldview as ‘the culturally structured assumptions, values, 
and commitments underlying a people’s perception of reality.’ Our worldview is the foremost 
authority on how we perceive our understanding of reality. A society structures what its people are 
to believe, how they image reality etc in terms of its worldview assumptions, values, and 
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commitments. The majority of individuals interpret and react unconsciously to their received 
worldview that controls and directs behaviour.  
Furthermore, the ideas and behaviour seem logical to the people of a particular culture as the 
ideas of a person’s worldview give comprehension and sense.  The worldview attempts to show 
order and predictability within everyday experiences.  Any new ideas are required to fit into the 
worldview held or are discarded.  For most people, a worldview is acquired by unconscious 
learning in early life as they acquire the culture.  This is often called ‘enculturation’. Enculturation 
leads us to assume the ideas and ways we have are the best and most logical.  The consequence of 
enculturation is that people are reluctant to change their worldview unless it proves totally 
inadequate to help them cope with their current situation. 
Today, in our ever-growing global perspective of the world we are experiencing the greatest 
contact and interaction between societies that have ever occurred.  This is leading to drastic changes 
in experiences that lead people to try and create new meanings that will help them cope with 
change. It is imperative that Christian’s who desire to share the work of Christ to understand 
worldviews.  Criticism or incredulity towards a worldview will lose the trust and confidence of 
people.   
This does not mean one must accept or agree with their perspective, rather it requires 
appreciation and understanding of the perspective of others of reality. World views have an 
important function for people. The worldview offers an explanation of why the world came to be 
as it is, and how it continues.  It answers the basic existential questions of life. It will also help to 
evaluate, judge and validate different actions and institutions. During times of crises, a worldview 
provides psychological reinforcement.  A worldview must function as an integrator and it provides 
a comprehensive, uniform and meaningful explanation of reality. To do all this a worldview must 
adapt to new experiences and information that continually come to a society so that it provides 
meaningful answers (Kraft, 1979, pp. 54-56).   
Cultures are ever-changing, bringing about changes in worldviews and the Church has often 
been slow to appreciate the nature of the changes that have occurred.  For effective and relevant 
communication of the Gospel, the Church needs to understand the content of the message, and then 
relate it to the contemporary situation as every Christian community must live and express the life 
of the Gospel within its cultural context.  
A later section will consider in detail the concept of atonement however from an evangelical 
perspective it can be stated that the Gospel is predicated on the belief that Jesus Christ is the 
Messiah. It is His life, death, work and teaching that forms the foundation of the Christian message 
and an Atonement theology. Gregersen (1988, p. 302) aptly states that the ultimate theme of a 
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Christian theology is the disclosure through the revelation of God in the life, death and resurrection 
of Jesus Christ. He reasoned that the subject matter of theology and culture has been neglected in 
continental Protestant theology since the 1920s. His study was focused on renewing the program 
of a ‘theology of culture’ based on the 19C tradition from Schleiermacher to Troeltsch and also the 
integration of pertinent theological insights from dialectical theology (p. 292). 
Gregersen showed that Classical theology generally considered culture to be irrelevant to 
Christian doctrine and reflection based on the assumption that theology as sacra doctrina 
(reflection on the biblical writings and message) is not dependent on the history of the present 
world. This claim has been gradually renounced since the Enlightenment. Now the relationship 
between theology and culture is seen more as inter-dependent, open and historically affected. As 
has been declared in section 3 and will be seen later in this section and essay, diverse cultural 
environments proffer theology different opportunities if theology is not held as an epiphenomenon 
to the cultural environment. The character and responsibility of theology thus become an endeavour 
to screen external cultural tensions and reformulate these difficulties in their own theological terms. 
Theology can and should take a more creative attitude towards the environment it operates in by 
using the culture to broaden its own tradition whilst illuminating the particular substance of 
Christian tradition and belief (p. 292). This perhaps critical when considering Atonement theology 
in particular. 
Veith (1994, p. xii) believes that the Church has always had to confront its culture and to 
exist in tension with the world. The danger of not doing this is ‘…to risk irrelevance; to accept the 
culture uncritically is to risk syncretism and unfaithfulness.  Every age has had its eager-to-please 
theologians who have tried to reinterpret Christianity according to the latest intellectual and cultural 
fashion’. 
There are two main processes by which culture changes: innovation (what has been generated 
from within the society) and diffusion (borrowing or adopting elements from another society) 
(Burnett, 1992, p. 122).  Today, there is a growing interaction between societies that results in an 
increase in social stress.  And there certainly has been tremendous growth in technology and 
knowledge.  Alan Tippet (1987, pp. 157-182) speaks of four basic patterns of change that may 
occur within a society as a result of stress. Firstly, there is demoralization that results in the 
domination of one culture over another culture. Secondly, is ‘conversion’ by means of a cultural 
conversion or acculturation.  This learning of a new culture can also be termed assimilation. 
Thirdly, there is a mixing of ideas, new and old expressing themselves in an indigenous system of 
belief.  This is syncretism where new ideas are often stated in terms of old paradigms. Finally, there 
is an opportunity for an appropriate worldview to be revitalized in religious terms. 
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4.1 Christ and culture 
This paper seeks a hermeneutical and systematic justification to review the Penal Substitution 
Atonement model of understanding the Crucifixion. It does this by asking to what extent does a 
polymorphic understanding of theology offer a critical review of Penal Substitution Atonement. 
Critical to answering this is to consider contextualisation - how considers culture and its 
relationship to Jesus Christ and vice versa. The Gospel must communicate with specific cultures 
and world views, and hence needs to be adapted and translated afresh or the message itself will be 
a stumbling block to the Gospel – as is contended in section 1 and 2 is the problem for PSA.  
Burnett (1992, p. 36) with stunning simplicity and directness wrote: ‘He who knows but one 
worldview knows no worldview.’ Doing theology in a context has become a significant area of 
study as the Western world deals with both secularizing forces and a postmodern concept of truth 
claims. In light of this, I think Charles Kraft’s book Christianity in Culture (1979) is possible one 
of the finest for the Christian to study when concerned with authentic dogma and culture.  In His 
work, he helps us avoid the idolatry of absolutizing our human forms of theology in Cross-cultural 
communication.   
The contextualization of theology is a task of high potential risk and it would be wise to 
recognize that the New Testament never required a single, uniform culture among Christians. The 
New Testament only requires lifestyles congruent with the nature and meaning of Christ within all 
cultures containing Christians. A lifestyle of adoration and action, of loving your neighbour, as 
reflected in the earlier part of this study, is what is called for.  
David Fraser and Tony Campolo (1992, pp. 191-212) discuss God and culture in their book 
Sociology through the eyes of Faith. They point out that the people of God are pilgrims in every 
cultural group.  No particular social or cultural context compromises the Kingdom of God. The 
political and economic order in which Christians live is not God’s order in any direct sense. 
Nevertheless, the Christian is called to live out the Gospel within the culture and society they live. 
Gregersen (1988, p. 292) fittingly states that the Kingdom of God can be said to incorporate the 
communities of society but always transcending them.  
One aspect of the Christian witness is to contextualize theology, incarnate it within all 
peoples and all cultures. To contextualize is to transfer and translate an understanding or cultural 
trait to a new context. How apt is this for an Atonement model? We are to take the meanings and 
messages of Jesus life, teaching, death and resurrection and transfer them to social and cultural 
contexts with very different symbolic universes than those found in the Bible. This is successfully 
done when, in the new context, the understandings and traits acquire meanings and functions 
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roughly similar to those had in their original context (see the discussion on dynamic equivalence 
in section 3). 
The obvious vulnerability of contextualization is when one accommodates theology to the 
elements of the culture. Accommodation by compromise may result in distortions of the meanings 
of scripture. Fraser and Campolo (1992, p. 202) write, ‘God’s people are to dwell within both the 
plausibility structures and symbolic universe of their culture and of the Christian faith of tradition.’ 
Niebuhr (1951) categorized five views with regard to the contextualization relationship between 
Christ and culture. Firstly, one can see Christ against as against culture. This sets the Church against 
the world. Secondly, there is the view of Christ being regarded as the inspirer and perfector of 
culture. Thirdly, one could hold Christ as above culture. Christ is seen as continuous and 
discontinuous with culture.  He is the fulfilment of cultural aspirations and the restorer of the 
institutions of true society. Fourthly, it is possible to see Christ and culture in paradox. In Christ all 
things have become new and yet everything remains the same.  The believer lives with the tension 
of relating to the world, walking by faith and not by sight, believing one day all things will change 
and be reconciled in Christ. Finally, there is the view that Christ is the transformer of culture. 
Culture is corrupt but can be converted, usable, and redeemed by God’s grace and power (Kraft 
1979, p. 113). 
Kraft (1979, p. 114) proposes a sixth alternative. This has Christ above but working through 
culture. He argues that although God lives outside of culture and humans exist within culture, God 
has chosen to interact with people in the cultural milieu they live in. It is this view I believe 
Atonement theology needs to consider. Eddie Gibbs (1990, pp. 70-100) seems to favour this model 
in his book I Believe in Church Growth’.  He believes all people are products of their culture.  This 
means we need to be wary of ethnocentrism (viewing other people’s ways of life in terms of our 
own cultural glasses).  He warns: ‘[…] the fact that Gods personal self-disclosure in the Bible was 
given in terms of the hearers’ own culture inevitably means that misunderstandings may arise and 
points are missed when read by people of another culture who are unfamiliar with the cultural 
milieu of the Bible’ (pp. 80-81). This basic reality will become clear later when we assess 
Atonement theologies and some of the concerns expressed about them. To strengthen this 
foundation for cultural context I will now return to Gregersen. 
4.2 The theses of Gregersen 
Gregersen underscores several critical theses that are essential insights to understanding a 
future theology of culture (1988, pp. 301-303). These are considered by me as necessities and 
foundational hypothesis to move forward in any Atonement model and need to be appraised as they 
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relate to both the nature of theology as well as the task of theology and Atonement theology in 
particular. The work of Gregersen is foundational in demonstrating that theology is often 
polymorphic in nature.  
He argues that that within any worldview (or what Gregersen calls ‘lifeworld’) theology and 
culture consist of ‘different cultural sub-systems’. Whilst each is ’self-referential’, they are both 
exposed and open to the environment. This implies that dogmatic essentialism and those Gregersen 
calls ‘theological or modernistic bombast’ in approach and doctrine are overlooking the reality of 
the position of theology in culture. There is no need for a doctrine to be isolated or assimilated – 
rather the focus of relevant theology is to actively pursue to inaugurate states of ‘interpenetration 
with the cultural subsystems’ it operates in. This results in a contextual theology rather than 
dogmatic essentialism that will not move from the idea of a super-cultural doctrine that simply 
makes no sense to the culture it now operates in.  
This is all premised on the idea that doctrine is an intermediary or liaison between the 
Christian tradition and the operating cultural context. This is challenging for many evangelicals to 
accept as it demands that one accepts that doctrine is based on a provisional theology and not a 
conclusive theology. Gregersen offers some insight into this dilemma when he contends that 
etymologically, theology is defined as knowledge about God. However, God by His nature is not 
some empirical thing in the world or a theoretical/hypothetical principle or assumption. God is not 
a transcendent mystical object or idea that can be deduced via a priori argument or induction with 
validity.  
If this is true, then God in Himself cannot and is not the direct subject matter of theology. 
This leads to one obvious deduction, that the subject matter of theology is thus limited to God in 
His revelation. This line of argument leads to the obvious conclusion that the subject matter of any 
Christian theology is the revelation of God in the life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. 
Theology is reliant on and conditional to revelation. Revelation is a historically recorded event and 
thus not directly identifiable with semantic propositions. This can be understood as the problem of 
language and interpretation that was briefly explored in section 3.  
Gregersen provides a constructive and perceptive proposal that one must distinguish between 
the accessible subject matter of theology - that is Christian interpretations of God as revealed in 
Jesus Christ versus the ultimate subject matter of theology – God in His revelation who is beyond 
the direct scope of theology. Why is this relevant for an Atonement model? The answer is the 
conclusion reached above that to gives a true likeness or description of the revelation is an 
unfeasible task for theology. This is an epistemological truth that needs to be recognised. Gregersen 
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says that to represent a message that is timeless, without context, result in committing the 
‘essentialistic fallacy’.  
Any student of the history of doctrine in the Church will soon uncover the ’plurality among 
Christian interpretation’. Thus, one now is compelled to conclude and accept that the dispute over 
doctrine is inevitable. Doctrine is not the description of Christian belief. Rather, doctrine is the 
content of the Christian message defined relative to the Christian culture. Herein lies its 
polymorphic nature. There is much more that could be said regarding the hermeneutical question 
however the limitations of this essay preclude doing this. Gregersen offers a road forward in 
proposing that systematic theology involves both hermeneutical-descriptive and argumentative-
normative assignments (p. 302). When Christian interpretations are making doctrinal truth claims 
of any doctrine and in particular Atonement theology, they are often made within a distinctive 
context and culture and thus one needs to consider reformulation some of one’s propositions when 
considering another context. This will be explored later in this section. 
What is becoming abundantly and disturbingly apparent is that ultimately Systematic 
theology involves the challenging task of either renovating or reforming the Christian tradition. 
This is perhaps the only way to make sense of the variance in doctrine that is glaringly obvious 
when doing historical theology. This does not mean we have nothing to guide us when faced with 
disputes over issues such as Atonement theology. As an evangelical Baptist, I believe that all 
disputes must ultimately take place within the boundaries of the received Canon – the Bible (not 
withstanding some of the concerns raised in the section on interpretation). 
Gregersen (p. 303) speaks of a ‘continuous Christian tradition’ that can guide and I suggest 
even mediate between disputes in interpretation and application of an Atonement theology. The 
important point here is to recognise the different sources that inform theology. Baptists like me 
enjoy being called ‘people of the Word’ however often fail to recognise the extent that their 
theology has been influenced by other sources. We tend to regard the Bible as ‘the Word’ and 
forget that it is Jesus himself in His life, works and teaching who is the ‘Word of God’. We need 
to heed Gregersen (p. 303) who writes: ‘Only a religious interpretation, presupposing the will of 
God to reveal Himself here and now, make propositions about God possible.’ As considered in 
section 3,  there are three sources used for interpretation. Firstly, there is the text of Christianity 
known as the Bible that is the a-priori starting point. We noted briefly the reliability issues in terms 
of the received written text we use (Beckmann 2020). This is followed by a rich history of classical 
interpretation written since the inauguration of the Church.  
These expose the plurality of interpretations (and what Gregersen (1998, p. 303) calls ‘the 
pluriform transformations of Christianity’ and reveal the contextuality of theology. Nevertheless, 
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these writings are seen as a perpetual resource for theology. By definition, a resource must not be 
seen as the basis for authentic unequivocal truth claims and it should be recognised that they 
themselves are products of a context and are used selectively in construing doctrine. Finally, we 
have what Gregersen calls ‘contemporary religious interpretations’. They operate as new modes of 
articulating the essential Christian message and are constantly accessible for reconsideration to 
amplify the Christian tradition but have no necessary standardizing or normative influence when it 
comes to claims of an authentic dogma. 
If we are willing to acknowledge the contextuality of theology and the morphing of doctrine, 
then we need to ponder how best to move forward in any context. We need to learn to build 
bridges.11  
4.3 Building bridges 
The proclamation of the Gospel of Jesus must be connected to broader cultures than its own 
historical one. To do this, a link or bridge is required between the Gospel and the human experience.  
The task of apologetics is to reveal how the Christian faith is able to make sense of human 
experiences. The bridge must be built in such a manner that individuals can Cross from unbelief to 
faith. Today, many of the truth-claims of Christianity are often perceived as a kind of intellectual 
fascism. The challenge is to preach the Gospel faithfully, without any culturally-induced 
misrepresentations or misunderstandings. This is what Kantzer (1990, p. 522) is arguing for.  He 
says:  
 
We are certainly not interested in shaping evangelical Christianity and certainly not Biblical 
Christianity, into a form that will prove palatable to the sinful hearts and minds of all 
humans.  We are not trying to remove the offense of the Cross.  That offence is an inherent 
part of Biblical and evangelical identity.  It would be an irresponsible denial of our deepest 
faith to remove it.  Yet we are deeply concerned also to remove false obstacles to the 
Gospel.  We do not want anyone to reject a perversion or misunderstanding of the Gospel.   
 
Here we see the need to have insight into the polymorphic character of theology and how 
some presentations of doctrine can become false obstacles. There is thus a need to ensure we are 
able to keep that what binds us together yet avoid dogmatic essentialism. How will this be best 
done?  We have seen in the previous sections that Practical and Systematic theology attempts to 
uncover what God has said in and through Scripture and then clothe that in a conceptuality that is 
native to the recipient’s culture.  Or, as Wells (1985, p. 177) says:  
 
 




Scripture, at its terminus a quo, needs to be de-contextualized in order to grasp its 
transcultural content, and it needs to be re-contextualized in order that its content may be 
meshed with the cognitive assumptions and social patterns of our own time. 
 
Gibbs (1990, pp. 84-91) provides four approaches in the communication process of the 
Christian faith.  He begins by noting that in the communication process the one who speaks and 
the one who hears each formulate their ideas within their own frame of reference.  As noted 
previously, one's frame of reference is constructed largely through cultural influences. Firstly, the 
speakers do not attempt to relate their message to the listener’s frame of reference.  The message 
is expressed within the speaker’s own frame of reference and in terms of their own perceptions.  
The message does not make contact with the felt needs of the audience. They operate in ‘isolation’. 
Secondly, the speaker educates the audience in his/her (the speaker’s) terminology and concepts.  
The listeners cannot relate their new knowledge to their life situation; nor can they communicate it 
to others. This Gibbs calls ‘extraction’. Thirdly, the speaker will examine the hearer’s ‘frame of 
reference’, identifying areas of common ground between them. The speaker ‘identifies’ with the 
audience. Finally, there is ‘reciprocation’ the preferential approach where both the speaker and 
listener recognize their differences and are open to being influenced by each other. 
Christians need not fear reciprocation if they are well-grounded in their faith.  Through 
reciprocation, a cross-cultural pollination of ideas takes place, beliefs and practices are challenged, 
affirmed, enriched or modified.   It plays a major role in preventing cultural imperialism.  As Kraft 
pointed out, God works through cultures, and the Church is not a culture but a channel in the 
communication of the Gospel.  Thus, the Church should always determine to build a bridge between 
its belief system and faith, and the culture that it operates in. There is a way forward when 
considering the cultural contextual challenges to an Atonement model. It requires that the theology 
articulated in a language that is faithful to its Biblical roots yet is morphed in a manner that is 
understood by the recipient.  
4.4 Encoding - decoding 
Gibbs (1990, p. 87) warns that often the communicator can become a blockage to 
communication.  ‘The communicator who has not interacted with the material and is merely passing 
on what he or she has read or been told functions as a tertiary source.’  He explains that in the ideal 
communication event, the result is that the receptors’ understanding corresponds exactly with the 
intention of the communicator.  This is seldom achieved and in most instances, the communicator 
must settle for an approximation within acceptable limits. Kraft (1979, p. 148) comments on this 
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issue and warns that what is understood by the recipient is equally dependent on both how the 
recipient perceives the message and how the communicator presents it. Any message concerning 
Atonement to be transmitted should be encoded by the communicator, and then it can be decoded 
or translated by the receptor.   
This is a complex procedure and both the original understanding (interpretation) of the 
communicator and the cultural gap will determine the success of the process.  Gibbs quotes the 
phenomena described by Abercrombie called ‘paralinguistic phenomena’ (1990 p. 87).  Plainly 
stated, this warns people that how they say things convey as much as what they say.  This means 
the tone of voice, attitude and actions all convey a message.  This is part of the challenge for this 
essay as we ask how some models of Atonement that are seemingly judgmental and convey such 
powerful images of violence are to be both perceived and received as acts of an understanding, 
loving and merciful God.    
4.5 The impact of theology and the Gospel in particular  
Raines (1961, pp. 14-15) has a penetrating analysis as to why the contemporary Church has 
lost its relevancy.  Perhaps it is still applicable today? He offers three invaluable insights:  
 
The Church has accommodated herself to the cultural climate.  The Church is no longer 
changing culture, but is being changed by culture […].  (The Church) is usually content to 
grow in physical stature and in favor with its immediate environment […]. 
 
The Church becomes the mouthpiece of the people instead of the voice of God.  The Church, 
that is meant to be at tension with the customs and traditions of every culture, changes her 
protective coloring like a chameleon to suit the environment she is in […].  
 
And the judgement is clear; the world pays little attention to the Church….  The world 
believes it has tamed and domesticated the Church and can keep her busily occupied in 
cultivating her own garden.  The world has pulled the teeth of the Church and no longer 
listens to her enfeebled message. 
 
 
This stark warning applies to a Church that has forgotten her ugiainousē didaskalia or ‘sound 
basic teachings’ her roots, calling and mission that I spoke about in section 2.  Alternatively, it is 
also true of a Church that has become tied down with dogmatic essentialism and has not recognised 
the hermeneutical and systematic justification for theology to morph into a contextual, 
contemporary and appropriate application. 
There is little argument that Christianity has impacted cultures in general. Gibbs (1990, pp. 
95-99) discussed several expected and desired results of the impact of the Christian faith on a 
culture that remain within the gambit of the Christian message. The Gospel can and should censures 
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culture. Rather than being enculturated, the Gospel must bring under judgement those elements of 
culture that oppose the values of the Gospel. Justice, racism, equality, the environment and many 
other matters of culture are all spheres of concern. This is done by critical contextualization. The 
Biblical worldview addresses many of the contemporary issues of life.  However, positive aspects 
of a culture are to be affirmed or enriched by the Gospel.   
This means that the Gospel redeems culture. Tippet (1970, p. 34) writes: ‘If our missionary 
methods extract converts from their society and leaves them as social isolates or misfits, there is 
something wrong with our missioning.’ Cultural integrity is part and parcel of human identity, and 
any system of thought or behaviour that denies cultural integrity is dehumanizing. Any extractionist 
approach in evangelism is to be strongly opposed (Wagner, 1979, p. 97).  Whilst the Christian is 
not of this world, he or she is to remain in it and become the means for God to channel His blessing 
to the world in its diverse makeup.   
When working in and with a cultural context it must be acknowledged that the Gospel does 
not compel a Christian cultural homogeneity. The preservation of cultural diversity honours God, 
respects humanity, enriches life, and ultimately will promote evangelism.  Imposing a culture on 
people is a denial of the Creator.  The Church must be rooted in the soil of its local culture and 
recognize the kaleidoscope of God’s creation. We should heed Gregersen (1988) in the earlier 
arguments that the Church must learn the lessons from its experiences in history and especially 
from the Enlightenment and modern periods.  
Perhaps most importantly, the Gospel offers reconciliation. This is what Atonement is all 
about. The Gospel can reconcile people groups that were previously antagonistic to one another.  
This unity is not uniformity but an abolition of animosity, enmity, and inequity.  Through listening 
to and feeling the pains, aspirations, longings, and cries of postmodern society, the Christian can 
channel healing and reconciliation. To do this the Gospel promotes collective support and 
enhancement. The super-cultural dimension of the Gospel must be demonstrated in a culture.  
Active steps should be taken by the Churches to expand their circle of fellowship.  Relationships 
that express the reality of Christian worship and spirituality must be forged.  The Church must 
express publicly the unity and diversity of the body of Christ.  
Stephen Neil (1984, pp. 257-260) has a pertinent warning to the Church.  He says that the 
Church must realize that it is not an appendage to the Gospel, rather it is itself a part of the Gospel.  
Christian faith never exists in purity but always in conjunction with very human and imperfect 
Christians.  As with every religious society, the Church is exposed to serious perils by the mere 
fact of existing in the world.  Thus, the Church need to be aware of how tradition and experience 
become frozen in an institution – especially in dogma.  
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This has been succinctly highlighted in this essay. The life and teaching of the Church are 
always in danger of becoming determined by convention or conformity. Sometimes, the dogma 
and ordinances of the faith take on a social rather than religious character and lose significance. In 
some cases, the Christian faith becomes identified with a certain culture (for example Christianity 
is often regarded as an ingredient of Western Culture).  Christianity needs to operate above but 
through culture.  The worship, spirituality and message of the Christian as a lifestyle needs to reflect 
the Biblical teaching and not be untainted ethnocentrism, yet it must take cognizance of its present 
cultural setting.  
These dangerous tendencies can be traced in all religions.  Almost every new Christian group 
starts with the idea that it will not become a denomination or institution. It will be based on the 
example of the early Church or faithful to the teaching of its founder(s).  It will not compromise in 
any fashion. The truth is that religion will always be ‘contaminated’ to some extent by cultural 
development. Religion and culture cannot and should not be separated. Special aspects of the 
Kingdom of God are found in different cultures. As different societies bring their history to the 
Scriptures they discover characteristics of the Gospel that other cultural groups can benefit from.  
A faith that tries to live in a world of its own, not relating to humanity’s life in society, will 
be characterless, anaemic, and fail. The only solution to ensure contamination does not destroy or 
inhibit faith is to live in a state of perpetual self-evaluation and criticism. Radical questions must 
always be directed as to the relevance and adequacy of old forms of organization and ministry to 
contemporary situations. The Church must never be separated from its traditions but neither should 
it be bound by traditions. No Christian can accept the benefits of the Gospel and walk away from 
the demands of the Gospel. 
4.6 Summary 
Volf (1996, p. 53) reminds us that the Christian lives with one foot planted in their own 
culture and the other in God’s future. The Gospel must recognize the cultural mosaic of customs 
and traditions as God’s gift to humanity and the Christian becomes enriched when he or she 
encounters the full spectrum of the Creator’s handiwork. This reveals the urgency of the Church 
needing to distinguish between the essentials of the received dogma and the fortuitous accretions 
that are not central to the issues of faith in Christ.  Then, as the Church attunes to and adopts the 
teaching of Jesus concerning the love of God it begins to demonstrate the Gospel, as it lives out the 
message of the Atonement. Differing cultures are the medium through which Jesus Christ will 
work.   
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The Christian tradition and contemporary doctrine will through identification and 
reciprocation, be renewed and reformed to challenge, modify, affirm, and enrich the contemporary 
worldview.  The challenge is to encode the Gospel and the Biblical worldview in a contextual and 
praxis-orientated apologetic. This is the morphing of theology this essay contends for. 
Thus, the Christian faith needs to continuously evaluate its doctrine and its worship and 
spirituality.  It must be determined to discover how the world perceives its dogma, its message, and 
its life.  How do the Church’s ecclesiastical tradition and liturgy facilitate or hinder its 
communication attempts?  In a contemporary culture Christianity need to re-evaluate its 
apologetics and discover new channels to communicate; access them and speak authentically 
through them.  By diffusion (the borrowing or adapting elements) of a culture and restating new 
ideas in terms of old paradigms, the Christian can practice a contemporary faith whilst upholding 
a Biblical teaching on Atonement that Jesus has done and is doing something for humanity – for 
us. The theology we preach needs to morph to the degree that it is available and comprehensible to 
everyone.  
There are particular theological concepts that relate directly to Atonement theology that need 
to be carefully considered in the Western cultural setting of the 21C. The one that I suspect is most 
misconstrued by many and that often leads to the dismissal of Christianity is the concept of sacrifice 
(correlated in sacrifice are the concepts of sin and salvation in Atonement). The next section will 
contemplate Atonement and sacrifice as exemplars of the need to see Atonement theology as 
polymorphic. It is the beginning of a form of case study to validate the hypothesis that theology as 




5 ATONEMENT AND SACRIFICE 
This essay has reasoned that there is a systematic and hermeneutical justification to 
understand that theology has morphed and must morph as it is formulated and presented in new 
contexts and cultures. It is thus time to now focus on certain aspects of the theology of Atonement.  
The concept of sacrifice is a critical part of PSA and is a relevant example chosen to consider 
how a doctrine of Atonement is formulated and expressed to be contextual and relevant. There are 
certain terms and concepts that are selected to reveal the horizons of interpretation and its 
possibilities. Certain texts are nominated for the purpose of revealing that PSA has been selective 
in the choice of texts to develop concepts and doctrines. Added to this will be texts I have selected 
- some texts that PSA models seem to ignore. Thus, I wish to avoid as far as possible the dangers 
of what I contend PSA is culpable of – creating a ‘canon within the canon’ a section or sections of 
the Bible that are elevated as the climax or pivot or cornerstone of the Bible or doctrine.12 
Furthermore, I contend that the texts that are selected are often read through the lenses of the PSA 
doctrine (horizon of interpretation)  and thus confirmation bias is present (the notion that explains 
why one is inclined to both choose and interpret texts that favour existing beliefs).  
For many evangelical Christians, the general understanding of Atonement in western 
Christian theology expresses beliefs that human beings can be reconciled to God through the 
sacrificial suffering and death of Jesus Christ. Thus, each theory of Atonement goes to the heart of 
how we understand God working in the world to bring about salvation. Berkhof (1989, p. 368) 
reiterates this with the example of balancing God’s love and justice within the Penal Substitutionary 
theory of the Atonement. He says if we focus on Justice, we are criticised that ‘God is a vindictive 
being, who is concerned only about His own honour.’ If we focus only on love, then we ‘reduce 
the sufferings and the death of Christ to an unexplained enigma.’  
In general, Atonement often refers to some aspect of the forgiving or pardoning of sin (and 
for many specifically original sin) through the suffering, death and resurrection of Jesus 
Christ.  Aulen (1961, p. 29) reinforces the important centrality of the Atonement for many 
Christians by stating: ‘Each and every interpretation of the Atonement is most closely connected 
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In sections 3 and 4 we explored how doctrines arise and can morph in accordance with culture 
and context. However, within most models of Atonement theology, one finds commonalty in the 
belief that Jesus is the incarnation of God and brings forgiveness, thus enabling reconciliation 
between God and humans. Despite this, any study of the concept of Atonement reveals that all 
through the centuries, theologians and the Church have used diverse metaphors and given divergent 
descriptions of Atonement to express how Atonement might be understood to operate (Schmiechen 
2005, Johnson 2015). The character of theology and thus Atonement theology is historically 
situated (has a context) and there is a need to seek models of Atonement theories that might depict 
timeless aspects of the biblical images of salvation. Thus, there is a need for some clarification of 
the notions of Atonement as it relates to cultic sacrifice and sin as seen in the Old and New 
Testament. This will be undertaken in the light of the principles of understanding hermeneutics and 
methodology of systematic theology in specific cultures or contexts as shown in the previous 
sections.  
5.1 Understanding the term Atonement 
There are two key theological terms to consider when discussing the crucifixion. The first 
one is ‘’soteriology’ which originates in the Greek New Testament as ‘soteria’, meaning salvation. 
Thus, soteriology is the study of salvation with the spotlight on the life, teaching, death and 
resurrection of Christ. The second term, ‘atonement’, is an English word often substituted in 
English Bibles for the biblical word, ‘hilasterion’, which denotes appeasement, propitiation or 
expiation and for many it signifies blood sacrifice, a sin offering, by which the wrath of the deity 
shall be appeased and it is also used to depict the covering of the ark, which was sprinkled with the 
atoning blood on the Day of Atonement.13 Gruden (1994, p. 568) defines Atonement as the ‘work 
Christ did in His life and death to earn our salvation’. He admits this is quite a broad definition but 
allows it because he believes Christ’s life brings us benefit too.  
In the language of theology, Atonement is a term that describes certain doctrinal beliefs about 
the crucifixion. Its direct connotation is ‘to make one,’ deriving from the Middle English ‘at-
onement’ According to Averbeck et al. (2003) the term's etymology originates from the Middle 
Ages and is aligned from the words ‘attone’ or ‘atoon’, literally meaning ‘at-onement’. This is 
understood as now meaning to be ‘at one’, in harmony, with someone (Andreason, 1990). Craig 
 
 
13 STRONG, J. 2010. G1319. The New Strong's Expanded Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible. Red letter ed. 




(2018) warned that herein lies a problem often neglected by many writers on the concept of 
Atonement. This problem arises because the origin of the term Atonement is not from Latin or 
Greek but from the Middle English expression ‘Atonement,’ and it indicates a condition of 
harmony. Craig argues that the most similar New Testament (NT) term for Atonement in this sense 
is katallagē or reconciliation. 
Whilst I would agree with this conclusion in terms of the origin and meaning of the English 
concept, Craig’s whole thesis in his book goes a step further by claiming reconciliation is the 
‘overarching’ theme of the NT’ and that ‘other important NT motifs such as the Kingdom of God, 
salvation, justification, and redemption are subservient to it’. However, he does not offer any 
convincing substantiation of this claim as he then highlights the possibility of a narrower 
understanding of ‘Atonement’ that is expressed by the biblical words typically translated by this 
English word Atonement. Craig now argues that in the Old Testament (OT), ‘Atonement’ and its 
cognates interpret words having the Hebrew root kpr (to atone) in this sense that it takes as its 
object sin or impurity and has the sense ‘to purify and/or, to cleanse.’ He then contends that the 
Greek equivalent in the Septuagint (LXX) and NT is hilaskesthai. He thus infers that while the 
result of Atonement in this narrow sense may be said to be Atonement in the broad sense, 
nevertheless the biblical words translated as ‘Atonement’ or ‘to atone’ needs to be understood in 
the narrower sense (cleans and purify) if we are to understand the meaning of the texts. He then 
concludes that theologically, the doctrine of the Atonement concerns Atonement primarily in the 
narrower, biblical sense of purging of sin. This is a fairly technical argument that scholars such as 
Finlan (2004, 2005, 2007) adequately deal with. For the purpose of this essay, we will keep the 
focus mostly on the reconciliation principle. 
In Christian theology, the term Atonement is often associated with sacrifice and then sub-
concepts or notions such as forgiveness, repentance, remorse, forgiveness, reconciliation, 
redemption and reparation. Atonement in western Christian theology can be defined by my own 
term that I feel adequately fits most theological understandings of the crucifixion – the 
‘reconciliation principle’. For me this can be understood as the fact that that human beings can be 
reconciled to God, enter into a renewed relationship, be at one with God, and this is achieved 
through Jesus Christ’s whole life, sacrificial anguish and subsequent death and resurrection. 
Atonement refers specifically to reconciliation, forgiveness and pardoning. Thus, broadly speaking, 
Atonement can be defined as the action of making amends for a wrong. In PSA theology it is 
generally understood as the reparation for sin - the reconciliation of God and humankind through 
the sacrificial crucifixion of Jesus Christ. The extent this means clean or purify as Craig claims will 
be considered further on.    
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In the New Testament, there is an array of conceptual metaphors to convey the gospel 
message. This has contributed to many theories or models on the crucifixion and Atonement. 
Despite the many ways in which metaphor or explanations are constructed almost all Christians 
agree or underscore that Jesus Christ is deserving of the title ‘Saviour of the world’. Through His 
person, life, teaching and death He facilitated the reconciliation between God and humanity. Since 
the birth of the Church, there has been much discussion on the significance and implications of the 
life, teaching and death of Jesus for the world.  
Evangelical Christians agree that Jesus is the Messiah and Savior, but they have not always 
agreed on the way to understand just how Jesus saves and what He saves us from and for (as posed 
by questions concerning the purpose of the crucifixion). Christians claim that it is a historical fact 
that Jesus Christ was crucified and that Jesus Christ is the solution. However, there arises a great 
deal of disagreement in terms of the theological understanding of what exactly is the problem? 
What was the reason and cause for the death of Jesus Christ on a Cross at the hands of the Roman 
rulers of the day? More importantly, how does the answer provided confirm the crucifixion of Jesus 
as a revelation of the loving God that Jesus proclaimed?  
All through church history, several different views of the atonement, have been proposed 
(Schmiechen 2005, Johnson 2015). To differing degrees, they make use of hermeneutics and 
systematic theology in formulating an Atonement doctrine. They all claim to make use of the Bible 
as the primary source however, it will now be suggested that one must acknowledge that both the 
Old and New Testaments make use of specific language to expose diverse truths concerning the 
theological meaning of Old Testament sacrificial practices. Furthermore, when considering the 
context and Christ’s teaching concerning His mission, and St. Paul’s liberal use of metaphors to 
explain his Soteriology, it becomes clear how problematic it is to claim any single model entirely 
captures and elucidates the richness of the biblical Atonement teaching.  
Scriptures reveal a complex and multidimensional depiction of the Atonement that must be 
respected in terms of its purpose and what explicitly it accomplished. Otherwise, one becomes 
guilty of what was seen in section 3.1.4 when the horizons of interpretations were explored, and it 
was noted how we come to scripture with a degree of bias. Thus, the next two sections will attempt 
to show that there are a variety of sound valid viable options to understanding the concepts of 
sacrifice and sin as expiation or propitiation. Unfortunately, I am not able to explore and survey in 
great detail the important controversy of the doctrine of original sin that is so fundamental to PSA 
as well as the understanding of salvation implicit in PSA. However, it does warrant a brief expose 




5.1.1 Salvation and sin 
It is imperative that any Atonement theology must not only focus on methodology - the ‘how’ 
question of atonement but must always consider the question of ‘why?’ (what is the problem, why 
did Jesus incarnate or ‘for what?’). The concept of sin is another theological model that has variance 
in its understanding. The word sin is derived from two main Hebrew words. The meaning of the 
word chattath (Strong 2010 H2403), first used in Genesis 4:7, is ‘an offense.’ The subsequent 
word, chata (Strong 2010 H2398), first appears in Genesis 39:9 and means ‘to miss.’  Thus, ‘to 
sin’ is to miss the way, goal or path. The New Testament also has two main original linguistic 
words that are rendered as sin. The word hamartia (Strong 2010 G266), which appears 174 times 
in the Greek text, is the act of committing an offence (transgression).  
The second word, hamartano (Strong 2010 G264), occurs 43 times, is ‘missing the mark’.14 
The word sin was a military-archery term. If an archer missed the bullseye, the judge would 
shout ‘hamartia,’ ‘sinner,’ to indicate they had missed the mark. McKnight (2007, p. 46) would 
argue that the biblical portrayal of sin is much more than each individual’s list of personal wrongs, 
needing to be legally paid for by the death of Christ and then forgiven to access the afterlife. He 
says that sin is the ‘distortion in all directions, towards God, self, others, and the world’. Sin is 
missing the mark, failing to reflect the imago Dei.  Grenz (2000, p. 187) sums up the effects of sin 
as ‘the destruction of community.’ The outcome of sin, of missing the mark, is distorted and 
shattered fellowship and relationships, ‘our human failure to live in community with God, each 
other, and the natural environment’. 
In his book titled ‘The Day the Revolution Began’ Wright (2016) argues that God invites us 
to bring goodness into this world instead of trying to escape it. Wright maintains that the crucifixion 
and resurrection see the primary movement as heaven coming down to earth, redeeming the world, 
restoring relationships now through the church’s work today. Jesus, through His incarnation, 
teaching and crucifixion, is the archetype for humanity, the model of what an atoned relationship 
looks like in all these relational circles. Salvation includes being invited to restored fellowship and 
relationship with God and to join in Jesus’s work of redeeming the world—to join His revolution. 
Wright makes it clear that the concept ‘to be saved’ incorporates the defeat of the destructive 
powers that led Adam and Eve astray in the Genesis myths. It involves the reversal of the 
destructive effects and the restoration of a relational community.  
 
 
14Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance: King James Bible. Updated ed. La Habra: Lockman Foundation, 1995, viewed 
21 October 2020, http://www.biblestudytools.com/concordances/strongs-exhaustive-concordance/  
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I regard the PSA doctrine that human nature was corrupted and is inherently sinful due to the 
first sin by Adam as probably a theological construct that is not explicitly laid out in the Christian 
scripture. It deserves to be addressed on its own merits in another essay however, it appears that 
the PSA understanding of sin and salvation is too narrow with its focus on humans breaking divine 
law and that this requires the violent retribution of the Cross as substitutionary payment.  
A different understanding, that is polymorphically more resonant and relevant today, is that 
the central teaching and concern of Scripture is that the relationship between God and humans is 
broken and requires reconciliation – the covenant needs restoration. The focus of PSA soteriology 
is primarily ‘saved from hell’ and ‘saved for heaven’ when we die. In my evangelical tradition, 
there is a huge focus on conversion as a single event and neglect of the fact that sanctification is an 
ongoing process of conversion via transformation. Importantly, the purpose of conversion is the 
restoration of the imago Dei and the original purpose of God – that we join Jesus in restoring the 
God-ordained community by being the Church, the light to the nations and a blessing to others. 
Salvation is heaven coming down to earth as we pray ‘thy will be done on earth as in Heaven’.  
It is not a disembodied salvation with a focus on heaven. Rather, it is an embodied salvation 
beginning here on earth as we bless others by living out the Atonement ideals of Jesus Christ of 
liberation, compassion, justice to those who are vulnerable, the poor and the weak. Salvation is 
never an individualistic pietistic focus on purity now to ensure the future in heaven, it concerns the 
present and future here on earth. We are always being saved! It is not a single event where one 
says, ‘Now I have got God’. Rather, it is the transformation where we say, ‘God is getting more of 
me’. 
5.2 Atonement and sacrifice in the Old Testament 
A great deal of Atonement theology hinges on the understanding of the concept of sacrifice 
in the Old Testament and herein lie many different understandings as it appears that sacrifice has 
different functions. For the purpose of this essay, there is a brief survey of whether it is reasonable 
to propose that even within the Bible itself, there can be a morphing or development of 
understanding of the concepts. The discussion is constrained by the aspiration to unearth 
compelling valid alternative evidence for understandings that differ from those endorsed by PSA 
There is evidence that the cultic sacrificial system changed over time providing some support 
to the hypothesis that theology morphs. Sarah Coakley (2012) located sacrifice as an evolutionary 
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phenomenon, with significant precursors in pre-human cooperation.15 Customary ritual sacrifice 
served as a gift or payment, a means of expiation or propitiation at different times. Scholars such 
as Dodd (1935, pp. 82–95) saw it as cleansing the believers (expiation) whilst Morris (1965, p.212) 
considered sacrifice as a propitiation - appeasing the angry god.  There is the notion in Old 
Testament sacrifice that sacrificial smoke gives to God a pleasing odour. We can read one example 
of this in Genesis 8: 20-21 where Noah offers sacrifice, and the ‘pleasing odour’ moves God to 
promise never again to ‘curse the ground’. This sacrifice generates in God a favourable attitude 
toward the one offering the sacrifice as a gift. Anderson (1992) points out that the term ’pleasing 
odour’ associated with sacrifice occurs numerous times in the Old Testament, and in many cases, 
it functions as a closing formula. 
Milgrom (1991, p. 1040) points out that whenever sin was committed in Israel, it caused 
impurity to settle on the temple furnishings. If the impurity was allowed to remain, God would 
abandon the temple. The substance used to cleanse the temple furnishings was the blood of the 
h.at.t.a’t, the ‘sin sacrifice’  or ‘purification offering.’ This cleansing went on year-round, but only 
on the Day of Atonement did the high priest go into the Most Holy Place and sprinkle hat.t.a’t 
blood on the kapporet, or mercy-seat, cleansing the impurity caused by ‘presumptuous sins’. The 
mercy seat was the golden lid of the ark of the covenant, above which the Lord was thought to 
dwell (Num 7:89). Thus, the people were reconciled to Yahweh and the temple kept clean enough 
for him to remain in it (Milgrom, 1983, pp 73-81). 
Milgrom (1991, p. 1082) states and explains that the main Hebrew verb translated as ‘atone’ 
is kippēr. In P (Priestly) texts, kippēr means ‘purify,’ but in many passages outside of P, kippēr still 
has to do with propitiating the deity, who is still viewed anthropomorphically. This becomes clear 
when we look at its cognate noun, kopher, ‘ransom.’ The census money that the Israelites pay to 
Yahweh is a kopher payment that ransoms their lives (Exodus 30:12). This idea of kopher as a 
ransom may underlie all passages that use kippēr to speak of ‘averting God's wrath’. The verb 
kippēr also clearly means propitiate in some non-cultic stories, such as that in which Jacob wants 
to ‘appease’ his brother with a present of livestock (Genesis 32:20).  
Propitiation is also present when Yahweh says that the priest Phinehas ‘turned back my 
wrath’ by killing an Israelite and his foreign girlfriend (Num 25:11). Propitiation is seen in the 
notion of a violent God who was prepared to ‘consume the Israelites’ until Phinehas's act of 
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violence ‘made Atonement for the Israelites’ (Numbers 25:11, 13). When the Lord sends a famine 
because of ‘bloodguilt on Saul’, a massacre of seven of Saul’s sons expunges the bloodguilt and 
brings Atonement (2 Samuel 21:1-6). Thus, even though the primary meaning of kipper is ‘purify,’ 
the word has semantic associations with the appeasement of anger. Further, the concept of 
substitution is implied in a payment that ransoms lives and in the killing of one party that averts 
wrath against another. 
Finlan (2020, pp. 20-22) argued that there is an undercurrent of violence in the kipper or 
koffer. In the Old Testament, there are narratives where Atonement is accomplished via killing. 
Numbers 25:7-13 tells the story of some Israelites who took Medianite women as companions. A 
priest impaled a Jewish man and a Midianite woman together and God’s response to this was that 
He turned back His wrath and God said that the priest's action made atonement (kipper) keeper for 
the Israelites. In another story in Samuel 21:3, 8-9) David has to make expiation (kipper) for Saul’s 
killing of Gibeonites by letting the Gibeonites spear Saul’s son. These stories show the culture of 
violence that can underlie atonement. Kipper signifies cleansing, but it often implies purification 
by means of payment, or even brutal payback. Finlan shows how the practice of sacrifice in the 
Old testament had clear connotations of violence, coercion, influence, and payback as well as 
purification.  
However, there is another critical aspect of sacrifice one needs to consider (pp. 23-26). In the 
book of Jeremiah 7:22-23, it appears that the prophet rejected the role of sacrifice and emphasised 
obedience. We read how God said that in the day that He brought Jeremiah’s ancestors out of the 
land of Egypt, He did not speak to them or command them concerning burnt offerings and 
sacrifices. The command that He gave them was to obey His voice and He will be their God, and 
they will be His people.  
In Amos (5: 2-25) we read how God says that He will not accept burnt offerings and grain 
offerings and then continues by saying that justice should roll down like waters and righteousness 
like ever-flowing streams. The Prophet Samuel wrote when that to obey is better than sacrifice, and 
to heed than the fat of rams (1 Samuel 15:22). Jeremiah and Amos are going further than Samuel 
by saying sacrifice is not what God is asking for. The sacrificial cult comes in for severe criticism 
by the prophets Amos, Hosea, Micah, Isaiah, and Jeremiah. Isaiah (1:11) speaks of how God does 
not delight in the blood of bulls, or of lambs, or a goat.  
Hosea says it so pithily when we have God declaring that He desires steadfast love and not 
sacrifice, the knowledge of God rather than burnt offerings (Hosea 6:6). In Micah (6:7) the prophet 
asks if the Lord will be pleased with thousands of rams, with ten thousand rivers of oil. These 
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prophets all appear to reject and even condemn the cultic sacrificial system found in the Old 
Testament. 
In an excellent article in Britannica, we can read how in various religions one can bribe the 
gods, pay them off, sway them – all through sacrifices that influence the gods.16 Does this apply to 
the God Christians serve?  
Some Atonement models like the PSA understanding is based on seeing the crucifixion as 
the final and full substitutionary sacrifice yet I think it possibly ignores or neglects what these Old 
Testament prophets say concerning reconciliation, relationship and fellowship with God. Whilst 
there is much ongoing scholarly debate concerning the intentions of these books and the whole 
sacrificial cult in the Old Testament, I think the inference from these prophets is that one cannot 
pay or buy God’s forgiveness, approval or support. The next verse in Micah 6 is so disclosing and 
relevant for contemporary Atonement theory as we are told that what God demands or requires is 
that the people do justice, love kindness and walk humbly with God. The implications for the PSA 
model concerning payment for sin by the sacrifice of the life of Jesus remove sin is very apparent. 
Finally, another important rite utilized in the Atonement images of the New Testament is the 
expulsion ritual, of which the Jewish scapegoat and the Greek pharmakos rituals are examples. The 
ancient Greeks would ritually drive out a human victim, a pharmakos, even in classical Athens. 
The victim was consecrated, then ceremonially cursed and driven out of town. Such victims 
supposedly took a disease or curse with them (see Hengel, 1981, pp. 24–27). This ritual is not a 
sacrifice. The victim is not an offering, but a curse-bearer or sin-porter. The equivalent ritual in 
ancient Judah was that of the scapegoat, on whose head the priest put the people’s sins, then 
‘sending it away into the wilderness’ (Leviticus 16:21), carrying away the sins.  
We can thus conclude that in the Old Testament we find clear examples of the variety, 
difference and even progression (morphing) in the understanding of sin and sacrifice. Thus, 
theologians are able to construct a doctrine dependent on the texts and meanings they select but 
they can only claim it is biblical in the sense that it is ‘in the Bible’. There is also corroboration for 
the claim of evolution, morphing or development of understanding of the concepts of sin and 
sacrifice and thus an early warning that all contemporary Christian Atonement dogma can only 
propose a possible but not necessary development of Biblical intentions. The next question is how 
true is this conclusion when considering similar concepts in the New Testament? 
 
 




5.3 Atonement and the sacrificial cult system in the Gospels 
In Luke 14: 21-24 Jesus quotes Isaiah 61 and declares that His mission is to bring good news 
to the poor, to proclaim release to the captives, recovery of sight to the blind, and to free the 
oppressed. This leads me to ask: What was Jesus view of the Jewish sacrificial cult that He grew 
up with? Young (1979, p. 18) points out that during the period of Jesus ministry numerous 
philosophers and satirists derided sacrifice as an endeavour to corrupt the gods. I propose that one 
should understand His approach to the sacrificial cult partly in the light of Isaiah 61. Whilst there 
is no clear teaching on this question, it is obvious that He did not accept all aspects of the dogma 
and practices of His day. Finlan (2020, pp. 26-31) offers a detailed survey of the four Gospels and 
it emerges that Jesus offered a more direct and individual approach to God than the sacrificial 
system did. Finlan (p. 30) said it was ‘more like the relationship between a child and its parent’, 
exemplified by ‘love, learning and growth’ and not by ‘ritual or need for purification’.  
In Matthew 5:23-25, we read how Jesus insisted that before one leaves a gift at the alter there 
must first be reconciliation if someone has something against you. Finlan (pp. 27-29) asserts that 
Jesus recognised the reality of the sacrificial cult in the lives of some people (the local context He 
was ministering in) however I would also maintain that there is some clarity in Scripture concerning 
His own standpoint (the point that there would be a degree of morphing of understanding what 
pleases God, what God requires from those who wish to be reconciled and in relationship with 
Him).  
The Gospels all provide evidence of Jesus undertaking assertive action in the Temple 
(Matthew 21:12-17; Mark 11:15-19; Luke 19:45-48; and John 2:13-22). He condemned the 
financial yoke that the sacrificial scheme inflicts on the poor. Jesus quotes Hosea 6:6 when in 
Matthew 9 He is criticised for associating with poor people. He promotes mercy over sacrifice 
(verses 12-13) and the fact that He is here to help those who are sincere, honest and humble enough 
recognise their need for a ‘doctor’. Again, in response to the Pharisee's denunciation of the 
assembling on a Sabbath, He declares that He yearns for mercy and not sacrifice, compassion over 
ritual obedience (Matthew 12:7). Mark 7:1-23 reveals Jesus opposition to much of the ritual purity 
system referring to it as ‘human precepts’, ‘human tradition’ (verses 7 - 9), ‘making void the word 
of God through your tradition’ (verse 13). One finds similar remarks in Matthew 15:5-9; Luke 
11:39-41; and John13:10. In Matthew 23:23 Jesus restates Micah 6:8 when He promotes justice, 
mercy and faith. 
A cursory reading of the four Gospels swiftly reveals that Jesus (like many Old testament 
prophets) fervently attacks and condemns hypocrisy, injustice, unfairness and cruelty and 
encourages and affirms faith. Jesus’ ministry before His Crucifixion has Him going about forgiving 
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and loving people, teaching them the ethics of the Kingdom of God, training them about honesty, 
sincerity, mercy and humility. What does stand out, in particular, is some of His condemnation of 
the sacrificial cult practices and systems. More importantly, He says almost nothing about people 
needing to believe that His approaching death must be seen in the light of the sacrificial cult. In 
fact, I suggest His condemnation of the hypocrisy and abuse of religious leaders and the sacrificial 
cult, His forgiving people their sins outside of the accepted sacrificial system, His healing of the 
sick and friendliness with the poor and outcasts, and His breaking of ‘ritual obedience’, are 
significant factors that moved the religious leader to have the Roman authorities kill Jesus. He 
knew this would happen but would not compromise His work or His teaching.  
The emphasis of the person and life of Jesus was based on Isaiah 61 and His mission to reveal 
to humanity the love of God for all people and disclose and demonstrate that how one finds 
forgiveness, reconciliation, and relationship with a loving God - through a sincere heart. Even more 
significantly, there is an almost total absence of sacrificial images in Jesus warning about His 
coming death (Mark 8:31; 9:31; 10:33).17 Can this not be seen as Jesus transforming or morphing 
the understanding of the theology and efficacy of the sacrificial system in the Old Testament? To 
further consider this one needs to explore how the Jewish Passover and the Eucharist are understood 
as they are preparatory and foundational to PSA dogma. 
5.3.1 Passover and Eucharist: foundational for understanding Penal Substitutionary 
Atonement. 
The Passover and the Day of Atonement are two central events in Biblical sources for 
understanding sacrifice and sin in penal substitutionary atonement models. In Exodus 7-11 we read 
how the plagues serve as instruments of God’s divine judgement on Egypt and the sacrifice of the 
lamb serves as the substitute for the firstborn males of Israel. Every Israeli’s family’s firstborn male 
was saved from death through the corresponding sacrifice of a lamb’s substitutionary death.  
However, this has nothing to do with a sin offering.  
Mcknight (2007, p. 86) says that by choosing Passover to explain His death Jesus was 
choosing images of divine protection and liberation. Milgrom (1991, p. 1081) argued that the 
sacrifice of the lamb is not hattā’t (a sin offering) and neither is the verb kippēr (‘to make 
atonement’) used in the texts on the paschal observance.   Finlan (2007, p. 13) affirms that the 
 
 
17 There is a ransom saying attributed to Jesus and found in Mark 10:45 and Matthew 21:28 but Finlan (2020, p. 31) 
argues that it is of dubious authenticity as Luke 22 has the same message about ‘unselfish service’ but lacks the ‘ransom 
saying’. There is evidence that the message about ransom seems to be coloured by the later doctrinal teaching of the 
church inserted into Mark. The suggestion of Jesus’ death as a sacrifice does not seem to derive with Jesus but instead 
with the use of everyday cultural images (particularly Pauline metaphors). 
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Passover sacrifice was ‘completely different from other sacrifices … having nothing to do with 
cleansing, forgiveness, or reparation’. This event had nothing to do with any need for Atonement 
on behalf of Israel. The commemoration of Passover (Pesach) is an annual national event that kept 
alive the memory of the emancipation of the exodus out of Egypt and served as a time of praise, 
offering gifts and thanksgiving to God for His deliverance.  Mcknight (2005, p. 273) says it also 
served as anticipating the future liberation of Israel.   
However, what is clear is that there is no Jewish teaching that the Pesach removed sin 
(Tidball, 2001, p. 61).  Pesach means protection and the ritual identifies the nation that Yahweh’s 
action is redeeming.  A final observation is that at the Passover meal with Jesus and the disciples 
there is no direct allusion to the sacrificial lamb.  McKnight (2005, p. 270) thought it is ‘a virtual 
soteriological necessity’ if Passover had direct correspondence in Jesus’ thought to His death as 
sacrificial and points out that there is growing scholarly consensus that the Last Supper has been 
assumed to be a Passover meal but perhaps it was not. Perhaps PSA dogma is culpable of reading 
into the text what it already believes or as our ‘preunderstanding’ as Schleiermacher (1977, p. 59) 
termed it? Even if Jesus last meal was a celebration of the Jewish Passover this does not necessarily 
infer the veracity of PSA theological implications derived from it.  
There are further anomalies that perhaps should be carefully considered. PSA places a great 
deal of emphasis on its interpretation of the Day of Atonement ritual that supposedly dealt with 
serious impurities accumulated throughout the year? It seems noteworthy that Jesus apparently 
chose the liberation imagery of Passover to situate the significance of His death, rather than the 
Day of Atonement, a time for atoning sins. This does add credibility to the suggestion in section 
2.2 that there are ugiainousē didaskalia or ‘sound basic teachings’ that serve as settled points of 
departure in the understanding of the Bible’s teaching that relates to Atonement. There it was stated 
that it is God’s desire to be reconciled and in fellowship with all His creation and thus He has an 
unconditional loving salvific will for all humanity. A short minimalistic definition of salvation is 
defined at the essential uncomplicated level as a person of a sincere heart seeking and accepting 
forgiveness and consequently being liberated and in fellowship - a loving union, with God. 
The penal substitutionary interpretation of the Day of Atonement places critical significance 
on the meaning of kippēr – which is understood as ‘propitiation’ by the theory. However, the 
eminent and renowned theologian Milgrom (1991, pp. 1079-1084) showed how its roots lie in 
removing, suggesting that kippēr means ‘to purge’, to expunge impurity.  Thus, Milgrom reads the 
Day of Atonement rituals and Romans 3:25 in expiatory rather than propitiatory terms.  Finlan 
(2007, pp. 8-15) also studied the options in understanding the Old Testament cultic system. The 
arguments he presented see the ritual killing of the first goat as being concerned with removing 
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‘pollution’ and purging the sanctuary of the effects of impurity caused by Israel’s sin.  This is 
cleansing by expiation.  
Then there is the second scapegoat, which serves as a channel to permanently send off the 
sins and impurities to the wilderness or netherworld (this is not seen or understood as a place of 
death and punishment but rather an unreachable place).  Finlan says this is an expulsion ritual, and 
not a sacrifice (p. 13). If this is correct, then the goat is not some vicarious substitute and there is 
no transmission of the legal fate of Israel onto the scapegoat. Milgrom (1991, pp. 1072-1075) makes 
this clear when commenting that Leviticus 16 has no appeasement or substitutionary motifs. Finlan 
(2007) contended that the biblical scapegoat ritual exclusively symbolizes the idea of transfer – and 
less so the attempt to appease an angry God. The PSA contention that Jesus bore humanity’s sins 
as the scapegoat did, is perhaps on shaky and misunderstood grounds to explain the crucifixion.  
The Levitical imagery of the Day of Atonement and the Passover imagery does not seem to 
support PSA and perhaps again we have adherents of PSA reading their theology into the text rather 
than the text being the source of the PSA doctrine.  
5.4 Summary 
There is significant support for the morphing and transforming of the sacrificial practices and 
the understanding of the purposes of the cultic practices of sacrifice as found in Scripture. 
Additionally, there are alternative biblical interpretations of what Jesus taught and believed 
concerning sacrifice. Followers of the PSA model emphasized one interpretation of the Atonement 
without taking into consideration the diversity of atonement understandings in the Bible. 
Ultimately, sections 3-5 reveal that all exegesis involves degrees of eisegesis - the process of 
interpreting the text in such a way as to introduce one's own presuppositions, agendas or biases. 
The concerns of ongoing confirmation bias and ‘canon within canon’ were revealed and 
corroborated. The approach Jesus took towards Pharisaic law and the peace offered by the Pax 
Romana disclose how Jesus transformed the understandings of His day. Furthermore, there are 
alternative understandings of the Day of Atonement and Passover meals. This then validates that 
there is testimony to contend that even the concepts of sacrifice and Jesus teaching concerning 
sacrifice divulge a change in understanding and application – a morphing. Finally, there is also 
once again the issue of variance of interpretation of the text and the propensity to read one’s dogma 
or personal persuasion into the text. This now leads to the opportune time to consider applying the 
findings of sections 2 - 5 as a conceivable and justifiable appraisal of PSA in the basic form of a 
type of case study. 
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6 PENAL SUBSTITUTION ATONEMENT – A CRITIQUE AND PROPOSAL BASED 
ON THE POLYMORPHIC NATURE OF THEOLOGY 
Having suggested that much of what we call doctrine is polymorphic in nature, in this section 
we can begin to relate the findings from the prior sections. I will review a few concerns of 
hermeneutics, context and culture, sources of doctrine as they might pertain to PSA. This will not 
involve exhaustive exegesis or evaluation. However, it will consider why it is reasonable and right 
to consider the dogmatic claims of PSA in light of the hypothesis of this essay that contends that 
there is a hermeneutical and systematic justification to claim that Atonement theology is 
polymorphic in character. 
The four Gospels record the life and teaching of Jesus however, I recognize the criticism that 
for the purposes of this essay and this section, I am selective in considering what Jesus taught about 
God and His mission. In the English Revised translation, we read in John 18:37 how Jesus provides 
the clearest reasoning for why He came to earth when Pilate asked Him if He was a King. Jesus 
answered, ’You say that I am a king. For this purpose, I was born and for this purpose, I have come 
into the world - to bear witness to the truth. Everyone who is of the truth listens to my 
voice.’ However one desires to understand this claim it is reasonable to read this as Jesus 
acknowledging He is a King (‘to this purpose I was born’) and then saying ‘for this purpose I came 
into the world’ – to teach truth. Here we have John recording the words of Jesus informing us of 
His objective relating to the incarnation. Jesus intention is to bear witness to the truth, and I contend 
that this is to reveal God whom Jesus calls Father. Jesus reveals God by His words but more 
importantly by His actions and in the way He lived. Jesus’ purpose is to reveal the truth and the 
authentic nature of God’s kingdom and God’s will. 
Scot McKnight (2005, pp. 259-273) and Stephen Finlan (2005, 2007, 2020) have both 
researched the Gospels to try to uncover what Jesus believed about His death.  They reveal evidence 
that Jesus anticipated His death as in a sense representative. Jesus was pledging participation in the 
coming kingdom of God for His followers. McKnight understood the Last Supper and Passover 
allusions as ‘somehow vicarious and protecting’. However, Finlan (2020, pp. 45-46) like 
McKnight, finds it somewhat inconclusive, at least in so far as Jesus understood His death to have 
specifically atoning significance.  McKnight (2005, p. 371) sums up in the following terms: 
 
The issue, so far as I see it, is not the how of the atonement … but the whereunto.  And the 
answer to the whereunto question is simple: the design of the atonement is to create a 
community, an ecclesia, a koinonia, a zoe, a new creation.  The purpose is to take humans 
in one condition and put them in another condition, to take them from being enslaved – 




Finlan (2007, pp. 38-40) maintained that the only possible Atonement teachings in the 
Gospels appear in the Eucharist institution passages and, in the ransom saying in Mark 10:45 (give 
His life as a ransom for many) and its parallel in Luke 22: 27 that speaks of the Son of Man coming 
not to be served but to serve and does not mention ransom. Finlan asserts that the text in Mark is 
regarded by many scholars as of doubtful authenticity. Utilizing the research of Wescott and Hurt 
(1988, pp. 63-64) and Ehrman (1993, pp. 197-209), Finlan (2007) argued that the gospel containing 
the most teaching content was Luke, but it had no intimation of atonement and that the institution 
passage appears to have been altered to conform to the Pauline version of the Eucharist. He 
acknowledges that there is significant disagreement among the oldest manuscripts of Luke, both as 
to the presence or absence, as well as the verse ordering of the longer version of the eucharist 
passage that speaks of His body being ‘given for you… the new covenant in my blood’ (Luke 19: 
19b-20). These verses are missing from the oldest manuscripts in the western Greek traditions and 
are also absent from Latin, Syriac and Bohairic versions but are present in various Greek editions 
(but often found in differing locations in these specific manuscripts).  
Furthermore, Ehrman (1993) contends the language of these verses is substantially non-
Lukan. Finlan (2007) is thus able to assert that the Eucharist had an intention to initiate a ‘new 
covenant ceremony’ that is built on the covenant sacrifice of Exodus 24:8 but not on the sin 
offering. Thus, the blood image is not expiatory.  This fits well with Borg’s (1994, pp. 52-55) 
contention that Jesus was concerned with people and not purity codes. Borg said that Jesus 
challenged the ‘purity system’ and ‘the whole society created’ by it and proffered an ‘ethos of 
compassion’ in its place. Consequently, at the very least one needs to be circumspect of using these 
verses for any Atonement theory and preferably use less contentious verses (if one can find them).  
This leads to considering another crucial point concerning the priority of any specific Atonement 
theory. 
For many of its supporters, PSA is the distinguishing and essential feature of the biblical 
Gospel. Only PSA is the true Christian chronicle of Atonement and particularly in the American 
gospel presentations according to Green (2008, p. 155). It is held as having priority over all other 
Atonement theories. In recent years proponents of PSA such as Craig (2020) have launched 
vociferous theological and exegetical arguments that a central and pivotal role for PSA is non-
negotiable. Schreiner (2006, p. 67) claimed ‘penal substitution functions as the anchor and 
foundation for all other dimensions of the Atonement when the Scriptures are considered as a 
canonical whole’. This belief is so compelling and powerful that I have been ‘informed’ by some 
peers that unless one holds to PSA one cannot be a Christian.  
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However, many fine Christian scholars such as Stephen Finlan (2004, 2005, 2007) and Denny 
Weever (2011) have argued that the Atonement debate takes us beyond questions of how the cross 
works, into the very nature and character of God. They both take an erudite and well-argued 
position against PSA. Finlan regards the Crucifixion as non-salvific (he is opposed to the concept 
of sacrificial substitution as payment and appeasement of a loving God). Weaver argues for a 
narrative Christus Victor atonement to avoid the violence of the Cross. Both these scholars would 
argue that one’s Atonement theology both impacts and is manipulated by one’s understanding of 
God’s nature and plans for His creation – a point dealt with earlier in this essay.  
I agree and claim that our beliefs and convictions concerning who God is, what He is like, 
what He has done, human sinfulness (such as the doctrine of original sin), what we understand to 
be God’s foremost concerns; are all aspects that colour the hermeneutical lens.  Concisely stated, 
what we say about Atonement reveals and mirrors what we say about God and Jesus teaching in 
the Gospels and it is here that there are profound issues of coherence with other scriptures and 
corresponding dogmas.  
Hopefully, the reasoning of sections 2 - 5 reveals some awareness of the nature of doing 
theology. If these insights are taken seriously then we are less likely to be blind arrogant dogmatic 
thinkers and more likely to be humble sensitive thinkers and have a heart for that which directly 
concerns God. These are harsh words for some but unless we are humbler in our claims for 
dogmatic essentialism how will we ever learn and take on board the lessons of the history of both 
doctrine and the actions of the Church. The situation concerning the Atonement doctrine gives rise 
to a serious hermeneutical problem since we have at the bare minimum dual hermeneutical 
perspectives that seemingly cannot co-exist.  One standpoint asserts no single Atonement model 
should be given priority.  The other is adamant that PSA is so crucial to authentic biblical faith that 
it must be given exactly that position of the authoritative and only orthodox doctrine. 
The dilemmas mentioned above require that we are humble and willing to ask: ‘What can 
history teach us or at least alert us to’? History soon reveals that preferred models of Atonement 
have been endorsed at different times.  Weaver (2001, p. 14) shows how Gustaf Aulén suggested 
that the history of Atonement doctrine is delineated by three central attitudes or approaches. These 
he called ‘objective’ (Anselm), ‘subjective’ (Abelard) and what he labels the ‘classic’ idea 
(Christus Victor). The history of the Church reveals how components of more than one of Aulén’s 
categories have been merged in teaching about the cross, and that contained within every type there 
are any number of variants that could be surveyed.  Peter Schmiechen (2005, pp. vii-viii) 
differentiated as many as ten different theories of Atonement.  
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John Kelly (2003) was a prominent academic of early Christian doctrine within the 
theological faculty of Oxford University. His thorough research established that there has never 
been a universally formulated and accepted definition of the manner of Atonements achievement. 
This is despite him finding that redemption through Christ has always been the basis of Christian 
faith (pp. 162-163).  One of the earliest records concerning a statement of Christian beliefs is the 
Apostles Creed, which is used still in use today in many Church’s as an expression of doctrinal 
convictions. It covers beliefs from the Incarnation to the suffering, death and resurrection of Jesus. 
However, it is devoid of any clarification of how forgiveness is brought about.  Kelly shows that 
when reading the works of the Church Fathers we find particulars concerning the benefits conferred 
to humanity by Christ, yet nowhere do they attempt to delineate a detailed rationale of Atonement 
and salvation.  
This is confirmed by the work of Mcintyre (1992, p. 1) who remarked that in the documents 
of the Church Fathers, the way in which the death of Christ is referred to (and in particular regarding 
the forgiveness of sins), is singularly sparing, varied and is never similar to the systematic and in-
depth manner in which they approach doctrines of God and the person of Christ.  
The facts are clear. Neither the Scriptures nor the records of the early Church have a clear-
cut systematic doctrine of the Atonement. Finlan (2020, pp. 49-51) argued that the primary focus 
of the Greek Patristic period (AD 150-450) was not a message about Christ dying as a substitute 
for others, but the main concern was Christology, ethics and spirituality. Furthermore, Young 
(2015, pp. 75-77) showed that there was almost a total absence of the Cross in early Christian art 
that reflected many Christian beliefs.  
The explanation of why different descriptions of Atonement have pervaded the thinking in 
different times of history is because the comprehension of the rudimentary human quandary has 
altered from age to age.  We have Pauline redemption imagery in cultures where slavery was 
practiced or honour-based ‘satisfaction’ imagery in medieval feudalism or judicial imagery in later 
Reformation times.  Evangelicalism’s hermeneutical expectancy of one, orthodox, foundational 
doctrine of Atonement is arguably not traced to the Bible alone but perhaps more to the 
foundationalist Enlightenment epistemology.18   
Hicks (1998) argued that today’s Western culture and society has been constructed on the 
Enlightenment’s notion of truth. This has four basic but essential constituents- First is objectivity 
 
 
18 This is contended for in more detail in FOSHAUGEN, E.K. 1997. Worship and Spirituality as a Praxis-orientated 
Apologetic in a Postmodern world - an Incarnational Engaged approach. (Unpublished doctoral thesis). Free State 
University, Bloemfontein, South Africa. 
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and the belief that truth is outside and independent of us, Secondly, truth is therefore universal and 
is the same for all people and everywhere and is not affected by cultural differences, Thirdly, truth 
remains eternal, and finally, truth is intelligible by being discoverable, understandable and fully 
knowable (p. 10). In knowledge theory, foundationalism is the conviction that in a knowledge area 
there are core or primary concepts, the unquestioned self-evident axion, the most basic belief that 
is accepted as universal and context-free. From this, all other knowledge claims or conclusions are 
derived. Thus, in evangelical theology, the primary task to formulating doctrine is the identification 
of the foundational belief or principle. Thus, one can understand why many seek a context-free 
universal orthodox doctrine of Atonement. However, the controlling status is linked to an 
unprovable starting axiom. When applied to PSA then perhaps the regulating beliefs are more a 
manifestation of modern epistemology than Biblical truth.  
In previous research19, I explored the rise of postmodernism epistemology where knowledge 
is seen more as what Bernecker (2006, p. 2) calls a ‘belief mosaic’ or ‘structured more like a 
spider’s web where each strand supports all the other strands, which in turn support it’.  Thus, I 
fully understand the concern of many evangelicals to a relativistic postmodern epistemology and 
would suggest that there is a place in Atonement thinking for truth claims but here I refer to the 
kernel and communal belief that through the Atonement something amazing has been done for 
humanity.  
This in of itself does not offer an argument that the PSA beliefs of today are wrong however, 
it does proffer support that what we find in sources is the motif expressed (in particular the motif 
that Jesus did something for humanity) but with many variations of outward form i.e. they are 
polymorphic. 
It is conceivable that there is an alternative explanation from PSA as to why Jesus was 
crucified. At the time of Jesus ministry, the two foremost powers and ideologies were the Roman 
philosophy of the Pax Romana and the Pharisaic law. Jesus unsettled them both via His alliance 
with the marginal and morphing of the Pharisaic law with His proclamation of an alternative 
kingdom to come. This, combined with His parables and preaching, challenged the Pharisaic law 
and questioned the promised peace of the Pax Romana. Jesus' action and preaching challenged the 
powers and therefore He had to be crucified. He was crucified as a dissenter and criminal who 






sinfulness of humanity via the Romans and Jewish leaders that brought about the events of the 
crucifixion and it that sense Jesus becomes sin for us – to transform us.  
We are changed (converted) when we stand before the cross that reveals the truth of 
ourselves. The story of the Bible reveals how humanity has failed and opposed God and ultimately 
it is humanity that has propelled Jesus to the cross. From the cross, we are embraced in the new 
truth that can transform our existence. We are transformed, reconciled and renewed as we enter a 
new covenant relationship with God by Jesus standing with us and forgiving us. We ask for 
forgiveness with a sincere heart and we are pardoned – the foundation that is the reconciliation, 
relational and transformative reality. Fiddes (1989, p. 5) says that the justification to understand 
that the Church has not depleted the meaning of the cross in images and concepts is because the 
Atonement makes contact within the context of ever-changing multi-dimensional human needs. 
The essay has reached the point where it has presented critical insights into how - the 
understanding of the horizons of hermeneutics; the functioning of theology as a contemplation on 
the possibilities or opportunities for the future development of Christianity in the current cultural 
context; the validity of studying historical theologians; the problem that many dogmatic assertions 
such as PSA are secondhand interpretations of all the sources that have then dialectally become 
new Christian texts; and how Christian dogma that can only propose a possible but not necessary 
development of Biblical intentions. All these insights corroborate that a polymorphic understanding 
of Atonement does offer a critical review of Penal Substitution Atonement. Part of the solution for 
theology is to take the acknowledgement of the plurality of statements on Atonement as a source 
of amelioration for theological proposals as its point of departure.  
This leads to me inquiring if there is a way forward from PSA that acknowledges the 
polymorphic nature of Atonement theory yet can authentically communicate that Jesus has done 
and is doing something for humanity? I have begun to lay out my conviction that the death of Jesus, 
understood as a sacrifice, should probably be regarded as that of covenant inauguration – the 
beginning of the renewed Kingdom of God. Steve Holmes (2007, p. 43) acknowledges that a great 
deal of the language about the atonement in the New Testament could be understood in other terms 
than PSA. He writes: 
 
When we read of Jesus ‘redeeming’ us, or ‘paying the price’ for our sin, if we already know 
from somewhere else that penal substitution is the right way to understand the atonement, 
then we can read these as different ways of describing penal substitution.  When you look 
at writers arguing that penal substitution is the right way to understand the cross in the 
Bible, this seems to be what a lot of them do. 
 
Craig (2020) has attempted to provide an exegetical, philosophical and theological apologetic 
for PSA however I find it has little coherence with much of contemporary thinking on justice. I 
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contend in this essay that variables such as context, culture and language are critical for the 
formulation of relevant Atonement doctrine. Furthermore, I have noted that in the PSA 
metanarrative of appeasement and justice is achieved by perpetrating physical violence on Jesus. 
Yet, today most of Western society see violence applied to a convicted prisoner as barbaric never 
mind the injustice of violence and abuse of an innocent person. There are no more than a handful 
of countries that condone capital punishment, and non that I know who see any therapeutic benefits 
in violent punishment.  Perhaps even more revealing is that sentencing systems are generally based 
on parity between sentence and the level of crime. I am not considered guilty of another person’s 
crime (the doctrine of the impartation of an evil sinful nature to all humans consequential of the 
Fall and Adam).  If I wish to thus preach PSA as the Christian message, I have the task of first 
convincing people that the present justice agenda is wrong, and God’s is superior - including the 
doctrine of original sin and the depravity of the new-born child. Even if one argues the innocence 
of the child, at what point is the child responsible and guilty?  
PSA taught as the Biblical understanding of the Crucifixion in today’s context cannot avoid 
being accused of pedalling a God whose need for justice results in Him being conceived as a cruel 
Accuser. No amount of apologetics adequately overcomes this view for the non-Christian (and the 
many Christians who reject PSA). God is perceived as one who offers only one acceptable judicial 
solution - the death of an innocent human being as the only recompense that will satisfy Him. If 
the argument of the polymorphic nature of Atonement doctrine is valid then it is conceivably time 
for a change from the imagery of PSA that incites negative concepts, to a divine imagery of a loving 
merciful gracious God that Jesus revealed in His person and work. Perhaps it is time for a mini 
reformation to move from a primitive pre-modern Calvin/Lutheran PSA doctrine?  
In the introduction, I argued that we at the very least should see the Crucifixion as 
representative of the fact that Jesus has done something for humanity. The assertion is that the 
essence of Jesus incarnation and mission was the inauguration of the Kingdom of God. In the Bible, 
we find Jesus requisite examples and teaching on renewal, restoration, forgiveness, reconciliation 
and transformation and Pauline use of metaphor to explain the crucifixion – ‘for humanity’.  This 
claim alone requires another paper to fully defend. However, I suggest we know the universal 
kernel of truth contained in Scriptures and believed by Christians over the history of the Church 
whilst, I note that the methodology of this is contested in different Atonement theories. Thus, this 
kernel of truth has had many polymorphic representations in Atonement doctrines.  
If context is a variable of Atonement theory and Atonement doctrine is polymorphic in nature 
and there are concerns relating to the contemporaneous promulgation, then I would suggest that we 
consider new ways to accurately promulgate the essential kernel narrative of what the Cross 
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embodies. Finlan (2005, pp. 63-82) evaluated the development of Atonement theory in history that 
has only briefly be touched on in this essay, but it reveals that there seemed to be an accepted 
freedom to morph the reception of the doctrine of the atonement but not certain doctrines such as 
Christology or Trinity. The other essential point is to note that the new way of understanding 
Atonement is spurred by local culture and context. However, I propose that the commonality of the 
judgment of the Crucifixion as something done for humanity always remains.  
Finlan (p. 71) shows how early Atonement theory focused on victory of the power of evil 
(and this fits in with a worldview that has a belief in malevolent spiritual powers or sees the corrupt 
human power ideologies of the day as evil). Anselm’s 11C theory of the atonement as satisfaction 
evolved out of the feudal context Anselm resided in. In the feudal system crime was a breaching 
of the personal honour of the feudal master (King or Lord), who personified justice in His person 
(Placher, 1983, pp. 142-145). Here one had to honour the King and Lords via satisfaction to avoid 
punishment. Thus, to sin was nothing else than not to render to God His due. Further on in history 
via the Roman view of criminal law (under which the only satisfaction that could be offered was 
punishment), one saw the emergence of representative government and law over the feudal system 
of governance. With this arose a concise penal substitutionary atonement. Calvin and the other 
Reformers simply reworked Anselmian satisfaction theory and what ensued was a theory within 
which God does pass the sentence that the law demands but carries it out on a substitute.  Now 
satisfaction became not Anselmian meaning where satisfaction could be chosen over punishment. 
Instead, it carried a sense of satisfaction through punishment.  
Fiddes (1989, pp. 98-99) succinctly explains this by stating that when Calvin formulated his 
theory of atonement on the principle of divine justice, he determined that the guilt of humanity 
remanded humanity as accountable to being sentenced and punished. However, the punishment 
was assigned by God to Jesus as the Son of God. Here we see a mingling of doctrines that we spoke 
about earlier in this essay with the belief that  God’s law had been violated (God’s nature), through 
human sin (original sin), and thus a penalty must be imposed upon guilty lawbreakers to uphold 
the moral harmony and order of God’s universe (ethics of God). Atonement theory is now Jesus 
Christ paying the debt to justice by bearing the necessary punishment instead of humanity.  
When sin is comprehended as a contravention of the law of God and all humanity is depraved 
or sinful (doctrine of original sin), liberty from the deserved punishment penalty for that 
disobedience is how one will define salvation. PSA is thus dealing with both the problem and the 
atoning solution situated, all tightly fitted in the context of a judicial and personal perspective. The 
solution is framed by the problem – and that is the dilemma! Today, there is a heightened focus on 
the violence seemingly pertaining to PSA and this ensued in a growing interest in the Aulen’s 
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(1961) Christus Victor motif to build a nonviolent liberationist account of the Atonement. As 
argued, culture and context play a vital part in influencing the concepts we choose to express our 
doctrine of the Atonement within our own horizons of reception of the doctrine.  
The multiple contemporary theologians in the thought-provoking and inspirational book 
titled ‘Cross Examinations: Readings on the Meaning of the Cross Today edited by Trelstad (2006) 
depicts a growing shift away from an emphasis on PSA or atonement for personal sins. They focus 
more on an Atonement understanding of Crucifixion from the many social issues facing society 
today. Much debate will continue as to the impact that doctrines of the Atonement such as PSA 
may contribute to the social manifestations and perpetuation of unjust, unfair and even evil in the 
world.  
Whilst one cannot deny that the magnificence and power of the love Jesus revealed on the 
Cross have been twisted to support historical systems of oppression, one needs to recognize that 
the harsh claim that PSA allows for passive self-denigration and victimization as presented in 
section 2, remains contestable. I have read some excellent counterarguments and defence of PSA 
against such claims by scholars like Craig (2018, 2020). However, we do know that there are many 
examples of how structures of systemic oppression have co-opted theology and Atonement 
doctrines leading to gross abuse such as persecution, suffering and discrimination. There is much 
more to be explored and aired on these matters but the central thesis for this essay is to show that 
theology has always had a historically contextual aspect and thus Atonement doctrines are 
polymorphic.  
Thus, this essay has not attempted an in-depth analysis of all Atonement theories however, it 
takes but little research effort to discover that most of the traditional Atonement theories mirror 
their historical context and that they might not prove to be adequate and effective for contemporary 
dissemination of the gospel and mission. The journey began with my daughters questions about the 
Crucifixion and some of the concerns relating to PSA. Researching the doctrines soon led to the 
insight that each one has attempted to be ‘biblical’ and use the Bible as its primary source. On 
closer examination, all theology and each Atonement model had a particular context and much-
deliberated strengths and weakness. The cut and thrust of the debate offered no winner – only sides 
chosen. In particular, there were some serious concerns of coherency when looking at the claims 
and inferences of PSA as to the nature of God as being a loving Father, the Pauline metaphors, and 
its understanding of sin and sacrifice.  
What soon becomes clear when studying Atonement models is the influence other major 
doctrines influence on our understanding. This was noted earlier in the section dealing with the 
three horizons of interpretation. If we see original sin and depravity as the state of humanity, then 
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we see the Crucifixion through that lens. Thus, if we see humans as guilty of sin that demands a 
sacrificial payment to appease the holiness and justice of God as we are incapable of doing this 
because of our sinfulness,  then we are predisposed to the PSA resolution to alleviate the problem. 
However, if one understands human sin more in terms of the power and deception of Satan and 
ever since the ‘fall of Adam’ (the Devil has with evil powers set up on earth had earthly sovereignty 
over creation and human beings) then one is more inclined to prefer a Christus Victor system for 
understanding the crucifixion (Jesus overcame the evil powers that ruled this earth).  
Each Atonement model reflects one's understanding of other doctrines or beliefs. This reality 
is perhaps an explanation why many like me found it so difficult to consider any other option than 
PSA as my doctrinal home was in the teaching of the doctrine of original sin. However, the notion 
that Jesus’ death is an acceptable sacrifice for a debt owed by individuals to God has become 
existentially more problematic. Other theologians are contending that humans are redeemed 
through Jesus’ life and not through Jesus’ death that they contend ends up separating Jesus’ death 
from its historic and theological context, namely from the whole of His life and ministry. Some 
scholars argue that an atonement system demanding a violent death of one who is innocent as 
sacrificial appeasement has God becomes an avenger or even an abuser.20  
There is an alternative to PSA through the morphing of the essential truth concerning the 
person and work of Jesus that I now wish to propose. Finlan (2020, pp. 2-10) presented and argued 
that Jesus is the saviour, not because of His death on a cross, but because of His divine identity and 
His power as the creator. He quotes various scriptures to claim that Salvation and forgiveness are 
the free gifts of God and that salvation is made available whenever people hear the word, and accept 
it in a sincere, honest and good heart, and manifest fruit with patient endurance (one example is 
found in Luke 18:17 that speaks about those who receive the Kingdom of God as a little child will 
enter it). He also considers passages where Jesus forgave sins and told listeners that their faith has 
saved them (Luke 8:15, 8:21, 11:28). Finlan contends that anyone who honestly recognises the 
need for Salvation can receive it. His thesis is that it is all about the sincerity of the person 
responding to Jesus because Jesus did not become the saviour only after He was murdered on a 
cross - He was the saviour from the start and Jesus preached that God set out to save, to forgive, 
and to transform human beings. Finlan persuasively argues that it would be unreasonable and unfair 
if God demanded that we humans be more spiritual and forgiving than God if we believe God could 
 
 
20 See articles by Williams, Carbine and Weaver in Trelstad, M. (2006). Cross examinations: Readings on the meaning 
of the cross. Minneapolis: Fortress Press. 
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only forgive us after by God demanding a sacrifice for sin before forgiving whilst we are told to 
simply forgive others.  
Furthermore, there is the issue of sin. Wright (2008, pp. 69-71) provides numerous 
classifications for portraying sin and the human predicament in the Old Testament from breaking 
our relationship with God, one another and the earth; sin ‘disturbs our peace’; sin makes us rebels 
against God’s authority and it makes us guilty in God’s court; it makes us dirty in God’s presence; 
sin ‘brings shame on ourselves and others’; it stains us from the past and poisons the future; it 
ultimately leads us to ’destruction and death’.  He astutely points out that Atonement should be 
viewed as much more than just the individual sinner securing forgiveness for individual 
wrongdoing and recognize the social and cosmic implication in its symbolism (p. 77). This is what 
is argued in a kingdom theology (here I so not mean dominion theology) – the restoring of the 
Kingdom of God and bringing about a restoration of the wholeness which God originally intended 
to be within His creation.  
Here again, the variable of context raises its head to help us gain insight into the polymorphic 
nature of Atonement doctrine. The rationales for the evangelical individualistic accent in 
Atonement is because Evangelicalism emerged at the end of one epoch that held that following 
Christian civil society as a nominal Christian was sufficient for salvation. As Modernity emerged 
from the Enlightenment many objected to this understanding of salvation and reiterated the gospel 
in individual personal terms (Hindmarsh, 2002, p. 65).   
The question then is why did Jesus become incarnated and live in this world as a human 
being? Without entering into a long and possibly convoluted debate on this question Finlan (2020, 
pp. 8-10) argued that the most neglected of all Jesus teaching is found in John 18:37 where Jesus 
says that He was born and came into the world, to testify to the truth and Jesus said that everyone 
who belongs to the truth listens to His voice. This answers the question. Jesus came to earth to 
reveal God’s nature and plan for His creation, to teach truth, to inaugurate the new Kingdom of 
God, to show us how to live out goodness. Thus, Jesus came to show forth - not to pay off God. He 
comes not to judge the world but to save the world (John 12:47).  
This leads to the next question. How did Jesus bring Salvation? Finlan notes that nowhere 
does Jesus ever say to people that they will be saved if they believe in His coming death as a 
sacrifice. Jesus link salvation to peoples sincerity and honesty in their choice to follow Him and 
His teaching and Finlan quotes Luke 7: 47- 50 where Jesus tells the woman that her sins are 
forgiven and her faith has saved her. Clearly, we do not save ourselves it is God who saves God as 
He reaches out to us but we have to respond to this outreach with sincere hearts acknowledging 
how we have failed God and asking and accepting His forgiveness. 
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That leads to an additional query. Why was Jesus killed? What we do know is that it was the 
Sadducees and the Pharisees who plotted to kill Jesus based on false charges. Jesus bypassed the 
priestly cult system controlled by them when He said forgiveness of sins was freely available to 
all. He broke the religious laws and befriended the outcasts of society. Thus, what got Jesus killed 
was a conspiracy between the religious leaders and a Roman politician called Pilate.  Grimsrud 
(2013, pp. 21-22) wrote: ‘Jesus died due to the combined violence of cultural exclusivism (seen in 
the Pharisees and focused on the issue of the law), religious institutionalism (seen in the leaders 
linked with the temple), and political authoritarianism (seen in the occupying Roman colonial 
hierarchy).’  Jesus recognised that His death was inevitable because of what He preaches and stood 
for and He warned His disciples of His forthcoming death (Matt 16:21-26, 17:22, 20:17-19, Mark 
8:31, 9:31) but says nothing about it being a sacrificial or substitutionary death. 
Finlan (2020, pp. 15-16) argued that whenever people make salvation dependent on the cross 
they have (unconsciously) made God to blame for the crucifixion. The question of coherency arises 
as this now questions the love of God that Jesus preached and revealed. It also leads to great 
confusion in explaining the Trinitarian nature of the Godhead as with PSA one has God demanding 
justice via a substituted human sacrifice of an innocent as payment for sin and Jesus satisfying the 
wrath of God. Regrettably, in this essay, I am unable to dwell on these questions and issues but 
acknowledge they deserve more in-depth reflection than I have provided.   
Carbine (2006, pp. 91-108) felt that the problem of perceiving the Cross as a death demanded 
by an avenging God is considered solved when one centres on the full teaching and work of Jesus. 
Her article focuses on the whole of Jesus’ ministry and argues that Jesus defied oppression in His 
life and ministry and emphasized His commitment and intention to bring life to all whom He 
encountered, as a complete articulation of God’s will for him. The Cross must be repossessed as a 
life-giving symbol and reality - the truth of the cross as the in-breaking of the future realm of God. 
The crucial point is to note she argues that Jesus eschatologically calls for a new world, one in 
which Jesus’ followers risk suffering, rather than submissively endure persecution. And this leads 
to a crucial aspect of the road forward that I wish to propose. 
The acknowledgement that one is a sinner, and a resultant perception of guilt that so 
exemplified Calvin’s assumptions concerning Atonement, no longer apply today. Non-Christians 
simply do not have this guilt aspect in their lives. Thus, Christianity is challenged to recognize that 
there are real and substantial differences in the big epochs in history when it comes to formulation 
of doctrines and perceptions of sin and we have seen that one’s understanding of sin defines how 
one will approach atonement.  There is an argument that ‘shame’ has largely replaced ‘guilt’ and 
people more typically see themselves as victims rather than sinners. The ongoing sociological 
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debate asks to what degree we are responsible agents of evil or passive victims (Smail, 1998, pp. 
39-57). There needs to be more emphasis upon the reconciling and relational nature as the 
fundamental understanding of atonement. Streufert (2006, pp. 63-75) wrote insightfully how that 
relationship, as the heart of life and the gospel itself, is what saves. Poling (2006, pp. 50-62) sees 
the encounter with the living Christ who enters humankind’s historical story as part of a relational 
connection that transforms the individual. This corresponds with Trelstad’s fitting concept 
envisaging a relational model as a ‘parental model of love or grace’. It is God’s gift of life-giving 
rapport with humankind. Salvation is the ‘human-divine relation reconciled’ (2006, p. 118).  
The world-renowned theologian Jürgen Moltmann contends for a relational theology and 
comprehension of atonement. He commences from an assessment of suffering as the fundamental 
relational moment. It is in the heart of suffering made discernible upon the cross, that Jesus 
identified and related completely to humankind in the very depths of suffering places where no one 
else can find us. Christ relates most deeply to us and for us in the Crucifixion (2006, pp. 127-138). 
There is a need to move Atonement thinking in a different direction than the PSA but with 
sensitivity and understanding of how many hold to PSA as orthodox doctrine. Many believed that 
Martin Luther theology of the Cross relied on a sacrificial paradigm with a legal transaction rather 
than a heart affecting, transforming relationship. Here again, we note the historical context of 
theology.   
Luther’s view emerged from his critique of medieval views of the role of good works in 
salvation (Mattes, 2016). However, there is new research that shows how perhaps Luther was 
misunderstood. Thompson (2006, pp. 76-90) provided some telling insight into what is likely her 
amended PSA model. She sees it as profoundly relational if translated correctly. She submits a 
perceptive explanation of what it means for Jesus to become sin for humankind: Jesus meets 
humans in the depths of their need. The cross becomes the image and reality of God in Jesus. She 
felt that Luther’s famous ‘pro me’ assertion concerning Jesus’ actions to mean standing ‘on our 
behalf’ not ‘instead of us.’ By choosing to be in relation with us, Jesus bears all for us. Thompson 
identifies this as a model of profound friendship as divergent to a forensic model of payment for a 
debt owed. Solberg (2006) claims that whilst Luther wrote that’ the cross alone is our theology’ he 
never had a theory of Atonement (p. 139). She wrote that ‘Luther understood theology to be 
relational at its heart,’ moving him to be concerned with how human beings live in relationship 
with others (p. 143). This idea that theology is relational is also the core and heart of the claim for 
understanding the polymorphic nature of Atonement theology as it relates to theology morphing in 
and to a context and my belief that Atonement is principally a theology of relationship. It presents 
the ideal opportunity to conclude the essay with a brief integration of the issues. 
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7 POLYMORHIC THEOLOGY - INTEGRATING THE ISSUES 
It is now an appropriate time to summarise the reasonings and conclusions presented in the 
essay. The following paragraphs thus serve as both a summary and an integration of the hypothesis 
that there is a polymorphic understanding of theology that offer a justifiable critical review of Penal 
Substitution Atonement. 
 In this essay, I have attempted to maintain and affirm the so-called ‘Protestant principle of 
authority’. This saying is attributed to the theologian Bernard Ramm who wrote that ‘the Holy 
Spirit speaking in the Scriptures, which are the product of the Spirit’s revelatory and inspiring 
action, is the principle of authority for the Christian Church’ (1959, p. 28). I understand this to 
signify that the Holy Spirits role is to appropriate the biblical text and address Christians - in their 
particular, historical context. Thus, I advocate that doing theology is far more than an attempt to 
codify the meaning of the text of Scripture in a succession of non-negotiable universal ordered 
dogmatic propositions.  
I would agree with Gregersen’s (2008) premises, as shared in earlier sections of the essay 
and see theology as an ongoing hermeneutical process. This process is the bringing together the 
community of Christians to hear God’s voice through Scripture - for the community and the world. 
This reading and interpretation of scripture must encompass the recognition that each and every 
local historical faith community participates in the universal faith community that has existed for 
over two thousand years. Recognising this culturally diverse heritage and tradition humbles us as 
we understand that we are participants of a particular hermeneutical context in an expansive and 
rich revelatory and interpretative tradition.  
Why is this important? Well, surely since the time of Jesus’ ascension an essential aspect of 
the Holy Spirit’s work has been to guide the Church in Gods’ vision and the Church’s mission. 
Cherishing tradition and heritage are essential as it is the recognition of the communal historical 
voice of the faithful – with all their many accomplishments and often appalling failures. This also 
implies that theological constructs and doctrinal statements are particular and provisional if they 
are a result of both the Holy Spirits work and in situ historical, socio-cultural, linguistic and 
ecclesial thought and actions.   
The primary authority for theology remains the Holy Spirit speaking through Scripture to the 
church. However, I advocate that it is essential that we acknowledge that the Spirit always speaks 
to the Church in the distinctiveness of the social, historical, and cultural context in which the 
Church finds itself. Thus, while theological reflection is rooted in the model narrative of the biblical 
text it is passed on through the various interpretative traditions of the church. Therefore, it is always 
also a human cultural activity that must be constantly reviewed and revised in relation to 
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sociological, historical, political, and intellectual factors of time and place. Therein lies its 
polymorphic nature.  
Theology is consequently shaped by and integrally related to the categories and assumptions 
of the age in which it is constructed. Polymorphic theology is thus the enlightened undertaking of 
doing contemporary theology that entails attending to and conveying both common and possible 
fringe or nascent and promising aspects of Christian doctrine, and even dear I say, enhancing and 
possibly advancing insight and knowledge of God and thus theological truth. 
All theological concepts, including dogmas, are in one sense and perhaps even in essence, 
intellectual mental models, metaphors and symbolism that try to faithfully understand what the 
Bible reveals and speaks. We have a near-universally acknowledged dogma for the person of 
Christ. Nevertheless, we have no single dogma for the work of Christ. What does this imply?  
It suggests that no particular interpretation of the Bible is primary or solely dogma.  The Bible 
has many metaphors, images, and symbols that portray the atoning work of Jesus. Over the history 
of the Church, this has resulted in different conceptual models to see which ones fit. Thus, we asked 
if there is a hermeneutical and systematic justification to propose that Atonement theology is 
polymorphic in character. This essay concludes that there is a reasonable and coherent affirmative 
response to this question. It has demonstrated the reality and perhaps even the essentialness for the 
oft polymorphic character of doctrine habitually expressed in the history of the manifestation of 
contextual theology. Thus, the polymorphic character of Atonement theology can function as a 
critical review of both the validity and the contemporary viability of PSA as the comprehension of 
the Crucifixion. Forde (1990, p. 119) wrote:  
  
[…] theological theories about atonement do not bring about actual reconciliation. A 
construct, for instance, like vicarious satisfaction, taken to mean that God in the 
abstract is somehow moved objectively to change from an attitude of wrath to one of mercy 
or love by the sacrifice of Jesus on the Cross, always creates more problems than it solves. 
 
The New Testament exposes a multiplicity of expressions relating to the person, teachings 
and work of Jesus but beneath this, there is a coherence where the true Jesus is revealed as the 
Savior in His life, teaching, death and resurrection. Too often, a claimed biblical atonement 
theology is no more than a selection, a reordering of disordered portions of scripture, done in a 
specific context and with a bias, that then loses the fullness of the revelation of the identity and 
significance of Jesus. Yet, it is then rendered as the canonical biblical model and all other versions 
rejected. Thus, competing theories of the Atonement need to be evaluated by their historical 
context, their accord with biblical interpretation and teaching and their coherence and contextuality. 
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They need to be seen within their context and both the purpose and limitations of articulating the 
revelation of God through Jesus. 
My inference from my reading for this paper is that there is no one biblical position on 
Atonement and we are dealing with an awesome event in the incarnation combined with ambiguity 
and mystery that we need to recognize and accept. This conclusion is partly supported by the fact 
that there has never been an ecumenical council or a single universally adopted orthodox theory on 
the Atonement. Thus, I hold to the reality of salvation as affirmed in Scripture without appealing 
to a specific determination within the task of theorizing on theology.  
I reason that we might be guilty of a grave error if we are tied into a single interpretation of 
the atonement that is entirely historically situated and at risk of neglecting both the full teaching of 
Scripture, cultural developments and the present socio-cultural environment. It might be wiser if 
we viewed the atonement through the multiple metaphors and images of salvation to allow all of 
Christ’s work to be represented via whatever image is most impactful for the contemporary 
situation - without denying any of the other biblical images that I think ultimately serve to 
complement each other - in their right context.  
Furthermore, one can declare that the crucifixion is a revelation in one powerful sense. The 
identity and significance of Jesus, what He taught, how He lived, is known partly as revealed 
through the crucifixion, but the crucifixion is not the full explanation. Jesus in all His work, 
teaching and His person is a reflection of the love of God but can only be truly understood in the 
light of the resurrection. The resurrection completes the identity and significance of Jesus. McGrath 
(1987, p. 76) argued that the resurrection has a transformative power and is thus directly linked to 
any concept of the work and person of Jesus as Saviour.  
This essay has stressed the danger of dogmatic essentialism and in particular the problems 
associated with claims of orthodox definitive doctrine such as the penal model of Atonement. When 
attempting to determine the meaning of such an awesome event as the crucifixion into a single 
template such as PSA, one runs the risk of ignoring the lessons from historical theology and the 
problems of dealing with various sources of doctrine. Even a fleeting study of the history of 
doctrine reveals how dogmatic essentialism, offering ultimate definitive proclamations of doctrine 
deduced entirely from an interpretation of the events recorded in Scripture, are seldom universally 
held.  
If there is one lesson I have learned over the years of seeking truth in my Christian belief, it 
is that the humans' ability to know is constrained by culture, language, context, situatedness etc and 
thus extremely limited. Thus, as much as it is not always widely acknowledged, it remains a truism 
that no Christian theologian or denomination past, present or future, can claim to have fully 
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understood what one can term the unfathomable mystery of unconditional and sacrificial love that 
has been revealed in Jesus Christ through the crucifixion and resurrection, or do complete justice 
to His identity and significance’. McGrath succinctly warns that ‘theology both helps faith and 
hinders faith, in about equal measures. At its best . . . it opens up new vistas of faith … .’ Theology 
brings a new intellectual depth to our faith and helps us forge connections with other areas of life 
and thought. At its worst, however, it conveys the deeply misleading idea that Christianity is simply 
about ideas, and that spiritual growth is measured in the accumulation of those ideas (2005, pp. 81-
82). Clearly, faith is far more than mental assent to a proposition or dogma, as reasoned earlier in 
this essay. 
In atonement reasoning, one seeks to understand the person and work of Jesus and what 
exactly is accomplished in terms of salvation. As we saw in the sections on context, language and 
sacrifice and explored in the teaching of Jesus concerning His understanding of His mission, the 
depths of the truth is never fully comprehended and apprehended in one atonement theology.  
Perhaps we are limited to discussing the descriptions in the six points that McGrath (1992, 
pp. 43-44) believes Scripture teaches. He points out that what we can agree on is that ‘something 
new’ has happened, it has objective effects, and it causes change, Scripture reveals various ways 
of understanding the new relationship with God, tells what needs to be done and gives guidance in 
comprehending and applying doctrine. McGrath uses these images of salvation (or what I would 
also call metaphors) as the methods of imagining and understanding what God accomplished for 
us through the Cross and resurrection of Christ.  
The solution to the problems and questions raised in the introduction is to not attempt to 
articulate one all-encompassing Atonement dogma that is regarded as a dogmatic essential belief 
to be a Christian. The truth of the matter is we need to consider the reality of the many images of 
salvation recorded in Scripture and present them in a contemporary idiom within our context as we 
construct our theology that addresses the needs and grievances of our time.  
It is time to acknowledge the non-priority of any one Atonement model and especially the 
penal substitution model. I agree wholeheartedly with McGrath (p. 107) when he contends that ‘a 
complete view of a complex reality requires a series of analogies or models’. He continues by 
advancing a vivid analogy of his own when he asserts that this process of ‘a series of analogies’ in 
Atonement theology is comparable to that of an optical prism taking a beam of white light and 
unscrambling it out into each of its constituent colours. Every colour signifies a real part of the 
original white light but is not to be mistaken with the whole.  
I find myself concurring with some of Lindbeck’s (2004) approach for a way forward. He 
believed that the Church needs to tell the story of the resurrected Jesus Christ, and part of the 
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resurrected Christ’s story is that He was crucified as the Saviour. However, Lindbeck 
controversially held that one does not need to understand everything about Christ’s death. What is 
essential is to know that the crucifixion was required, not ‘how or why’ it was (p. 212).  
In a sense, I agree, as the atonement theology often only comes into the picture after the 
conversion of a person.  At some point, the symbol of the Cross will result in rationalising and give 
birth to a theology of the Cross. Thus, one finds a succession of dissimilar understanding and 
proclamation concerning the crucifixion confirming my thesis of the polymorphous nature of 
Atonement doctrine. The alternative is that one theory is right and all the others wrong – we just 
have not yet found a way to agree on which one. For Lindbeck, the variety of doctrine that subsists 
concerning the crucifixion is no serious dilemma.  
The difficulties that arise do not come from the multiplicity of models, but only occur when 
certain theologians attempt to restrict atonement to one specific theory or another and thus 
completely dismiss others. There is some validity in Lindbeck’s approach. More important than 
the specifics and emphasis on how the crucifixion succeeds is the need to understand that ‘there is 
no more powerfully love-evoking conviction’ than the insight from the crucifixion that Christ 
offered up His life for others (p. 213). The work of the crucifixion is relational and serves to 
generate a relational love response and conviction.  
As I understand Lindbeck’s thinking on Atonement, his motivation is the desire to see an 
attractive church of conviction and deep intensity of commitment to the message of Jesus. He 
wrote: ‘If we are not to be disappointed, however, we must remember that the atonement message 
is not a sufficient condition for overflowing fruits of faith and works of love’ (p. 214). Lindbeck 
wanted a church of ‘our Bonhoeffers and our Mother Teresas’. Thus, he reasoned that the church 
completed what the atonement in and of itself could not. The Cross of Christ should be converted 
into a transformative experience, and according to Lindbeck, lived out with requisite conviction in 
what I call ‘an engaged worship and spirituality’. 
To expand on this relational aspect, I would propose that we view theology as always 
involving two aspects or stories that are intertwined and realise that we, who are journeying to 
uncover the truth about God, are paragraphs in the same story. God’s story is objective, and our 
stories are relative (subjective) and both are relational. We are finite yet intelligent rational beings 
and thus we reflect on the sources of theology. We codify our deductions into propositions narrated 
as our doctrines or systematic theology. We do this so that we can talk about our beliefs and 
experiences and thus proclaim what we believe. However, we must always bear in mind that our 
constructing and systemizing is done in a context; a historical, cultural-linguistic milieu. Systematic 
theology is done with past or contemporary methods of deliberation, ideas, insights and 
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assumptions that like us, are by their very nature, limited, incomplete and conditioned. This can 
and does affect deduction and conclusions and elucidates why we often have a variety of conflicting 
conclusions.  
There exists no one single universal all-encompassing systematic theology. People with 
different presuppositions and assumptions, in different contexts, can have similar or dissimilar 
conclusions. Thus, a systematic theology is by definition a partial insight, reflection or perspective 
of the whole. If all of God could be captured in a single complete systematic theology – would He 
be the God who we claim? We need to remind ourselves of what the Apostle Paul so wisely warned 
us of concerning our knowledge and understanding of God in 1 Corinthians 13:12 when he wrote: 
‘For now we see only a reflection as in a mirror; then we shall see face to face. Now I know in part; 
then I shall know fully, even as I am fully known.’ 
Theology is based on God’s story (objective) and our story (relative). That is why we need 
to have both a high Christology (the divinity of Jesus Christ) but also a low Christology (the 
humanity of Jesus Christ). High Christology tends towards propositions and creeds – the Paul, 
Jesus etc ‘hand down truth’ to us whilst a low Christology reveals the very human story of Jesus 
who uncovers and reveals life’s truth. Systematic theology sometimes tends to engage the intellect 
and not always the whole person i.e. heart and mind. We must recognise that theology flows from 
the narratives of Scripture and our lives in context. It aids us in discovering deeper conclusions 
than might initially be grasped. When doing Atonement theology let us remember that humility, 
openness, recognition of the relative nature of our story versus the objective nature of God and that 
the context, purpose, time and retrospection can often reveal deeper motifs and\or revive lost 
themes. 
Jesus as the living and risen Saviour is always going to be beyond the full apprehension of 
any one context or generation’s understanding. It is polymorphous. Jesus in His work and person 
must and will be available to all forthcoming generations despite differences in context, culture etc. 
Any attempt towards dogmatic essentialism in Atonement models, and boxing in the identity and 
significance of Jesus, is fraught with many dangers and fails for many reasons argued for in this 
essay. It diminishes Jesus and our understanding of the nature of God.  
However, the prime reason it fails is the ultimate truth about the triune God – the extreme 
greatness of who He is and what He has done - is not contained in its entirety in any writing, dogma 
or denomination. Without the recognition of the malleability of articulating diverse images through 
one’s doctrine in various contexts, one ends with dogmatic essentialism and division based on a 
particular mode of doctrinal representations. Ultimately, this essay has attempted to defend the 
claim that it is time that we learn and consent that the Scriptures can be partially captured but never 
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fully comprehended in our doctrine and in particular any one Atonement theology. Thus, we are 
left with the polymorphic nature of Atonement theology. 
It is essential that we accept that the Bible is only a partial revelation of the fullness of the 
God of the Christian faith, and as it sits in the hands of the reader, it is imperfect in the sense 
revealed in section 3. Furthermore, the many uses of the genre of parable and image-producing 
metaphors in the primary source of Christian doctrine have perhaps a specific purpose, that the 
history of doctrine should have made clear to us today.  
The multiplicity of images keeps us humble in our thinking and claims, as we strive to get to 
know the Saviour and experience the love of a gracious God and realise that there is always more 
to the triune God than we will ever know. That is a neglected truth and important conclusion when 
considering our finiteness and fallibility and the nature of God as omnipresent, omnipotent, 
omniscient, and omnibenevolent. The Bible is a historical record that narrates and reveals the 
relationship between God the creator and His creation. It is the story of the plan for God’s kingdom 
and His love, mercy and grace for His creation. In the Old Testament, we learn about His 
relationship with Israel and in the New Testament, we have Jesus’ teaching about forgiveness and 
the need for a compassionate loving pure heart to enter the kingdom of God.  
In both Testaments, we learn that God seeks those with merciful obedient pure hearts over 
ritual sacrifices for relationship. Human beings are called to be image-bearing vice-regents in His 
kingdom. The teaching and work of Jesus concerning the kingdom of God and God’s reign on earth 
culminates in His crucifixion and resurrection as Christ the King. The restoration of God’s kingdom 
is the ultimate goal of His mission - the apex of His death and resurrection. In that sense, the nature 
of the kingdom, the crucifixion and the resurrection are inseparable and are thus to be integrated 
into any contemporary presentation of Atonement theology.  
One recognizes who God is by Jesus’ relational connection to all the excluded, the poor and 
lost, and all those broken souls that Henri Nouwen (1997) called God’s beloved in his beautiful 
narrative about a severely disabled man called Adam who could not speak or even move without 
assistance. Yet, Adam was called and is ‘God’s beloved’. Our failure and accountability are 
encountered in this relational union with Jesus. We are summoned to a responsive culpability where 
we stand in solidarity with the broken and excluded souls. Thus, in the crucifixion and in the 
perspective of a relationship with Jesus and our neighbour, all humanity acknowledges failed 
relationships with God and others.  
The Crucifixion needs to be reaffirmed today to show it is not an isolated event that represents 
a sacrificial payment for sin so that one who believes this can then receive eternal life and go to 
heaven.  We need to stop trying to sell metal-studded winter tyres to drivers of cars in Namibia.  
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The Cross where Jesus was crucified is fully reflective of the life Jesus lived and the Kingdom 
of God that He came to bring to us. The restorative and relational aspects of His teaching, work, 
crucifixion and resurrection need to be revived. We need to read the Gospel stories and parables 
with fresh eyes and note again how Jesus lived a crucified form of existence before He was placed 
on the Cross to die. We must perceive how He spurned all offers of power that depended upon the 
oppression of others and made no attempt to save Himself from the agony of His rejection by those 
He loved and came to serve.  
We need to read how Jesus willingly accepted the denunciation and abuse because of His 
willingness to stand with those who suffered the anguish of being devalued and rejected by the 
religious leaders and society. We must identify with the manner in which Jesus stood with those 
deemed unworthy of God’s acceptance and love by society. The crucifixion reveals God’s amazing 
love as we find Jesus standing in a divine relationship with all in need. The cross shouts out the 
message to us all to repent of our actions that do not seek to fulfil God’s will to care for all of 
humanity and creation. We learn from the suffering of Jesus that He would allow no suffering to 
deflect him from God’s will to bring about the Kingdom of God here on earth to bring life to all 
God’s beloved. 
Today, if we wish to be contemporary yet faithful to the Gospel proclaimed in Scripture, we 
need to recognise the reasons proffered in this essay to argue for the polymorphic nature of 
Atonement theory that is biblical, constructive, contextual and systematic. Then, rather than only 
seeing the Cross as the place God demanded sacrifice to honour His Holiness, we should see the 
crucifixion as an event Jesus willingly undertakes.  
Jesus was propelled to the Cross by the sin and corruption of society in which we all 
participate to some degree. He died because of our sin. The Cross as the symbol of rejection of 
God’s rule becomes the place where Jesus continues to renew the process of reconciliation and 
restoration. Grimsrud (2013, pp. 226-230) takes a point of view against PSA and maintains there 
is an incessantness throughout the Bible of God saving graciously and not via persuasion. Penal 
theories involve the logic of retribution, but salvation in the Bible ‘embraces the logic of mercy, 
not the logic of retribution’ (p. 230). God is not coaxed or changed by the death of Jesus, which 
Grimsrud says was not ‘a necessary prerequisite for salvation’ (p. 226).  
For the Christian in the 21st century, the cross operates as an illustration of both personal and 
systemic sin. It provides a symbol of the injustice, unfairness and corruption of humanities political 
systems. In a stunning thought experiment Vargas (2006) wrote an article that reveals how critical 
it is to understand the need for a more inclusive and balanced approach to the person and work of 
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Jesus. If we have too much of a single emphasis on Jesus’ death as the purpose of His being 
incarnated, then is a sense we distance human life from the life of Jesus.  
Reconciliation and relationship then rest more in what I will call a ‘faith formula’ than the 
actual person and work of Jesus Christ. Salvation is relational and reconciliation, not necessarily 
only substitutionary. Jesus’ entire ministry–His life, teaching, death, and resurrection– is one of 
connecting and associating to and with all people. Our faith in Jesus is the complete confidence in 
Jesus Christ whose actions and teaching connects to us and brings life. The crucifixion is not a 
passive event, but an event of agency in which we confess the truth of ourselves and cling to the 
one who finds us and forgives our worst and most deadly moments. Then, called to agency by the 
Holy Spirit, we are empowered to resist evil, injustice, unfairness wherever we encounter it by our 
participation in the Kingdom of God we have entered.  
This essay has contended that there is significant evidence that the biblical narrative permits 
an expansive range of images and models for understanding and formulating the Atonement.  I 
would argue that each image also assumes a depiction of the human situation.  Certain theories or 
models will be more appealing than others, some will feel more pertinent and appropriate than 
others and some will resonate and be seen as sounder with people in one context or historical setting 
than to dissimilar people in another time.  
The New Testament scholar Leon Morris (1988, p. 26) acknowledged that the various 
theories appear to have been advanced against the milieu of the ideas that were commonly agreed 
at the time they emerged, or the period when they won broad acquiescence. Atonement theology 
will always be faith seeking understanding as to how Jesus as the incarnated King, the Word of 
God and the Revelation – the discloser of the love of God, came to re-establish the kingdom of 
God, and restore the broken covenant with a healed relationship and fellowship between God and 
His creation.  
Atonement theology has never achieved orthodoxy status and might have more depth and 
relevance today than a narrow penal or satisfaction model of Christ’s death. We are perhaps well 
guided to recognise that the outcome of Atonement theology is clearly reconciliation and entering 
the Kingdom of God. However, the means by which this is achieved is different to the outcome 
dogma we articulate as in the case of Atonement doctrine – it appears to be polymorphic and our 
preaching needs to consider this to be contemporaneous and relevant yet faithful to the primary 
motif of the Bible – that remains our primary source for doctrine – that the person and work of 





8 THE DENOUEMENT 
This essay asked the question: To what extent does a polymorphic understanding of theology 
offer a critical review of Penal Substitution Atonement? When considering theological disputes, 
hermeneutical consideration relating to ‘biblical correctness’ often serves as a formula of appraisal 
and comparison of doctrines and theories that are primarily or exclusively disseminated. However, 
that process often leads to ‘agreeing to disagree’. It is influenced by many factors this essay 
highlighted – from the ‘horizons of interpretation’ to one's understanding of the cultural context. 
The flow of this essay attempted to build an argument that allows one to challenge PSA (and other 
contested dogmas) on a broader and hopefully more honest and coherent manner by showing that 
often theology is ‘morphous’ in character. The case study, where the concept of Atonement, 
sacrifice, sin and PSA specifically were considered in light of positions and determinations raised 
in sections 3 to 5 concerning hermeneutics, systematic theology and culture, reached a conclusion 
that answered the research question in the affirmative, that a polymorphic understanding does offer 
a critical review. 
The lens I have always had was the Protestant reformers evangelical approach to the 
crucifixion but now I am asking if the purpose of the crucifixion is more than only a door to avoid 
hell and enter heaven and more of an offer to enter into the kingdom of God and colonize earth 
with the life of heaven. An important consideration is to understand how the biblical text has been 
interpreted in various ages.   
Hermeneutics, the theory of textual interpretation, has always been one of the controversial 
themes in Christian biblical theology and no less so in understanding the crucifixion. Most 
practitioners of biblical theology employ a wide range of traditional tools in the process of biblical 
interpretation: analysis of the historical-cultural setting, studies in the original languages, discourse 
analysis, attention to genre, etc.  It now becomes a self-evident truth that one’s hermeneutical 
approach has a significant effect upon the results of one’s interpretive conclusions. If facts are 
voiceless and are often interpreted in conformity with one’s presuppositions, culture, religious 
beliefs etc - whether those presuppositions are explicitly understood, or not, then hermeneutical 
reflection and practice often reflect not the biblical viewpoint, but the agenda of our special interest 
culture.  
However, when one accepts the two perspectives of the biblical culture and the present-day 
reader’s culture and also considers this in the interpretive enterprise, then perhaps one better 
understands why we have had different theories concerning the meaning of the crucifixion.  Van 
der Merwe (2015) perceptively wrote:  
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The meaning of any text resides not solely in the creativity of the author but also in the 
complex correlations that also exist between texts and the contexts in which these texts have 
been read and reread. Such correlations include specific relationships between the creator of 
the text and those who contemplate the text.  
 
We noted that Biblical literature has an enormous variety of images, concepts and narrative 
that all attempt to convey the meaning of Jesus life, teaching, death, resurrection and ascension. 
One finds concepts such as redemption, reconciliation, forgiveness, justification, vicarious 
sacrifice, Passover lamb, cleansing blood, ransomed, victor over the powers of evil etc. Can one 
concept or image fully depict all that Jesus taught concerning the love of God and the meaning of 
His death and resurrection? In a slightly different context Wright astutely commented on this God 
of love revealed in the Crucifixion. He said: 
 
The radical hermeneutic of suspicion that characterizes all of post-modernity is essentially 
nihilistic, denying the very possibility of creative or healing love. In the Cross and 
resurrection of Jesus we find the answer - the God who made the world is revealed in terms 
of a self-giving love that no hermeneutic of suspicion can ever touch.21 
 
Enshrined in this debate is the understanding of God’s omnibenevolent nature, the 
relationship between divine justice and love, the nature of sin and of course – the ethics of the act. 
To analyze the variables in an Atonement model and the model itself one must consider if the 
crucifixion and its symbol of a Cross would need to be understood as a synecdoche for the 
sacrificial life of Christ which begins with the incarnation of the Jesus the Son who came in the 
likeness of sinful humanity. When we consider why Jesus died then academic prudence and the 
considerations of practical and systematic theology compel one to at the very minimum ponder the 
validity, implications and corollaries of the crucifixion and consider if and how the actions of God 
through the crucifixion of Jesus reveal the love of the God that Jesus proclaimed.  
This is all done in a cultural setting where theology needs to be contemporary and relevant. 
We need to always distinguish between the factual reality of the Atonement and a theoretical and 
biblical understanding of the work of Jesus Christ know as Atonement. Ultimately, any doctrine 
articulated needs to fulfil what Habermas (1984, p. 25) called the ‘force of the better argument’. 
This is because those who have been schooled in Protestant theology might be surprised to learn 
that the vast majority of the Church Fathers held to the view that Christ’s atoning death was 
 
 
21. Wright, N.T. 1998, The Resurrection and the Postmodern dilemma. Originally published in Sewanee Theol. Rev. 
No 41.2, viewed on 21 November 2020, http://www.ntwrightpage.com/Wright_Resurrection_Postmodern.htm  
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unnecessary – as recorded in an article by the philosopher and theologian William Lane Craig.22 
Craig states that in their (early Church Fathers) views an omnipotent being like God has the 
capacity to forgive sins without the requirement of any means of Atonement at all. It was St. 
Anselm (11 C) who raised and posed the necessity of Christ’s death and it was God’s honour, 
tarnished by sinful human beings, that necessarily demanded to be satisfied. The basic argument 
was that a God who easily forgave sins without satisfaction for the violation would not maintain 
His honour.  Craig claims that Anselm’s theory of the crucifixion and Atonement relates 
convincingly with the honour/shame culture of the Ancient Near East and so would have resonated 
with first-century Jews. 
However, in the last three centuries, many scholars have argued that love and sacrifice are 
discordant as determinants of what allows for human beings to be reconciled with God. They 
oppose both Anselm’s theory of the Cross of Christ of God’s Son who was sacrificed to satisfy 
God the Father—a theory of satisfaction. They also oppose Protestant Reformers who initiated a 
renewed emphasis on the crucifixion with the concept of the wrath of God and known as penal 
substitution. Jesus at the crucifixion becomes a substitute or archetypal for all humanity. The 
Reformers expanded on the idea of God’s honour being insulted and then added another stratum 
saying that all human beings merited God’s wrath because of their sin (doctrine of original sin). At 
the crucifixion, Jesus absorbed the wrath of God so that humans could be saved. Does this reveal 
a loving God or a vindictive God?  
In the first part of the 21C, where the majority of countries have denounced the death penalty 
as inhumane and unjust, many theological commentators contend that the crucifixion of Jesus is an 
unwarranted despicable violent act. The imagery of the crucifixion in both the Biblical narrative 
and as depicted in the arts (such as the film ‘The Passion of Christ’ and Renaissance artists such as 
Cranach and Grünewald) disclose the crucifixion as grotesque human sacrifice.  
This leads some to a pertinent question that must be considered. Did God choose to sacrifice 
Jesus and willed Jesus’ brutal death to satisfy His wrath? If the answer is yes then immediately one 
might inquire how the crucifixion can be defended as an act of love on God’s behalf and reveal a 
loving God – a loving God that Jesus proclaimed? It is an important question as if one is unable to 
expound the crucifixion as an act revealing God’s love then there are several serious implications 
one has to consider – none more so than the validity of the claim that it is a portrayal of God’s love.  
 
 





It is stating the obvious that any understanding of the crucifixion has implications, and I 
suggest that they need to be consistent with the claim of Jesus that God is omnibenevolent. How is 
that best understood? I propose that the PSA model might fail to uphold this in a coherent manner. 
Throughout the history of the Church, there have been many conferences of ecclesiastical 
dignitaries and theological experts convened to discuss and settle matters of Church doctrine and 
practice. However, there has never been an ecumenical council or a single universally accepted 
orthodox theory on the Atonement. Yet, the favoured theory in the western tradition today remains 
the belief because of the wrath of God, Jesus paid the price on the Cross and took the punishment 
due to humanity. This essay highlighted a few of the serious challenges facing PSA if it is to be 
contemporary and relevant and thus, this essay has contended that there is an imperative and the 
justification to review the Penal Substitution Atonement model of understanding the Crucifixion.  
A polymorphic understanding of theology and Atonement theology in particular, does offer 
a relevant and successful possibility to critically review Penal Substitution Atonement. This is done 
whilst holding two truisms that might appear paradoxical yet are indispensable. First, the 
confidence in Christian dogma can only propose a possible but not necessary development of 
Biblical intentions. That is why we can term theology as polymorphic. Secondly, my presumption 
that there does exist some certain agreed clear general teachings discoverable in the Bible that 
themselves are morphed into historically situated dogmas and thus can also be termed polymorphic.  
A consequence of the historicity and contextuality of human knowledge is that the reality of 
God persists as an open question and thus truth claims are provisional and contestable. Ultimately, 
the certitude of any truth can only be verified eschatologically. However, this essay has maintained 
the premise and affirmation that God has disclosed truth this is best understood within a critical 
realist epistemology and God has revealed His Love for humanity, unveiled by Jesus and divulged 
and shared in situ as an incarnated engaged spirituality on the part of Christians.  
Pauw (2002, pp. 35-36) explains that in this epistemology ‘beliefs presuppose the human 
possibility of some critical purchase on truth.’ However, this possibility needs to be understood 
with the acknowledgement of a gradation of morphism in doctrine because all human beliefs are 
culturally situated and inseparable from the practices of a community. This then means that 
religious beliefs are not all pure truths understood and applied to life in all cultures. More 
accurately, when we are respectful of this critical realism and accept that religious beliefs are 
known and grasped as interconnected with an array of other beliefs and embedded in particular 
ways of life we can acknowledge the polymorphic reality of much of theology. Religious beliefs 
such as Atonement doctrine are thus ‘couched in language, conceptually, and history of a 
community and reflect communal experience and desires.’ 
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In the earlier sections, I argued that theology should be understood as second-order, 
continuing, constructive, and communal dialogue about the Christian beliefs. Theology is an 
organic unity, a montage or medley that involves Scripture, the historical traditions and socially 
and culturally embedded insights and arguments and the present cultural and historical setting. This 
is expressed in another way by RC Sproul who whilst probably disagreeing with my hypothesis on 
polymorphism did conclude that ‘creeds are distinguished from Scripture in that Scripture is norma 
normans (‘the rule that rules’), while the creeds are norma normata (‘a rule that is ruled’).23 
Composed within the methodology of developing creeds and doing Systematic Theology we 
find critical variables such as the culture and context, the language used and the hermeneutical 
insights of sources and horizons of interpretation and understanding. Thus, there is a hermeneutical 
and systematic justification to propose that Atonement theology is polymorphic in character. 
However, when seeking insight into the doctrine of the atonement, we continuously formulate and 
promulgate an Atonement doctrine that adopts as its basic silhouette an essential truth, the 
polymorphic harmony through the commonality of the claim that Jesus did something very special 
‘for humanity’ or ‘for us’ in understanding the significance of His life, teaching and His 
Crucifixion.  
One of the objectives for this essay is that it will contribute in some small manner towards 
stimulating thinking regarding a ‘continued reformation’ and a change of approach to theology and 
missions that upholds the relevance, importance and authority of scripture whilst not being 
uninformed of how theology is birthed and done - and why it must be so. This would then allow 
Systematic and Practical Theology to faithfully and meaningfully fulfil its calling in every context. 
The Christian life and calling are directed by a different narrative than all otherworldly ideologies. 
It has a calling to serve the world and reflect the love of God as seen in the life and teaching of 
Jesus Christ. This calling has specific convictions and practices as it lives out and offers an 
alternative way of life as it serves the world. Critically, this truth requires Christians to remember 
that its witness to the world is not separate from its existence in the world.  
I had the enormous privilege of briefly studying under the great 20 C apologist Francois 
Schaeffer (1968, p. 120). He wrote: ‘Each generation of the church in each setting has the 
responsibility of communicating the gospel in understandable terms, considering the language and 
thought-forms of that setting.’ That is polymorphic theology in general and thus Atonement theory 
in particular – biblical, contemporary, systematic, constructive, active and relevant as it responds 
 
 




to the needs of the world. It is reasonable whilst demanding epistemic humility in our theology and 
praxis when we consider making truth claims. It ensures we are aware of our own embodiment, 
culture, fallibility and finitude yet it remains fully committed to both faithfulness to scripture and 
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